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FROM TEACHING PRACTICES TO OPEN EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES: A CASE STUDY ABOUT EDUCATION TO
SEISMIC RISK IN ITALIAN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Filippo Bruni(1),*
1

University of Molise Campobasso, Italy

ABSTRACT
This paper aims to present an experience carried out in an Italian primary school in relation to
the seismic risk prevention under a particular point of view: the transition from a traditional
platform for e-learning to a perspective re-lated to open educational resources. Through the use
of Moodle, a series of activities have been carried out: starting from a description of the fears
and experiences of children, followed by the creation of materials published on the platform,
including drawings, images, videos, documentation of educational activities related mainly to
issues of a scientific nature and at least partially reusable for further educational pathways. In
particular the project "Everything is shaking” has been included in the action classes 2.0 which
includes the creation of an innovative learning environment compared to traditional classrooms.
Starting from this case study, what is underlined is the link between teaching practices and
creation, the use and reuse of open educational resources in the light of the concepts of
participation and reification within community of practice..
Keywords: minimum 3- maximum 5 concepts, separated by comas.

1. INTRODUCTION
The belief that technologies and digital resources help the learning process is by now a
widespread conviction and constitutes one of the most consolidated features of cyberculture
(Lévy 1994). The concept of “open” is the way in which the potential of digital technologies is
now commonly expressed (Downes 2011, pp. 64-66; McAndrew 2010) and has been
implemented in optimistic terms in the documents of the European Commission: «Open
technologies allow All indivi-duals to learn, Anywhere, Anytime, through Any device, with the
support of Anyo-ne» (European Commission 2013, p. 3). The origin of this modality, in terms
of the historical evolution, is to be sought in the Free/Libre Open Source movement (Meiszner
et al. 2008) but its most recent development is given by the open access (OA) meant by
Budapest Access Initiative (Suber 2012, p. 7) as the free availability [to research literature] on
the public internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or
link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to software,
*Author E-Mail: filippo.bruni@unimol.it
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or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, or technical barriers other
than those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself.
Within the actual approach of the OA what is found is not only the research literature but
also a multiplicity of other materials that go from the source code to images, to reach to all the
sources used in teaching and learning processes: the open education resources (OER) and the
open courseware (Suber 2012, pp. 98-99).
In this direction the focus on OER and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) is gradually
increasing. If the term Learning Object dates back to 1994 and can be considered as «any digital
resource that can be reused to support learning» (Wiley 2000, p. 7), the OER have regained
and extended this concept. According to the definition used by Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (Hylén et al. 2012, p.17), OER are digital learning
resources offered online […] freely and openly to teachers, educators, students, and
independent learners in order to be used, shared, combined, adapted, and expanded in teaching
and research. They include learning content, software tools to develop, use and distribute, and
implementation resources such as open licences. The learning content is educational material
of a wide variety, from full courses to smaller units such as diagrams or test questions. It may
include text, images, audio, video, simulations, games, portals, and the like.
Particular attention is given to the production and adoption of OER in higher education:
for example the report of OECD «is addressed to managers of higher education institutions as
well as strategists and decision makers on international, national and intermediate level»
(OECD, 2007, p. 4). The production and usage of OER is mainly connected to the MOOC,
which are online courses with the option of free and open registration, starting from the wellknown example of the Open Couserware MIT (Carson 2009) and in any case connected to
higher education instruction.
However, if the OER constitute a real movement which is strongly developing and which
elicits significant enthusiasm (D’Antoni 2009), what is also required in order to have a
widespread and effective distribution, in addition to top-down support, linked to academic
institutions and international bodies, is greater participation and larger interest from bottom-up
with the creation of communities and networks. In such direction the connectivist approach to
MOOC and the OER (McAuley et al. 2010, p. 40) can be reported:
A MOOC is a significant departure from the cliché “ivory towers” of traditional brick and
mortar universities, the “walled gardens” of conventional learning management system, and
even the widely publicized “open courseware” of MIT. Each of these reifies the artifacts of
knowledge work (a course, a lecture, a syllabus) within the particular technology that defines
it. MOOCs, on the other hand, share the processes of knowledge work, not just the products.
Maintaining a close relationship between the cognitive process and its products by linking
one to the other is a particularly important indicator that acquires a peculiar meaning in the
school context where the teaching dimension is central. A perspective action which should
strongly be underlined is to combine the documentation of teaching practices to the production
of OER: «One action that would both improve transparency and accountability in teaching
would be to include teaching portfolios or similar requirements as part of the tenure process
and to promote the conversion of at least one course into an OER format as part of the
documentation of excellence in teaching» (OECD 2007, p. 96; Wiley 2007, p. 18).
The centrality of the relationship between teaching practices and OER can be further
explored by highlighting two aspects. The first in relation to the uses of OER and of other
digital resources available on the Internet, by examining the delicate balance that is created
between the function of the standards and the essential processes of contextualization. The
second concerns the methods that can facilitate the sharing of practices and teaching materials
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within communities and networks, in order to understand the close relationship between the
participation on one hand and the production on the other. In this respect a case study is
presented.

2. PREVENTING THE SEISMIC RISK IN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Many Italian regions are areas prone to earthquakes. This has required and re-quires, on
one hand, to intervene in emergency situations, and on the other to op-erate with a preventive
approach. Even schools in relation to seismic risk are in the same situation, divided between
these two approaches. One approach is related to a somehow therapeutic function and
psychological support to students of different ages who have to overcome the trauma. The other
approach has a prevention function, and what can be noticed clearly and evidently is an
interesting connection among scientific disciplines which are essential in explaining both the
seismic phenomena and what can be done to prevent damage.

2.1. THE PROJECT “EVERYTHING IS SHAKING”
The project “Everything is shaking” was thought after the region of Molise helped the
region of Emilia-Romagna during an emergency response, with the consequent idea to develop
a preventive approach centering the action on the training in primary schools. In fact the
promoters of the project “Everything is shaking” is firstly the Region of Molise and then the
Region of Emilia-Romagna, the University of Molise, and the Second Didactic Pole "Nicola
Scarano" in Cam-pobasso. The latter is the place where the project was actually implemented.
The idea of focusing attention on forms of prevention to be developed in the school context
with a view to the longer term led to three choices:
1. to identify a second grade class as the class to work with on the project. Working with a
low age group, 7 year olds, leaves space to promote pathways that can be developed and
reformulated in the following years;
2. to conceive the activities of prevention education not as an appendage, but as an integral
part compared to the whole curriculum.
3. to use Moodle as the working environment in which digital skills can operate as a means
which unites disciplines which are often too distant by linking tradi-tional tasks, but not for
this less necessary, of the primary school with the re-quirements of the changes taking place in
contemporary society.

2.2. EDUCATE TO SEISMIC RISK: ONLINE RESOURCES
All this has implied, from the point of view of OER, an investigation of what exists.
First of all materials in Italian or partially in Italian were found, such as the podcast “Vibrazioni.
Voci e storie dall’Abruzzo che ha tremato” (http://vibrazioni.wordpress.com/) promoted by the
middle school “Dante Alighie-ri” in Aquila, which is a collection of interviews led by students to
people who witnessed the earthquake that took place in April 2009 or the website “Edusrisk.
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Itinerari per la riduzione del rischio” (http://www.edurisk.it/it/presentazione/) with contributions of
researchers of the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (National Institute of Geophysics
and Volcanology), or the website of the project RACCE (Raising earthquake Awareness and
Coping Children’s Emotions) (http://racce.nhmc.uoc.gr/it), funded by the European Community
and coordinated by the Museum of Natural History of Crete that focused on raising awareness,
improving knowledge on earthquakes, and simultaneously educating different groups (teachers,
parents, volunteers and civil protection operators). Further research of resources in English has
confirmed that the majority of useful material for the project is characterized by two features.
Firstly, resources are in most cases rarely targeted to the age group of primary school children, and
mostly centered on the disciplinary knowledge of students in secondary school or university.
Secondly, the distinctive logic of the OER does not appear in such an obvious way. Indications
relating to copyright are often absent; resources are more identifiable and accessible through a
search engine such as Google than through an appropriate repository such as in the case of United
States
Geological
Survey’s
(USGS)
Earthquake
Hazards
Program
(http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/kids/) which provides an interesting set of educational resources
for lower age groups. In particular, videos are easily available on YouTube both in Italian language
(for
example
Civilino
e
il
terremoto,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_TuvDSz9yk&feature=player_detailpage) and in English (for
example Tales of Disasters 2. Earthquake, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGzUeg4Vd_o ;
Kids know best, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrUpc9qFvWA&feature=youtu.be ; Plate tectonic, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryrXAGY1dmE ), rather than on dedicated sites such as
the section of educational resources of the Incorporated research institutions for seismology
( http://www.iris.edu/hq/ ).

2.3. THE PATHWAY
The pathway, which was implemented in the school year 2012-2013, began with the
reading of the text “Lo scialle magico” (Sacré, Mylo 2013): a story in which the protagonist is
afraid of everything and everyone. Working on the theme of childhood fears, children were
encouraged to reflect and express their fears, using graphic and pictorial activities carried out
in a traditional way and with digital tools. By using the Moodle platform students were
involved in the project during after school hours in a safe environment that allowed not only
extra occasions for participants to meet, but also more opportunities to document what was
being accomplished. In order to further examine the topics, activities of language production
were set up in a fun and creative way, such as, for example, nursery rhymes and acrostics,
associated with the use of brainstorming.
By analyzing the work of the pupils, what clearly emerged was the use of some of the terms
that refer to the great risks: earthquakes, volcanoes, plagues, floods. This allowed to focus the
attention on, starting from the very salient issue of fear, the seismic risk stressing the fact that
not all fears are rational and how in some territories earthquakes represent a real threat.
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We asked all the children involved in the project to draw what or who, accord-ing to them,
generates a seismic quake. At this point, we proceeded in two direc-tions. The first consisted
in using the well-known comparison with the hard-boiled egg to show the structure of the planet
and the difference between the crust, the mantle and the core, and for this we used Michela
Candi’s
story,
“The
mystery
of
the
hard-boiled
egg”
(
http://www.googol.it/googol/ragazzi_gallina.html ). The second, went beyond the comparison
with the egg, and we showed dynamic images according to a precise progression in order to
provide a deeper understanding of what was explained leading to prevention education. To
reach this objective, a first level of use was given by the knowledge of plate tectonics, through
a video (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryrXAGY1dmE ) supported by a game, based on
a simple drag and drop function, available on-line, which also had the purpose of assessment
(http://www.uptoten.com/kids/kidsgames-mixedbag-earthstructure.html). A second level of
use was bound to explain what an earth-quake is and to introduce the first aspects related to
prevention: in order to achieve this two animations were used as resources - Earthquake what
it is and what causes it (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8c7fQJNPfLM) and What Is An
Earthquake? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlePrsXTGxQ – linked to a simulation
(http://digilander.libero.it/sussidi.didattici/animazioni/galleria_an.html)
for
a
better
understanding of the concept of magnitude and the Mercalli and Richter scales. Finally, the
third level had a prevention aim and even in this case two animations were used to reach this
objective,
Tales
of
Disasters
2.
Earthquake
(
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGzUeg4Vd_o ) and Civilino and the earthquake
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmvCEeOg4So), with an Earthquake Safety Song, an
audio file in English ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ak8DWpBatEw ). This third and
last level, aimed at making children aware of hazardous situations and the adoption of correct
behavior. In order to strengthen the knowledge essential to prevention, materials designed for
this scope were produced (Fig.1).

Fig.1 Criteria for evacuation.
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3. DISCUSSION
The simple pathway which was carried out has shown how the selection, the use and the
production of, albeit embryonic, OER is tied to specific routes and contexts.

3.1. TYPES OF USE OF OER
In order to analyse the teaching practices in relation to OER, the most articulated scheme
is the one proposed by Wiley which distinguishes the following levels: 1. as-is-reuse, 2.
technical adaptations for reuse, 3. linguistic adaptation for reuse, 4. cultural adaptation for
reuse, 5. pedagogical adaptation for reuse, 6. annotation as adaptation for reuse, 7. access to
source code, facilitating reuse, and sustainability (Wiley 2007, pp. 12-14). The first level of
use in the project “Everything is shaking” has definitely been high: most of the identified
resources have been used the way they were found on internet without any type of modification.
This approach was due not only because of the lack of well structured OER that met the aims.
Many of the materials were used the way they were because of their fragmentary nature and
incompleteness (lack of clear indications on copyright, low level of granularity) making it
easier to assemble them within the context. In this sense, technical adaptations (second level)
were not required: the interactive whiteboard and the additional hardware and software tools
available allowed the use and the reproduction of files with the most diverse extensions.
Linguistic adaptations (third level) were required only partially for two reasons: the English
which was used in many of the available resources was either suitable to the children’s
knowledge of the language or however applicable in CLIL activities (Content and Language
Integrated Learning). With reference to the cultural and pedagogical dimensions (fourth and
fifth level) integrations rather than adaptation were implemented: the choice of fine-grained
resources meant rather than their transformation, their integration in the teaching process. The
notes regarding the reuse of the available materials (sixth level) have either been partially
mentioned or not all referred to in the project report. The access to the source code of the
resources (seventh level) was not required: the use of Moodle did not call for it. What must be
pointed out, with reference to the facilitating reuse, that Moodle, within the project (Fig. 00.2),
can be considered in all respect an OER (OECD 2007, p. 31), and has allowed not only to
document the pathway but also to interact and to produce. For example, with the use of the
glossary, blogs and forums participants have experienced forms of collaborative writing.
However, it should be noted that in order to ensure a safe working environment for the class,
Moodle was not used for sharing with other forms of reality, and a password is essential to
view the pathway and the materials so that children’s privacy is protected.
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Fig.2. Moodle, http://www.ed-lab.it/lenostreclassi/

3.2. ADOPTION OF STANDARD AND ADAPTION TO THE CONTEXT
Starting from an analysis of the practices of use of OER, or even better of the materials
that can be assimilated to them, what has emerged is the rejection, partially known of (Wiley
2007, p. 14), of well structured OER on one side and the practices tied to their use and reuse in
specific contexts on the other. The balance between the adoption of standard and the support
to the production and reuse is a central matter: «finding a balance between the need to align to
standards and a desire to customize content will be a fundamental challenge to the OER
movement» (Kursahn 2008, p. 7). On one hand, the adoption of standard facilitates the
identification of OER: «a great deal of OER materials remain hard to find. Without a common
system of identification, teachers can’t easily search for material» (Hewlett Foundation 2013,
p. 10). With suitable metadata it is possible to retrieve with more ease what is required for
specific aims and the use of standards enables the performance between materials of different
types and for diverse needs. However, the standards can constitute a serious obstacle to the
production and reuse of OER especially when they are seen as an imposition from above:
«developers often perceive adhering to a standard as both limiting what an individual can do
and as imposing requirements that the individual does not perceive as related to his or her
work» (Thille 2008, p. 171). In particular if the production of OER is tied to teachers’
availability and enthusiasm, standards have to be used in such a way not to discourage them:
«metadata in fact creates a barrier, it’s a high-bar barrier. Isn’t? If you wanted to produce free,
and you want it to be available through the SCORM network, you’d have to hire teams of
librarians in order to complete this requirement» (Downes 2011, p. 42).
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3.3. COMMUNITIES BETWEEN PARTICIPATION AND REIFICATION
In relation to the production of OER on behalf of teachers, what has already been
mentioned is the wishful link between didactic planning, teaching practices, portfolio and OER.
The production of educational materials is often and mostly tied to teachers’ free and voluntary
work. The sharing of knowledge is a typical feature of cyberculture (Himanen 2001) and among
the promoters of open educational resources it is possible to find a strong ethical force – like,
for example, Aaron Swartz’s incident has proven – to be absolutely distant from any market
logic (Downes 2011, pp. 53-61). Just as a reminder of this, the contrast between the approach
tied to the market and gift culture is pointed out (Wiley 2006, p. 6; Lane 2008, p. 2; Suber
2012, p. 38). There is great interest in the perspective of gift culture and OER as a public good
and it should be examined more in depth and not simplistically, taking into account the
existence of strong economic and competitive aspects that emerge, for example, from the
documents of the European Commission: «The EU also risks lagging behind other regions of
the world. The USA and some Asian countries are investing in ICT-based strategies to reshape
education and training. They are transforming, modernizing and internationalising education
systems with tangible effects in schools and universities on access to and cost of education, on
teaching practices and their worldwide reputation or branding» (European Commission 2013,
p. 3).
In the logic of sharing and collaboration among peers is placed the proposal of communities
of practice as a place of production and sharing of OER (Thillie 2008, pp. 169-170; BurgosAguilar and Mortera-Gutierrez 2011; Downes 2011, p 89; van Dorp and Lane 2011; European
Commission 2013, p. 5-6). The attention towards communities of practice is understandable:
it allows to give value and share, often with contained financial costs, knowledge and materials
essential for the good result of teaching processes. However, the risk could be to under estimate
a fundamental aspect: creation, but above all the use and reuse of an educational resource, can
not be separated without negative consequences from interactions internal within the
community. Wenger in this sense refers to two concepts: participation and reification.
Participation is «a complex process that combines doing, talking, thinking, feeling, and
belonging. It involves our whole person, including our bodies, minds, emotion, and social
relations» (Wenger 1998, p. 56) and should not simply be considered cooperation for it implies
a broader spectrum of relations including competitive and conflicting ones. Reification is «the
process of giving form to our experience by producing objects that congeal this experience into
“thingness”» (Wenger 1998, p. 59). Wenger’s use of the term “thingness” probably wants to
express the concern, subsequently addressed explicitly, to see the process of reification
interpreted in a very reductive way. Reification is definitely different from objectification. Such
a distinction wants to highlight with force a central point: the impossibility to separate the
reifications from the practices.
The reasoning behind this - aside from the multiple forms of reification, «making,
designing, representing, naming, encoding, and describing, as well as perceiving, interpreting,
using, reusing, decoding, and recasting» (Wenger 1998, p. 59) - is based on the reflective nature
of reification, «properly speaking, the products of reification are not simply concrete, material
objects. Rather, they are reflection of these practices» (Wenger 1998, p. 61). If looking back at
the image of the iceberg what Wenger wants to assert is the impossibility of a translation of the
meaning in an object: only a process which implies one another is conceivable. To sustain this,
he recalls that «reification must be reappropriated into a local process in order to become
meaningful» (Wenger 1998, p. 60). Ultimately reification does not have an autonomous
consistency but exists if there is a link, based on reflection, with practices which can not
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become detached from it, otherwise it loses its meaning: reification is presented as a mediator
between contexts, practices and communities. The inseparable link between participation and
reification is an essential indication towards the excesses of objectification of the learning
process. To what extent can an object, or a learning resource, has an independent meaning? To
what extent in order to reuse a resource what becomes essential is to connect the context in
which they were created with those in which they are used again? In such a direction can be
reported practices where the relation between production, sharing and use is very strong like
in the case of the repository LeMill, a «web community for teachers and OER authors to
collaboratively create, improve, share and utilize open learning resources» (Toikkanen 2008,
p. 2). However, more generally, the perspective is to combine the OER not only with metadata
and instructions for use, but also with storytelling about its use developed within the
community of practice. This constitutes only the first step towards a more efficient use of the
OER. In a recent research what can be observed is that «professional learning circles or
community of practice […] often […] are dominated by matters that do not make the difference
[…]. What is needed is more space for teacher to interpret the evidence about their effect on
each student» (Hattie 2012, p. 191). If what is to be absolutely identified are ways that show
the learning of the students - and indirectly also the effectiveness of the methods and tools
which have been used, including OER – then what remains indispensable as a premise is the
activation of frames of meaning within which all the appropriate assessments operate.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The simple pathway which was carried out has shown:
1. a scarcity of specific OER, so to confirm what has already been observed by the European
Commission: «OERs are generally produced in a limited number of languages (mostly
English), and used by specific education sectors (especially higher education) and specific
disciplines […]. The use of OERs in Europe is still too fragmented and not sustained»
(European Commission 2013, p. 8);
2. how the selection, the use and the production of, albeit embryonic, OER is tied to specific
routes and contexts;
3. that the use of simple materials is preferred for an easier reuse: so is confirmed the already
well-known preference for smaller chunks of learning material (OECD 2007, p. 52). High
quality OER designed for higher education have proven to be either not usable or only
partially usable, instead on the contrary non professional materials have proven to be more
functional;
4. an insufficient network of schools with similar problems that could share the same
pathway;
5. little cooperation and sharing of a re-elaborated version of the materials which have been
produced.
To overcome the above mentioned needs, a new phase of the project has been implemented
and financed within Cl@ssi 2.0, an initiative promoted by the Italian Ministry of Education. The
Italian Ministry of Education has launched a National Plan for Digital Schools (Piano nazionale
scuola digitale) with the intention of promoting a process of innovation in the education system by
leveraging on Information and Communication Technology. The National Plan comprises three
pilot projects: Cl@sse 2.0, Scuol@2.0 and digital publishing. The selection criteria for the Cl@sse
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2.0 project were the quality of the class project, past experience with ICT projects, teacher's digital
competences, and availability of broadband connectivity.
Some interesting indications of the OECD in its assessment of the Italian Na-tional Plan for
Digital Education are reported. The suggestions formulated by the OECD are to be reconducted to
three dimensions: 1) «concentrate resources on the scuola@ 2.0 initiative, redesign it around local
school networks» (Avvisati et al. 2013, p. 41); 2) promote the production and sharing of documents
and teaching materials (Avvisati et al. 2013, p. 30); 3) promote the participation of teachers through
the creation of networks and the introduction of prizes and awards (Avvisati et al. 2013, p. 52). The
first suggestion is a clear signal of the resistance which individual classes and teachers encountered
within their school when the experimental projects took place: they were definitely perceived as a
good practice unlikely to be repeated if not actually, I dare say, as something alien to the context in
which it was applied. The idea of effective innovation processes clearly need a critical mass that
will allow forms of dissemination and spreading. The risk, to use a metaphor, is to have a
“locomotive without cars”: excellent experiences have not been able to go beyond the micro context
in which they originated and developed. The problem with the diffusion and the transfer of good
practices is also found when producing and sharing teaching materials. What OECD has suggested
is that high quality digital resources that are already present in the international context are made
available by translating them and adapting them to the Italian context. This task would be assigned
to Istituto Nazionale di Documentazione, Innovazione e Ricerca educativa (INDIRE, National
Institute of Documentation, Innovation and Educational Research), an Italian government agency,
which would be responsible for the management of such resources at a national level. The third and
last indication is again tied to the need of ways to diffuse and cooperate on behalf of teachers.
Beginning with the observation that «in all innovation experiences, much knowledge inevitably
tends to be embodied in the innovators themselves. Data logs and research reports can only partially
reflect the richness of their knowledge, which remains largely tacit» (Avvisati et al. 2013, p. 52),
what can be suggested is the creation of networks and the introduction of prizes and awards, based
on some experience already proven at European level.
The central point of the OECD document, rather than indicate how to use digital resources
effectively in the teaching and learning processes, points out the problem of how to accelerate the
process of innovation in relation to the three levels which can not be separated from one another:
schools, teaching materials and teachers. The participation of teachers, in this perspective, is a
central hub and the production, the use and reuse of educational materials - while requiring on one
hand actions at national level - on the other hand involves a systematic commitment of teachers.
If it is undoubtedly appropriate that «existing open educational resources available in other
languages are translated in Italian and adapted to the Italian curriculum» and that «a central resource
bank for teachers, including all open educational resources (and possibly other digital resources as
well) is developed and promoted», the point upon which it is crucial to focus attention is: «teachers
are encouraged to develop and share their teaching resources as open educational resources by
giving awards and using other reputation mechanisms» (Avvisati et al. 2013, p. 52). In conclusion
from the perspective of effective teaching, participation and reification can not be separated
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ABSTRACT
The massive open online course is a development in distance education. The existing online
courses for primary and middle school students are based on several classic open educational
resources like images, sounds, animations, but they could also be based on competence
achieving web games. Writing web games for each discipline competence is a hard task,
achievable only by programmers. Using frameworks we can offer teachers and other content
editors the possibility of creating their own web games for the students. In this sense we
designed and implemented two frameworks. Both frameworks are using the HTML5 web
technology and a simple communication server side logic. Dialog based games are suitable to
disciplines which are have mathematical formulas like arithmetic, physics, chemistry. The
board games are suitable to disciplines where concepts must be learned and actions must be
performed. Thus, the games implemented with these frameworks represent a more attractive
way to perform distance education for primary and middle school students.
Keywords: minimum 3- maximum 5 concepts, separated by comas.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will present two educational resources as web game frameworks which can
be played on a MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) platform by primary and middle school
students. The platform is named "The Little Prince" like the story with the same name written
by Antoine Saint-Exupery French writer and pilot [12] and was developed in the context of a
European project spread in three Romanian counties.
The main characteristics of the project involve: i) to develop competences; ii) to provide a
natural and a free interaction between teachers and students; iii) to create a close and sensitive
education system; iv) to provide help for the traditional education system; v) to ameliorate
Romanian language and mathematics disciplines; vi) to visit the portal and not to oblige the
student to do some specific action [16].
* Author E-Mail: chirila@cs.upt.ro
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The concept of competence is related to a quality participation of an individual in a real life
situation or to the capability of an individual to use its acquired knowledge for solving practical
problems or overcoming a certain situation [15].
The classical “magister dixit” teaching systems do not always motivate the actual students
since they force them to memorize knowledge under the pressure of oral or written exams. An
e-learning system where a student can choose its own competences for development is more
attractive and constructive. The traditional learning system is based on knowledge learning and
does not focus on competence development. Students study better when they can choose their
own learning path and really feel how knowledge helps them in practical or real-life situations.
In the center of the MOOC platforms advantages imaginary graph is the student. The student
can choose freely the time to study since the MOOC platform is available 24 hours per day.
The student can choose the place to study (home, school); the only necessary thing is the
Internet connection. The student can choose freely the competence he wants to study. The
student can have its own pace in the competence development. The student is evaluated online
in more objective manner since the MOOC platform is not subjective like human evaluators.

Fig. 1. The approach
In Fig. 1 we present our approach of how the educational resources can be used. The process
starts with the teacher which edits the dialog/board game configuration files in XML format.
The teacher must embed all his competencies under the form of questions and answers in the
case of dialog games and in the form of quizzes in the case of board games. Then, the students
can access the game components which interpret the configuration files and make the game
play a competence training and assessment activity. During game play the assessment data is
transmitted from the player browser to the learning record store. Each assessed piece of
information is linked to one or more competence items hierarchically organized in the learning
record store.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we present the platform front-end, while in
section 3 we present the platform backend. In sections 4 and 6 we discuss about the two
e-learning resources proposed in this paper. In section 5 we present the steps for building a
dialog game scenario. Section 7 will present case studies on using the generative resources.
Section 8 will present the related works, while section 9 will conclude and set the perspectives.
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2. THE STUDENT FRONT END WEB INTERFACE
The platform has two ends: a front-end where the students achieve their competencies and
a back-end dedicated to teachers and tutors for editing the MOOC materials. In this section we
will present the front end elements the students will interact with. Like on every e-learning
website there is an e-mail based subscription system in order to record learning evolution. The
access is granted also without authentication but without progress recording and evaluation
history. The main graphical theme of the website is inspired from the story of Little Prince
written by Antoine Saint-Exupery. The website is designed for students from grades 3 to 8.
The interface represents a universe having 6 planets one for each grade.
The planets have different names and colors in order to be easily identified. The first planet
is the Liberty planet which was designed for the 3-rd grade students. The credo of this planet
is about the freedom of movement, thinking without any restrictions. The second planet is the
planet of Mobility designed for the 4-th grade. The motto of this planet is about all the things
around us which are in motion and ever changing. The third planet for the 5-th grade is the
planet of Relations. The relations can be made only with our neighbors and these relations
reflect who we really are. The fourth planet is the planet of Collaboration created for the 6-th
grade. Collaboration is about building things together with other people. Without collaboration
any group activity is impossible to fulfill. The fifth planet is the planet of Culture created for
the 7-th grade. The culture is the result of living together of the way we behave, we relate with
each other. Finally, the sixth planet is the planet of Competence for the 8-th grade. All planets
can be seen in Fig. 2. The competence gives us the power people have when they are united.
Planets are fixed elements in the universe that we describe. Around planets we can find
satellites spinning.
The satellites model the disciplines which are studied in each grade. In our implementation
for each planet we will have the same number of satellites. There is one satellite for the
communication in native language. A second satellite is created for the instruments of
mathematics. A third satellite is created for the communication in other languages. The fourth
we have is for science and technology. The fifths satellite was made for learning and adaptation.
The sixth was created for community participation. The seventh was created for initiative and
management. The eight was created for cultural sensibility. The goals of our project included
the creation of competence development materials for only the first two satellites. Unlike
planets satellites can be aligned on their planets meaning that the student owns the respective
competencies or they can have random positions in space meaning a work in progress for the
current student.

Fig. 2. Planets as grades
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After choosing a satellite the list of islands is shown. Islands correspond to general
competences and they have several shapes: a tree garden, a bunch of houses, an area filled of
blocks, a playground etc. Inside the islands we have several zones corresponding to specific
competences. Each zone has several points of competences where the competence action lists
can be launched by the student.

3. THE LITTLE PRINCE APPLICATION MODEL
In this section we will present the web application model. We will present: i) the structure
of the model; ii) the actions that teachers can implement for the students; iii) the functionality
of the model; iv) the adaptation mechanism; v) the rewarding part; vi) the users.

Fig. 3. Application model
The structure of the platform e-learning content is hierarchical. On the top we have the
competence domains which correspond to the disciplines described in the previous section and
presented as planets in the platform front-end. Domains are split into general competencies for
each domain. Next, general competencies are split into fined grained units called specific
competences. Usually these two levels of this taxonomy are set by laws issued by the ministry
of education. Finally, specific competencies are divided into competence variables.
The content refers the previously described taxonomy but has its own internal structure.
The action is the smallest e-learning project entity created by a tutor and presented by the
system to the student in order to develop its competences. An action has the following
attributes: type, difficulty level, abstraction level, user types, characteristic, name, description,
weight, content. The type can be i) single selection; ii) multiple selection; iii) short answer; iv)
ordered list; v) dialog; vi) associated list; vii) classification; viii) game; ix) simple drag and
drop; x) image drag and drop; xi) multiple answer; xii) free answer. The difficulty can be set
to three levels: beginner, intermediate and advanced. The abstraction level of an action can be:
i) concrete; ii) representation; iii) abstract; iv) relational. The action characteristic can be:
visual, kinesthetic, sequential, sensitive. The name and description attributes are set according
to the action context. The weight attribute was designed for giving different weights to actions
in a list when computing the weighted evaluation mark. The content has different formats
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depending on the action type all expressed in XML format in the persistence level. Still each
type of action has its own editing interface to simplify the teacher task. Some actions which
depend on complex resources like one or two player games or framework based game will be
edited offline in a text file, uploaded in the backend interface and referenced from the action
editing interface. The currently available frameworks are: i) the general framework where
tutors can write any e-learning application in JavaScript; ii) the dialog game framework and
iii) the board game framework.
Actions are grouped further in lists of actions which are designed for a competence
variable. The attributes of an action list are: type, difficulty, abstraction, order, name,
description and parent activity. The action list type is: learning, training and evaluation. The
order can be: in-order or random. In order that an action list to include actions all common set
of attributes must have equal values. Action lists with a predefined set of attribute values will
accept only actions with the same attribute values.
The actions lists are grouped into an activity at a higher level. The activity has the same
attributes as the action list and it is linked to a specific competence. Next, activities are grouped
in activity lists which are designed also for specific competences.
The adaptation mechanism works inside a specific competence. It is based on jumping
between different levels of abstraction and difficulty. The jumps were created in order to
disallow a student to be obliged to stay too much on the current level. The levels of abstractions
are in growing complexity order: i) concrete; ii) representation; iii) abstract; iv) relational. The
difficulty levels are: i) beginner; ii) intermediate and iii) advanced. The variables of a specific
competence are ordered and they respect the pedagogical learning order. At variable levels we
designed containers with actions namely lists of actions which have to be executed by the
student. We remind the reader that a student can choose directly his action list he wants to
fulfill from the whole hierarchy. Depending on the students learning capabilities we have to
deal with three situations: i) the student is unable to perform a minimum amount of actions
from the current list, so he or she shouldn’t be on it, requiring a jump to a lower level; ii) the
student is unable to finish a sufficient numbers of actions in his current list in order to be able
to jump to the next list in the hierarchy, but he or she fulfilled the critical actions allowing him
to stay on the current list; iii) the student finished a certain number of actions with good results
and he is ready to jump to a higher level list of actions.
To jump to a lower level from the current list means jumping on a list with a lower level
of difficulty on the current abstraction level. When this is not possible in the case of the
beginner difficulty level the jump is made on a lower level of abstraction. If the levels of
abstraction are all depleted it means that our e-learning system is not able to form the
competence of that certain student. In such a situation there can be two explanations: i) either
the content is not well structured and has no appropriate difficulty and abstraction levels; or
ii) the student has severe knowledge gaps and he or she should choose the competences of a
different grade. The parameters to be considered when deciding to make a jump are: i) a
minimum and a maximum weight percentage of the fulfilled actions; ii) a minimum and a
maximum number of performed actions; iii) a minimum and a maximum number of obtained
points.
The rewarding system is based on offering medals and trophies to the students according
with their accomplishments. For finishing a certain level of abstraction of a variable a medal
of bronze is awarded to the student. When he or she finishes a full specific competence then a
silver medal is awarded. When a general competence is finished entirely then a gold medal is
given to the student. All these medals of bronze, silver and gold may have several colors
depending on the situation they are given. Assisted evaluations on different levels are awarded
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with medals on colored ribbons. Partially assisted evaluations are awarded with medals with
white ribbon. Unassisted evaluations are awarded with medals with no ribbon at all.
Unevaluated but started levels are awarded with grey medals without ribbon at all. For
competences and grades trophies are awarded. The trophies awarded for domain competence
accomplishment have a balloon like shape and the trophies awarded for finishing the content
of a grade have a Little Prince in amber of different colors. For competence domains finished
by assisted evaluations the awarded trophies have four legs. The ones partially assisted are
awarded with three legged trophies while the ones unassisted are awarded with two legs
trophies. Unevaluated competence domains are awarded with grey two legged trophies. A
similar strategy was developed for grades accomplishments. The idea behind these virtual
prizes is that they should be visible on the history page for each student and they are available
for online sharing on Facebook social network. Thus, student accomplishments can be made
public at their will for the friends and acquaintances.
The users of the web application can have of several roles. The majority of the users are
the students for whom this web application is dedicated. For them we created the student role
which is the implicit role for any newly created user. Another role is the teacher role which has
rights to manage the student users. Their rights are: creation, update, delete and also they can
manage student class membership. Thus, teachers can create their working groups selecting the
students they want to train and evaluate. Teacher users can be administered by users who have
school administrator roles. This role should be given to persons subordinated to the school
principal or to the school principal himself if he or she is an IT person. School administrators
are managed by users who possess the county administrator role. This role was designed to
persons from the management of the county schools inspectorates. Finally, the county
administrators are managed by users (usually one or two) having the role of national
administrator. All the role validations between institutions are meant to be done based on the
applicant scanned work institution certificate. Further verifications can be done in more direct
manner: face to face, by phone or by official e-mail exchanges.

4. THE DIALOG GAME E-LEARNING RESOURCE
The dialog game is a complex e-learning resource modeling a dialog between two online
players. The dialog game consists in a dialog data model and a dialog game framework
interpreting the data model [3]. The dialog data model is designed as a state machine driven by
players or by the framework itself depending on the correctness of the answers given in the
context. The dialog data model is also equipped with variables and related semantic actions
allowing the author to formulate questions and to compute and verify answers.
The dialog data model is expressed in XML and has the following structure: table of roles,
table of symbols, table of conditional verifications, table of sentences and variant answers. The
table of roles is used in order to define roles for the conversation. Role identifiers will tag the
dialog sentences. For example role pairs can be: seller and buyer, boss and employee, manager
and driver etc.
<tabRoles>
<role szGradeSymbol="nPointsBuyer">idBuyer</role>
<role szGradeSymbol="nPointsSeller">idSeller</role>
</tabRoles>

Fig. 4. Role table example
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In Fig. 4 we present only two roles one for the buyer and one for the seller with their attached
identifiers. We mention that these identifiers will be used in the dialog sentences. We also need
to mention that the assessment grade symbol is referred in the definition of the role in order to
be used later by the grading algorithm.
The table of symbols (variables) is used to define JavaScript like variables in order to store
variable values during the dialog. Symbols have types (integer, float, string, array) and can be
initialized with random values in order to create always new dialog contexts. Symbol values
can be computed in several states of the dialog discussion reflecting its history. For example,
we can have symbols for product prices, shopping money, change given by a seller.
<tabSymbols>
<symbol szName="nPretMere" szType="int" nMinValue="1" nMaxValue="8"> 3
</symbol>
<symbol szName="nPretPere" szType="int" nMinValue="2" nMaxValue="10">
4 </symbol>
<symbol szName="nPretBanane" szType="int" nMinValue="3"
nMaxValue="12"> 5 </symbol>
<symbol szName="nCantitateMere" szType="int" nMinValue="1"
nMaxValue="4"> 0 </symbol>
<symbol szName="nCantitatePere" szType="int" nMinValue="1"
nMaxValue="4"> 0 </symbol>
<symbol szName="nCantitateBanane" szType="int" nMinValue="1"
nMaxValue="4"> 0</symbol>
<symbol szName="nPret" szType="int">10</symbol>
<symbol szName="nSuma" szType="int">100</symbol>
<symbol szName="nRest" szType="int">90</symbol>
<symbol szName="nPunctajCumparator" szType="int">0</symbol>
<symbol szName="nPunctajVanzator" szType="int">0</symbol>
</tabSymbols>

Fig. 5. Symbol table example
In Fig. 5 we present an example of a symbol table for a three product shopping dialog. In
this case the buyer wants to get apples, pears and bananas so we had to consider variables for
their prices and also for their quantities. A different set of variables are necessary to be defined
for the total price, the paid sum and the change. Also two symbols must be defined for the
grades and attached to the roles. A symbol definition has a name, a type and possible value
range limits. The type and the range limits are used to check the user inputs. A symbol
definition has also a default initial value.
The table of conditional verifications is used to define boolean expressions based on symbols
which will be referenced and evaluated in order to evaluate the players. Each conditional
verification is mapped to a competence variable so at the end of the dialog we will be able to
know exactly which competences are weak and which are strong for the players, thus enabling
a personalized rehearsal plan.
<tabVerificationConditions>
<verificationCondition name="vc1">
v("nPretMere")*v("nCantitateMere")+
v("nPretPere")*v("nCantitatePere")+
v("nPretBanane")*v("nCantitateBanane")==v("nPret")
</verificationCondition>
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<verificationCondition name="vc1n">
v("nPretMere")*v("nCantitateMere")+
v("nPretPere")*v("nCantitatePere")+
v("nPretBanane")*v("nCantitateBanane")!=v("nPret")
</verificationCondition>
<verificationCondition name="vc2">
v("nSuma")==v("nPret")+v("nRest")
</verificationCondition>
<verificationCondition name="vc2n">
v("nSuma")!=v("nPret")+v("nRest")
</verificationCondition>
</tabVerificationConditions>

Fig. 6. Conditional verification table example
In Fig. 6 we present an example of conditional verification table example for the sellerbuyer scenario in the context of a growsery store. In our design we need to define direct and
negated boolean expressions in order to be able to perform competency assessment.
Conditional verifications have identifiers attached are they are stored in a table in order to be
referred from several places and thus to be locally reused. Verifications conditions are
evaluated during the game play on the client side using the JavaScript “eval” function.
Alternative approaches deal with manual parsing and expression evaluation. The access to the
symbols is performed through the use of value() or v() JavaScript user defined function which
performs a lookup in the symbol table, takes into account the symbol type and provides the
appropriate value.
The table of sentences contains all the sentences that can be used during the game. The
content of those sentences is filled with pre-computed values from variables and with fields in
order to get player input into variables.
The dialog game framework is implemented in JavaScript on the client side and in Microsoft
C# on the server side. The communication between the two components is governed by a
simple communication protocol having two main functions sendMessage(...) and
receiveMessage(...) with JSON encoded arguments. The protocol is used for the initiation of
the dialog, for sending and receiving the answers and for the finalization part where the marks
are stored on the server.

Fig. 7. Dialog game screenshot
In Fig. 7 we can see both players screens in the middle of a game. The player from the left
as a buyer ordered 1 kg of apples and 1 kg of bananas, apples cost 1 lei/kg and bananas cost 3
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lei/kg, and the player on the right as seller must compute the price for the products and
communicate it to its peer. This is an example of a moment where conditional verifications
make silent evaluation about the correctness of the answer.

5. BUILDING A DIALOG GAME SCENARIO
In this section we will present the steps to be made in order to build a dialog game scenario
starting from the competency demands. The proposed general competence is called operating
correctly with fractions and rational numbers. The specific competence deals with operating
correctly with fractions and the variable is getting the common denominator to fractions.
The proposed scenario deals with a virtual competition between two farmers. The dialog
is designed having three assessed questions with an introductory and an ending part. The dialog
is focused on adding fractions representing infield surfaces having different purposes like:
pasture, orchard, swamp.
As a diversity aspect with no impact on the assessment each infield is attributed with some
random characteristics selected from a list: i) the pasture can have fat and juicy grass or clover
or lucerne (alfalfa) which are stored in a symbol named "tabTypes1"; ii) the orchard can have
plum trees or apple trees or pear trees or cherry trees or apricot trees or peach trees stored in a
symbol named "tabTypes2"; iii) the swamp can have pigs or oxen or ducks or geese stored in
a symbol named "tabTypes3".
In order to be able to assess such a dialog a few symbols must be prepared for this matter.
Firstly, two index symbols are defined for the random selection of pasture types, one for each
player "nIndex11" and "nIndex12". As the options list has a length of 3 the indexes are between
0 and 2. Using the values of the indexes two string typed variables are initialized with random
values from "tabTypes1".
Next, we create two pairs of numerator and denominator symbols: i) "nNumerator11"
initialized with random integer values between 1 and 3; ii) "nDenominator11" initialized with
random integer values between 4 and 6; iii) "nNumerator12" initialized with random integer
values between 4 and 6; iv) "nDenominator12" initialized with random integer values between
7 and 12.
Further on, we need to compute the correct results the players will have to answer. For
this reason we define an anonymous JavaScript function with two integer parameters which
will be applied to the two denominators "nDenominator11" and "nDenominator12". In this
function we define a named function for computing recursively the highest common factor
using the algorithm of Euclid. Then, we compute the lowest common multiple of the two
denominators using the product divided by the highest common factor. Finally, we compute
the two amplified numerators which will be checked to as a correct result.
Another two sets of variables are defined and initialized in the very same manner for the
second and the third assessed questions. As verification conditions we need to check if the
entered numerator is equal with the computed one and entered denominator is equal with the
computed denominator. Also the negated verification condition is defined also in order to test
negated dialog answers.
Regarding the sentences we use a pattern formed out of a small introduction, followed by
the three assessed questions and ending with saying goodbye. In the introduction sentences the
players greet each other. Usually there are available several greeting forms and the player can
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choose the one he wants to use. The available greetings have different degrees of kindness or
politeness.
This is yet another subtle form of education. The first assessed question structure contains
a statement where variable values are printed to the screens of the two players. In this particular
scenario the first player declares the fraction of pasture owned by him and the fraction of
pasture owned by his opponent. The next sentence is issued for the second player where he
must fill in the amplified fractions such that they have the same denominator in order to
continue the discussion. This sentence is assessed with the verification condition designed
earlier.
Next, the first player must confirm or deny the values entered by the first player, an action
which is also assessed by conditional verifications. This is why we need two versions positive
and negated of the conditional verification.

6. THE BOARD GAME E-LEARNING RESOURCE
The board game is a complex e-learning resource modeling a board game with two online
players which embeds learning and testing actions. The board game data model consists in an
image file name, a table of spaces, a table of surprises and a table of questions all expressed in
JSON format. The image filename must refer a picture containing the game board with all cells
the online players will have to step.
The table of spaces contains a set of attributes for all cells like: index, description, an
action tag and a pair of integers representing their Cartesian coordinates. There are several
types of actions tagged in the board game such as: “startGame”, “rollAgain”, “readQuestion”,
“readSurprise”, “stepForward”, “stepBackward”, “restartGame”, “skipATurn”, “jumpTo”,
“null”. The “startGame” action is used for states initialization. The “rollAgain” action is used
to allow the player to roll the dice two times thus to advance faster. In the case of
“readQuestion” and “readSurprise” actions the player will be given randomly a question or a
surprise to answer of to execute. Question answering is the way players will get their marks.
Surprises contain actions which makes the play more dynamic and interesting. The
“restartGame” action is used in case of surprises when the player has to start the game from
the beginning. The “skipATurn” action is used for the opponent player to roll the dices twice.
The “jumpTo” action is used for making the players change their current position to a
predefined space. The “null” action means taking no action at all. In the case of stepping or
jumping actions a new attribute must be present naming “noOfSpaces” in order to specify the
extent of the backward or forward leap.
The table of questions contains a set of question-answer pair. When a player hits a space
with a “readQuestion” type of action he has to choose the correct answer from a list of mixed
answers from other questions. This choice of single answer was taken in the current
implementation but other type of testing could be also used like in the previously described
dialog games.
The table of surprises contains context defined actions which must be executed when a
space with “readSurprise” tag was hit.
The board game data model is implemented in JSON and the interpreting framework in
JavaScript. On the server side we use the same implementation as in the dialog framework and
its associated chat protocol.
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Fig. 8. Board game screen shot
In Fig. 8 we present the two player screens of the board game. Each player will see only
one screen in its web browser. In the upper part there is an automatic scrolling board and in the
lower part there is the control panel where messages and actions are taken by the players.

7. CASE STUDIES
In this section we present some of the ideas behind the dialog games that we designed for
developing competences for the general competence 118 which is about executing operations
with rational numbers. The general competence 118 has 6 specific competences. Next, we will
present each specific competence with the dialog games contexts that were imagined in this
sense.
Specific competence 223 is used to evaluate correctly rational numbers. In this context we
chose a dialog game about a triathlon athletic competition where the players have to identify
the integer part and the rational part of the trials time expressed as a random rational number.
Another dialog game was created for the interpretation of the integer and rational part of a
number in a context of a pizza diner where clients order whole pizzas representing integers and
pizza slices representing rational fractions. In order to compare rational numbers we imagined
a dialog in an electronic supermarket where the two players act as buyers and compare random
prices having rational fractions for laptops, computer screens, tablets.
Specific competence 224 is used for competences to execute correctly additions with
rational numbers. For this specific competence we chose a scenario of a funny mechanic which
changes the oil and other fluids for a customer combining different rational number expressed
quantities of liquids present in several recipients.
The specific competence 225 is used for competences to compute correctly the subtraction
between rational numbers. For specific competence 225 we imagined a situation where a cook
needs to buy some food ingredients from a salesman who already reserved some of its stocks
expressed with rational numbers thus enabling the players to do subtractions.
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The specific competence 226 is created for competences to use multiplication of rational
numbers in order to solve exercises and problems. Specific competence 227 is used to divide
correctly rational numbers. Specific competence 345 is designed to compute correctly the
arithmetic mean. In total we have developed 40 specific competences and 300 variables for
two disciplines.
For the board game framework we built an example about avoiding natural disasters. The
spaces and the surprises contain messages and questions including: to reduce disasters, to avoid
building houses near volcanoes, to avoid cutting trees, to help people when they are flooded,
to be prepared for earthquakes and their replicas, to plant trees avoiding landslides etc.

8. RELATED WORKS
Most of the related works tend to focus on learning objects (LO) reuse like in the works
of [1],[2],[8],[13]. In this sense our e-learning resources can be highly reused because of the
big number of learning scenarios that can be imagined and the random generated variables for
each scenario.
Our educational resources tend to be more complex than a common LO, but we consider
that they can be covered by the LO term semantics.
A different set of related works is dedicated to LO composition and sequencing like in
[2],[7],[10] based on: metadata, query languages, sets, algebras, decision models and databases.
The Experience API or Tin Can API [11] is used for storing “I did this” student actions in
order to be verified later by different parties for assessment purposes. I our approach the “I did
this” three concept model is implemented somehow different. The “this” concept is related to
the competence variables from the competence hierarchy tree organized on four levels. The
“did” concept has in correspondence a lot of actions on different levels of abstraction, difficulty
and characteristic. The “I” concept refers to the student who is the main objective of the whole
our work.
In [7] composition methods are presented for creating courses out of library learning
objects. The approach is based on special computations which determine the direct and indirect
prerequisites for certain learning objects taking into account their metadata. In our approach
we offer a structure on four levels of lists to sequence LOs.
LOs adaptability is another major point discussed in works like: [8] where LOs are
selected by a learning style assessment engine or [5] where the LOs platform tracks users and
adapts its content to the user needs. In our approach we have such an adaptive mechanism
which is based on both the learning history of the student and on the competence dependency
graph.
The work of [4] is very similar to ours since they created an authoring tool for building
LO that are called Virtual Excursion based on digital resources thus creating virtual labs or
virtual visits which are close to small virtual universes. Our approach is a bit different since we
enable competence development through online collaborative games which can be considered
small learning universes also.
In [6] a pricing model is developed for LOs based on XML metadata extension. In [9] a
knowledge management is presented in order to achieve LOs quality. In our work LOs are
focused on developing competences
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9. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented two e-learning software components for gaming in the context of a
MOOC platform created for primary and middle school students. The e-learning components
are more complex than classic learning actions found on other e-learning platforms. One
conclusion we can draw is that in order to make e-learning attractive you have to create more
complex actions types which can emulate a small universe with images creating virtual spaces
and sentences creating roles to be played by the young students.
The two game frameworks are quite different but they still can be compared. Regarding
their extent we expect dialog games to be shorter and board games to be longer comparing the
number of states with the number of spaces. Long dialog games probably can get tedious. Short
board games may not be very interesting. In the current implementation dialog games seem to
be more useful for engineering disciplines like arithmetic, algebra, geometry, physics, logic
etc. On the other hand we proved that is possible to create MOOC for primary and middle
school students with actual results.
For the student there are several advantages our e-learning platform promotes: developing
competences and choosing freely the competence development path enabling a better future
job based on native skills. For the teacher we offer structures based on the national competence
plan for adding new learning materials.
A very near future work would be the integration of all types of actions into the board game
questions and surprises. An interesting idea of a future work would be to make the games
composable in the sense that when playing with the board game and hitting a surprise to take
the two players to a short dialog on the same topic. The reverse combination is probably not
very interesting because of their extent.
Another interesting perspective would be to use also other real life games to develop
competences, like card games for example. Such a task is quite difficult because it needs
finding the right principles in order to make it interesting for the students and not to dilute its
educational content.
One future work involves researching the possibility of porting the gaming frameworks to
other e-learning platforms. The estimated difficulties are found around the server side which
could be implemented as a platform plugin. Regarding the implementation aspect we have to
think also about making the MOOC and its components more available on mobile devices.
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ABSTRACT
Massive Open Online Courses, shortly MOOCs, are a trending phenomenon in online
education. Neither distance education nor online courses are new, but especially in the field of
technology enhanced learning, MOOCs have been gathering enormous attention by the public.
Thus, following the main idea of bringing education to a broad range of people, two universities
in Graz developed an xMOOC platform for the German speaking area, mostly addressing
people in Austria. Before the first courses started the authors reflected on how such a MOOC
should be carried out and which key factors (didactical, technical and administrative) have to
be considered. This research study strongly concentrates on developing a checklist for
practitioners who would like to do an xMOOC in the future by examining different xMOOCs
and reflecting first experiences gathered through daily work on MOOCs.
Keywords: MOOC, didactics, Higher Education, Information System.

1. INTRODUCTION
In our today’s digital world education is changing with a pace never reached in the history
of mankind. After the introduction of the World Wide Web in the early 1990’s web-based
training became popular and some years later Learning Management Systems were introduced
in educational institutions. Since 2005 the so called Web 2.0 [1] has been the fundament for
the next generation learning, called e-learning 2.0 [2]. Teachers as well as students use weblogs
[3], wikis [4], podcasts [5] as well as social media platforms [6] for their daily teaching and
learning processes. Then the invention of the Apple iPhone as well as similar follow-up devices
with different mobile operating systems (Android) or enhanced hardware facilities (Tablets)
together with a high mobile bandwidth brought mobile learning to our minds [7] as well as in
practice all over the world [8]. Learning became more and more ubiquitous [9]. Nowadays
everybody at least in middle Europe is able to learn everywhere and also without time
limitations. Finally the digital world brought us an important debate about the access of
* Author E-Mail: martin.ebner@tugraz.at
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learning content and how we are able to deal with it as lecturers and learners, summarized by
the initiatives of Open Educational Resources [10].
Putting all these developments together, all the possibilities and experiences in online
learning gathered over the years as well as new technological solutions it seems just consequent
to offer online courses for free to a broad range of learners. Therefore George Siemens started
in 2008 the first so called Massive Open Online Course, shortly MOOC [11] [31], and attracted
more than thousand learners to learn with him about new trends and possibilities when learning
with the Internet. These first MOOCs based on the idea to connect people and offer them a
platform for exchange and discussion. In consequence these courses are called cMOOCs. Just
a couple of years later very famous universities like Stanford, Harvard or MIT attracted
thousands of learners all over the world with their xMOOCs [12]. A typical xMOOC consists
of very structured content (divided into 6 to 10 units), video lectures, enhanced learning
material and self-assessment. However, MOOCs are one of the most current trends in
technology enhanced education and only little research has been carried out addressing this
upcoming phenomenon so far.
The University of Graz and Graz University of Technology have a long tradition in doing
online courses. Following the latest developments as described above or also as mentioned in
the NMC Horizon Report [13] a project on developing an xMOOC platform has been started
in 2013. Due to the fact that providing an information system does not automatically lead to a
perfect (massive) online course further research is necessary to guide lecturers through their
content development as well as their online lecturing. For example previous research [14]
pointed out the lack of interaction during such courses, which leads to dissatisfaction on the
learners’ side [15]. Very high dropout rates [16] [17] gave us a hint that the course content
differs from learners’ expectations. It’s not only a good technological background and an
interesting content that count for the learners’ online learning experience, but also the
methodological approach concerning interaction, communication and an appropriate form of
assessment. However, to overcome this issue research has been done addressing following
questions:
• Which main issues should be taken into account by a lecturer before planning / starting an
xMOOC?
• Which structure should an xMOOC follow?
• What do learners expect from an xMOOC? Which kind of assessment is appropriate?
What are the key issues concerning resources and media as well as communication and
interaction?

2. METHODOLOGY
In this publication we concentrate our research work on a deep literature study followed by
a structural analysis. Together with our first practical experiences first recommendations
concerning didactics and methodology are carried out.
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2.1. XMOOCS – THE SITUATION RIGHT NOW
As mentioned in the introduction, Massive Open Online Courses are one of the biggest
trends of the last year especially in the academic world, attracting thousands of learners to
enhance their knowledge on a mostly voluntary basis [18].
According to different literature studies [19] [20] a typical xMOOC consists of following
elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

course structure with learning targets,
video lectures (recordings or new products),
additional learning content according to the video lectures
asynchronous communication possibilities (e.g. discussion forums)
self-assessment according to the video lectures
certificates for successful completion of the course
information system that provides all these contents

Most of the xMOOXs are offered over a longer period of time, normally between 6 to 12
weeks [21]. The learning content is structured into smaller parts (units) across these weeks and
the workload for each week is outlined with a fixed start and end date. The biggest part of the
content is usually provided as video lectures [22]. Additionally to the learning content there
are defined learning outcomes (objectives), which must be reached within the time frame.
A further essential part of an xMOOC is the self-assessment which is provided at least for each
thematic unit. The most common possibilities are multiple-choice questions sometimes even
within the videos or the upload of short essays. Courses related to computer science also ask
for programming code. More or less all assessments as a whole are the basis for an automated
check, evaluation and grading due to the huge numbers of learners [23].
Due to the fact that learning is a strongly social process that happens through conversation
[24] and interaction between students and teachers as well as students and students discussion
forums are offered to guarantee and foster communication. Nevertheless the missing
interaction between such a mass of people is one of the major problems of xMOOCs pointed
out by [14] [15]. The most popular platforms like Udactiy and edX now offer the organization
of physical MeetUps between students to overcome the lack of interaction and communication
[13] or encourage peer learning.

2.2. IMOOX
As described in chapter 2.1 xMOOCs are provided through different kind of platform
assisting several elements. Graz University of Technology together with University of Graz
founded by the styrian government has begun to develop an own platform aiming to bring free
online courses to a wide range of people. In March 2014 the platform has been launched
offering three xMOOCs dealing with eLearning, mechanical engineering and physics.
Fig. 1 shows the main screen of a typical course. In the middle (1) the learning content
(videos, pdfs, learning objects or even quizzes) are displayed bordered above by a blue
horizontal bar (2) and left by a grey vertical navigation bar (3). The blue bar is needed to
provide learners the course announcements as well as the printable content (usually course
scripts as .pdf). Furthermore a forum is reachable for in depth discussions. The grey bar is the
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course navigation bar, which links the weekly-sorted learning content of the MOOC. Dark grey
means the content is already accessible, light grey it will be in future at the defined time.

Fig. 1. The main screen of a MOOC at the platform iMOOX

3. RESEARCH STUDY
In our research study we investigated a couple of already existing xMOOCs and took a
careful look at the provided elements. Together with the literature review as mentioned above
and the experiences of learners an overview has been carried out. Due to the fact that also a
MOOC-Platform is currently developed by the research group, other existing platforms have
intensively been studied. A short analysis at Udacity , Coursera , edX , iversity and Open HPI
has been done.
All elements have been brought together and structured to provide forthcoming MOOC
experts, administrators, developers as well as teachers a comprehensive checklist and
framework for their daily work with (Massive) Open Online Courses.

3.1. RESULTS
The results of our research study are integrated into a simple checklist, where all necessities
preparing and doing a MOOC are listed. The second part of the chapter describes important
parts of the list in a more detailed way.
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3.2. CHECKLIST
The following checklist for the design and development of a MOOC is the result of the
research study. It combines elements and aspects found in the literature and experiences
collected in the course of passing different MOOCs as students. All collected issues are
allocated into seven main categories: core requirements, structure, participant requirements,
assignments, media design, communication and resources. These categories are not listed
hierarchically, yet chronologically in a certain way. It is advisable to start with the core
requirements and go through the checklist even though category seven, the resources, might be
seen as a cross-categorical issue.

3.3. ELEMENTS OF THE CHECKLIST
Do a MOOC - Checklist
Issue

Cat.
1. Core requirements
1.1
Attend a MOOC yourself
1.2
Consider the open character of a MOOC
1.3
Select a topic for a large community instead of a specific audience
1.4
Select the appropriate course language
1.5
Plan for a heterogeneous target group
1.6
Select an appropriate platform
1.7
Test the platform and its features
1.8
Consider the use of tools outside the platform
1.9
Provide a tutorial for MOOC-Newbies
1.10
Provide a tutorial about how to work in a forum, a chat etc.
1.11
Select supplementary tools (outside the platform)
1.12
Provide tutorials for those supplementary tools (outside the platform)
1.13
Test all activities, assignments and tests before they go online
1.14
Promote your course
1.15
Clarify institutional guidelines concerning certificates/ confirmations
of participation
1.16
Determine the desired level of interaction
2. Structure
2.1
Divide the course into equal parts (“course units”)
2.2
Think about a recognizable structure of the different units and design
it
2.3
Divide the units into different environments (according to the
objectives)
2.4
Organize the activities and assignments so that they are feasible
(“time management”)
2.5
Create a preliminary course unit (“socializing”) before starting with
content
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3. Participant requirements
3.1
Tell the students at the beginning the requirements for a certificate
3.2
Consider peer-review as an assessment method (announce the “peerreview-rules”)
3.3
Decide if continually opened checks or a final artefact lead to a
certificate
3.4
Decide if it’s possible to earn a certificate though skipping course
units
3.5
Announce the average weekly work load to facilitate student time
management
3.6
Define learning outcomes (“learning objectives”)
3.7
Design an appropriate quiz design
3.8
Use different question types
3.9
Provide wrong answers with feedback (thus, further information)
4. Assignments
4.1
Formulate assignments in a clear and understandable way
4.2
Formulate assignments according to a heterogeneous audience
4.3
Formulate assignments that stimulate communication processes
4.4
Reduce terminological problems or misunderstandings by means of
a glossary for example
4.5
Be aware of a gender-sensitive language
4.6
Create assignments according to the needs of different learning types
4.7
Ensure transparent assessment criteria when doing peer-reviewed
assignments
5. Media design
5.1
Chose media according to the content (“multimedia”)
5.2
Chose adequate methods according to the content
5.3
Test tools before using them to create content
5.4
Create resources as OER under a Creative Commons Licence
5.5
Use materials from the web provided you are allowed to (“licences”)
5.6
Produce short videos (5-10 minutes) to provide information/ content
5.7
Insert questions into the videos
5.8
Divide the content into small pieces of information
5.9
Chose supplementary tools that work independently from a specific
operating system
5.10
Create resources that can be worked on independently from a specific
operation system (e.g. create pdf instead of docx)
5.11
Create resources for different levels, standards, grades (e.g. for
beginners, experts)
5.12
Use gender-sensitive examples
5.13
Create materials that can easily be read on the screen
5.14
Create barrier-free materials and resources
5.15
Create materials and resources following a consistent layout (“master
template”)
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6. Communication
6.1
Set up a newsletter to inform participants about the course schedule
6.2
Create spaces for communication (e.g. open a forum or a wiki)
6.3
Encourage the participations to open groups, forums and wikis on
their own
6.4
Give impetus to animate discussion processes in and outside of the
MOOC
6.5
Set up (communication) rules (“netiquette” or “chatiquette”)
6.6
Create a hashtag for the course
6.7
Aggregate a newsfeed using the hashtag
6.8
Be present (perhaps with the help of an e-tutor)
6.9
Pay attention to the changed framework when planning synchronous
meetings (e.g. time zones)
7. Resources
7.1
Check the framework: Are e-tutors available?
7.2
Plan more time creating multimedia content (e.g. video lectures)
7.3
Contact your IT or multimedia department (e.g. support for creating
multimedia content)
7.4
Create a network with colleagues
7.5
Do the MOOC in a team or invite colleagues to be guest teachers
7.6
Plan some extra time to promote the course
7.7
Plan some extra time to find resources and materials
7.8
Ask the participants for their feedback
7.9
Document your MOOC experience in social networks or on a blog
7.10
Plan some extra time to check the content (e.g. links) and to answer
to student needs

3.4.SUMMING UP THE CHECKLIST’S ELEMENTS
Before starting to plan and design a MOOC it seems essential to have some own, so-called
“student” experiences with a MOOC. It is therefore advisable to attend some differently built
MOOCs before creating one, in order to know how a MOOC is organized and conducted in
general. Experiencing the student side of a MOOC can also be interesting for teachers in terms
of motivational aspects. The teachers see which obstacles can arise, how lurkers behave or that
a well-organized course without formal or technical problems may increase the learner
motivation. Furthermore it is important to keep in mind the target group. As MOOCs are open
courses that can be attended by everybody, the MOOC’s audience is always heterogeneous
[32]. Since the teacher can choose a topic without having to respect a certain curriculum, they
can, at a certain degree, constrain or open the target group by choosing a wider or a more
specific topic or by choosing a specific course language. The platform’s choice is also essential.
Is there a platform at all for the course and what requirements are necessary? Before creating
the course the teacher has to determine a platform and know about its features and possibilities
in order to be able to attune the course program to the given features or to look for additionally
tools (e.g. social media, web 2.0) to complement the platform’s possibilities. As there will be
beginners as well as professionals, workmen and academics, students and retirees in the course,
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it will create a conducive environment to do some preliminary, organizational work in order to
achieve a certain “working level” within the course. Providing tutorials treating the work with
the platform and supplementary tools or discussions in forums and chats can help create a good
working atmosphere in the course. When choosing tools, one can rely on tutorials or reviews,
yet it is even more recommendable to try them out oneself in order to be able to answer to users
questions. According to the expected number of course participants the teacher has to define
the level of interaction that is important for designing the course activities (e.g. Are forum
discussion compulsory or by choice? Does the teacher participate actively in discussions?). If
there is a wide target group with hundreds or thousands of possible course participations, an
active involvement could be difficult unless the teacher’s time resources allow for it. They have
therefore to decide before starting the design or planning phase if they want the course to be
an xMOOC or a cMOOC [31] [32]. Last but not least, the institutions statutory provisions
concerning the possibility to earn a certificate or a confirmation of participation in the course
have to be clarified. Then a marketing or promotion concept can be elaborated (if there is none
provided by the institution or platform).
After having set all the core requirements the course creation itself can start. First of all, the
course’s structure has to be fixed. Portion the content into eight to ten course units and consider
a recurring structure for each single unit. Each unit should have the same environment, thus, a
quiz part, one part for obligatory resources and one for supplementary elements, a discussion
environment and so on. The timetable should be easily feasible, it might be necessary to time
holidays or some extra time. The first unit has to serve as a welcome or socializing unit, where
the participants get to know each other, the platform and the course schedule before starting to
work on the content [25].
The third category is about participant requirements. For the participants it is important to
know right from the beginning what they have to do to earn a certificate or confirmation of
participation. Do they have to do all course units or can they can one or another? Is it sufficient
to answer the quizzes or do they have to reach a certain percentage of correct answers? Will
there be a written and peer-graded assignment in the course? Will there be extra reading tasks
that have to be discussed in a forum? It might thus be helpful to announce the average weekly
workload the participants are expected to accomplish. It is important to select an (regarding the
target groupe) appropriate assessment method, a multiple choice quiz per unit, a final artefact,
or even a peer-review or peer-graded activity that needs perhaps specific “rules” or a specific
setting the participants should be prepared for. The same holds for the quiz design. The
questions should vary as to the question type (multiple-choice questions as well as single choice
and true/false questions for example) and all wrong answers should be provided with feedback
helping the participants to improve their learning outcome. If there are pre-formulated learning
objectives the participants will get a kind of orientation which goals they have to achieve within
a unit.
Category 4 deals with the (obligatory and supplementary) assignments and tasks that have
to be fulfilled. They should be formulated in a clear, understandable and gender-sensitive way
according to the needs of a heterogeneous audience and the different learning types expected
within a wide target group. If the use of a specific terminology is inevitable to deal with a
certain topic e.g. a glossary might help the students to understand the assignments and do the
work in an appropriate way. This glossary may deal with terminology concerning
administrative issues (e.g. what is a post? what means peer-review?) or issues with regards to
content (e.g. specific terminology used in a certain research field that could be understood in
an ambiguous way). In general, the assignments should incite communication processes within
and outside the course, e.g. in social networks. All assignments should have transparent
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assessment criteria outlined at the beginning of a course unit or even the course itself. These
transparent and understandable criteria are highly important if a peer-reviewed or peer-graded
assignment is planned. The learners should know a) the criteria concerning the artefact they
have to create and b) the criteria they have to follow during the grading and reviewing process.
It is even advisable to set up a specific forum or discussion space where the participants can
post their questions if the criteria were not clear enough. This forum can be reused by the
teacher to create a FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) section when launching a future course.
Category 5 is about Media Design. Concerning the resources used in the course, media design
seems to be crucial for the course’s success. According to a specific content, different methods
as well as media or resources must be chosen. As MOOCs are openly available courses, it
seems to be a necessity to publish all resources under a Creative Commons (CC) licence and
to use already existing resources that are published under CC so they can be (re-)used in an
educational context. At least some licence has to be outlined [26]. When producing new
resources, it is important to test the tools before starting the development process. Most
MOOCs are based on video lectures. When creating these videos, it is advisable to split the
content into portions of five to ten minutes and to include questions into the videos in order to
force students to consume the videos in a more or less active and concentrated way. As to the
form of the videos the teacher should choose a certain style without mixing up to many different
styles. That is to say that they can do simple screencasts as well as highly professional video
animations, they can stand in front of the camera talking to the participants or they can choose
the off-camera commentary version (if they do not feel comfortable in front of the camera).
Even interviews and guest speakers are possible. Yet it is not advisable to use all these
possibilities within one unit or even course. Furthermore videos should never be standaloneresources. They should always be didactically integrated into a larger learning unit or context.
This larger context can be easily created by forum discussions or by assignments that grasp
what was delivered by the video lecture. All resources and tools should work on different
(mobile) operating systems (thus, independent from a specific operating system or browser),
as e.g. Acrobat documents (“pdf”) do. As the learning group is expected to be heterogeneous
there will also be different levels of knowledge concerning the topic and the content. Therefore
it might be useful to design and provide resources for beginners, for advanced learners as well
as for experts. All resources should in addition be barrier-free by providing subtitles or a
transcript and include gender-sensitive language and examples. An easy way to help
participants that are not used to watching videos as learning resources is to provide the written
transcript. It can be printed and the learners can take notes on the paper, which reflects a
traditional and common way to learn. This written and printable document can, in addition, be
seen as a secure learning resource, that does not depend on the internet connection or a working
computer. As experience shows students feel very comfortable having the written transcript as
a sort of traditional script. It is furthermore important to keep in mind that reading on the screen
is not common to digital immigrants and that a master template helps participants find their
way through the course content [27].
As communication (category 6) is one key for students’ interaction, it is important to open
spaces and channels for communication processes within (e.g. via forums, chats, wikis) and
outside the course environment (e. g. via a twitter hashtag or an accompanying blog) and to set
rules for the discussions (“netiquette” or “chatiquette”) [28] [29]. Teachers should encourage
the learners to start discussions and to open their own communication ways (e.g. groups or
circles in social networks as YouTube, Google+ or Facebook). To avoid discussions petering
out teachers (or e-tutors) can be present in the forum or chat and give communicative impulses
if their time resources allow for this active participation in the course (see also category 1). For
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teachers it might also be useful to create a newsletter in order to inform students about the
course schedule, new content etc. In that case they should keep in mind not to overwhelm
students with mails or messages. Learners might ignore important mails when they feel
bombarded by messages within a course that then often stay unopened or are deleted unread.
When planning a synchronous meeting time zones and national holidays should be considered.
Some of the points mentioned above depend on the last category, namely the available
resources. It makes a difference if a teacher has the possibility to fall back on e-tutors or other
people who can help designing and especially managing the course: an IT-expert to create the
videos and other resources, colleagues to work in teams or guest teachers and speakers that can
do one unit or parts of a unit, somebody to lecture the resources and assignments and somebody
else to test them, e-tutors to answer students’ questions and to manage discussions in forums
and so on. The administrative and preparative work load is very high in MOOCs: When
planning a MOOC it is therefore important to allow extra time for several fields: a) for doing
research, in the sense of looking for resources that can be used within the educational context
(inter alia “openness” “appropriateness”) or finding experts that can be interviewed for a video
lecture; b) for creating new resources that can be openly licenced and fit the correspond to the
different students’ needs (inter alia “learning styles”, “levels of knowledge”, “barrier-free
accessibility”); c) for testing the new materials (inter alia “clear language”, “transparent
criteria”, “mobile accessibility”, “cross-browser accessibility”); d) for answering to students’
questions and for collecting these answers within a separate forum, e.g. FAQ, in order to use
this collection for a following course and finally e) for promoting the course. If you plan to do
the course more than one time, it might be reasonable to ask students for their feedback and to
document all experiences in a blog or on social networks that could afterwards also be the basis
of a scientific publication [26].

4. DISCUSSION
The proposed checklist is a first attempt to assist future MOOC producers as well as MOOC
administrators with an overview about the most relevant aspects, which should be taken into
account.
Nevertheless some crucial facts help to understand the strength and weakness of the checklist:
• Assistance: The checklist was done to support educators doing a first Massive Open Online
Course. The main idea is that an as much as possible complete list is provided addressing
all relevant technical, didactical and administrative aspects. On the one hand the checklist
points out how complex the planning phase of an online course is. On the other hand it
should motivate teachers and administrators doing a MOOC since all relevant facts are
listed.
• Importance of the issues: The checklist is not an obligatory list. With other words, the
educators or administrators have to decide if a listed issue is relevant for their courses. The
proposed list is following the idea of covering all issues seen within different MOOCs
worldwide.
• Completeness: The checklist will never be finished, as forthcoming MOOCs will address
new elements and carry out new technical, didactical or administrative ideas. The authors
consider the list as a first starting point, which has to be improved or adapted in an on-going
process.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
xMOOCs are a trendy phenomenon these days and a number of different platforms are
developed offering such courses. Nevertheless the most important step towards online
education is, of course, the content itself. Bearing in mind that developing online content is
very time consuming and has to follow design principles [30] as well as didactical aspects, it
is not easy to address all issues necessary for a successful online course. In this research study
the authors tried to carry out an as much as possible complete checklist for doing a MOOC. It
can be summarized that this list is not carved in stone; it must be seen as a first proposal for
further discussion and research work.
Future research will address experiences practitioners gathered with the proposed list in
order to adapt and improve it.
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ABSTRACT
The massive open online course is a development in distance education. The existing online
courses for primary and middle school students are based on several classic open educational
resources like images, sounds, animations, but they could also be based on competence
achieving web games. Writing web games for each discipline competence is a hard task,
achievable only by programmers. Using frameworks we can offer teachers and other content
editors the possibility of creating their own web games for the students. In this sense we
designed and implemented two frameworks. Both frameworks are using the HTML5 web
technology and a simple communication server side logic. Dialog based games are suitable to
disciplines which are have mathematical formulas like arithmetic, physics, chemistry. The
board games are suitable to disciplines where concepts must be learned and actions must be
performed. Thus, the games implemented with these frameworks represent a more attractive
way to perform distance education for primary and middle school students.
Keywords: minimum 3- maximum 5 concepts, separated by comas.

1. INTRODUCTION - MODERNISING THE UNIVERSITY TEACHING AND
LEARNING THROUGH ICT (1993-2010)
“In 1864, Prince Alexandru Ioan Cuza decided to bring together the Faculties of Law,
Sciences and Letters under the umbrella of a single institution and signed the Decree of
Creation (decree no. 756 of 4/16 July 1864) of the University of Bucharest. With 150 years of
history, the University of Bucharest has been actively contributing to the development and
modernization of Romanian education, science and culture.
During 1994 - 1999, University of Bucharest was included in the project "Phare MultiCountry Programme for Distance Education", aimed to create a network of 40 Centers of
Studies IDD (CSIDD) in 11 countries of Central and Eastern Europe. By Order
no.3289/02.19.1998 of the Minister of National Education, the CSIDD centers, their managers,
* Author E-Mail: logofatu@credis.ro
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and their affiliation with European Training Foundation (ETF) in Turin, were recognized by
the of National Ministry of Education. Our team has implemented the CSIDD within our
university. Based on the University of Bucharest Senate’s Decision (May 1999), the CSIDD
together with other centers [2] already established within international financed projects (CTI
Pilot Centre, REDEC, EDUCO) were brought together and named the Department for Distance
Learning (acronym CREDIS).
In 2014, CREDIS will celebrate 15 years of existence. Many valuable projects were
developed and implemented by CREDIS team: new higher education study programs (BA and
MA) especially designed for pre-service and in-service school teachers; a new BA study
program (240 ECTS) focusing on “Information Technology”; new LLL programs (CISCO
Networking Academy, Microsoft IT Academy, ECDL).
CREDIS team has continuously researched the use of digital technologies in education:
eLearning resources, virtual campus, Data Center, wireless and high speed wired networks
etc.” [1].

1.1. ICT CONTEXT AND THE INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCE ON CREDIS
Two visionary people have had a strong influence on the CREDIS history: John Naisbitt
and Steven Jobs!
John Naisbitt’s predictions (1982) were astoundingly precise: the transition from Industrial
Society to Information Society. His book “Megatrends”, one of the biggest successes in
publishing history, has sold more than 14 million copies and was on the New York Times
bestseller list for more than two years, mostly as #1. [2]
“In 1983, Steve Jobs gave a speech to a relatively small audience at a somewhat obscure
event called the International Design Conference in Aspen (IDCA). The Steven Jobs Speech
has been absolutely phenomenal!
• He mentions that computers are so fast they are like magic. I don’t think it is a coincidence
that he called the iPad “magical”.
• He states that in a few years people will be spending more time interacting with personal
computers than with cars. It seems so obvious now, but hardly a given back then.
• He equates society’s level of technology familiarity to being on a “first date” with personal
computers. He recognized that technology would continue to evolve in the near future as
would people’s comfort level with it. In hindsight, once it became dominant the PC industry
stood relatively still while Jobs was busy planning “the next big thing”.
• He confidently talks about the personal computer being a new medium of communication.
Again, this is before networking was commonplace or there was any inkling of the Internet
going mainstream. Yet he specifically talks about early e-mail systems and how it is reshaping communication. He matter-of-factly states that when we have portable computers
with radio links, people could be walking around anywhere and pick up their e-mail. Again,
this is 1983, at least 20 years before the era of mobile computing.
• He mentions an experiment done by MIT that sounds very much like a Google Street View
application.
• He discusses early networking and the mess of different protocols that existed at the time.
He predicts that we were about 5 years away from “solving” networking in the office and
10-15 years from solving networking in the home. I’d say he was pretty much dead-on.
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• He says Apple’s strategy is to “put an incredibly great computer in a book that you can carry
around with you that you can learn how to use in 20 minutes”. Does that sound like anything
we are familiar with today? And they wanted to do it with a “radio link” so that people
wouldn’t need to hook it up to anything to communicate with “larger databases” and other
computers. Hmmm ….
• He compares the nascent software development industry to the record industry. He says that
most people didn’t necessarily know what computer they wanted to buy. In contrast, when
walking into a record store they definitely knew what music they liked. This was because
they got free samples of songs by listening to the radio. He thought that the software industry
needed something like a radio station so that people could sample software before they buy
it. He believed that software distribution through traditional brick-and-mortar was archaic
since software is digital and can be transferred electronically through phone lines. He
foresees paying for software in an automated fashion over the phone lines with credit cards.
I don’t know about you, but I think this sounds incredibly similar to the concept of the Apple
App Store. Plus his comparison to the music industry just might be foreshadowing the
iTunes store. You need to listen to the speech to hear the entirety of this passage for yourself.
Right at the end of the Q&A session, a question is asked about voice recognition, which
he believed was the better part of a decade away from reality. Given the context of Siri today,
it is interesting to hear him talk about the difficultly of recognizing language vs. voice because
language is contextually driven. He says, This stuff is hard.” [3]
“The Computers in Teaching Initiative (CTI), in Britain(1988), also exerted an important
influence on early development of CREDIS. The Higher Education Funding Councils for
England, Scotland, and Wales, and the Department of Education for Northern Ireland has
decided to finance (GBP 60,000,000+) a number of 24 CTI centres in UK. These centres cover
a wide range of subjects. The centres' brief was:
• to support academics who wish to use computers or other educational technology in their
teaching; and
• to act as an information resource and centre for expertise for the computer-aided teaching of
science.
CTI Centres also maintain databases of resources for computer based teaching, most of
which have been reviewed by lecturers in the field, and publish a regular newsletter.” [4]
The CTI Pilot Centre of the University of Bucharest was established in 1993; this was the
starting point for 21+ years of research, development and implementation focusing on digital
technologies in education.
“A very fruitful collaboration was developed together with professor Reimer Lincke,
University of Kiel, DE. This project was financed by the Volkswagen Foundation, DE. During
the project life (two years), the research had as objective to design and to produced hardware
and software interfaces in order to connect sensors and real experiment in Physics with PC
(through LPT port). Simultaneously, PC software interfaces were developed in order to collect
the data provided by the interfaces and to data processing and analysis. In this case, a real
experiment in physics is done with the "virtual instruments" unlike the classic case that use real
instruments (voltmeters, ammeters, oscilloscopes, etc.). It was for the first time in our country
when such a system was designed and realized in this configuration, for these purposes.
As a result of the research activity, we can report the design of interfaces (named PADI –
PC Analog to Digital Interface), connect to LPT port of the PC and having 1/2 data acquisition
channels.
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Example: 1-channel digital oscilloscope based on an analog / digital converter (12 bit); the
front panel is shown in Fig 1.1. This PADI system (PC + hardware interface + software
interface) is an oscilloscope with memory, controlled by software, not by buttons. Fig. 1.1
presents the PADI hardware image and charactheristics.
Fig.1.1. The PADI hardware image
Characteristics:
• Input Channels 1 or 2;
• Output Channels: 2 (D Out and DA Out)
• Sensitivity: 10 mV - 10 V, DC and AC signals up to 20
kHz;
• Power supply for experiments: + / - 12 V, +5 V,
rectangular pulses, delta-pulses;
• Direct measurement: voltage and time;
• Analysis and Synthesis: Fast Fourier FFT;
• Saved data on HDD: PCX graphics and ASCII format.

Fig.1.2. The PADI software interface
What could we do with these PADI systems? The Fig 1.3 and Fig. 1.4 presents the concept
of MBL (Microcomputer Based Laboratory) and MCIP (Microcomputer Control of the
Industrial Processes)

Fig.1.3. MBL

Fig.1.4 . MCIP

The technical solution proposed (PADI hardware and software) was an efficient alternative
to the classic problem of measuring physical quantities and their processing within didactic
laboratories, providing technical support and learning the fundamental principles of
computerized control of industrial processes.
Final remark of this paragraph: the computer-assisted laboratory experiments (MBL)
represents an efficient alternative, especially inexpensive and multifunctional and, they can
replace classical measurements and control which can be very costly. “[5]
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“Another field of research developed by CREDIS Team was the use of simulation in
teaching / learning Physics. The Kolb's learning theory (1975) sets out four distinct learning
styles, which are based on a four-stage learning cycle (see Fig. 1.5) “[6]

Fig.1.5. A four stage learning cycle
“A simulation is a real environment in which students make decisions, assume
responsibility for carrying out certain activities, get feedback results is their behavior in that
environment, summarizes findings, modify the initial conditions and repeat the process.
Different programming tools (Java, Macromedia Flash, Interactive Physics, LabVIEW) were
used.
In a simulation program the student should be allowed to make a real choice: both poor
choices and good choices. The student is free to control the experiment; the student should not
be a passive spectator. It is well known that we retain 90% of what we do and 10% of what we
are told! During the simulation, students can receive some guidance (counseling, theoretical
resources, etc.). The feedback obtained as a result of running simulation allows changing the
initial student’s decisions and resumption. Since the choice of input data and results belong to
the student, he/she can correlate the number and complexity of simulation events with his/her
learning needs. Students learn as they act and make decisions; this is an efficient "learning by
doing"! [7]
Additionally, in virtual experiments, the costs of destroyed equipment and per-sonal injury
are minimal.
“The CREDIS Team performed extensive research on how to use the “Interactive
Physics(IP)” [8] environment in order to produce valuable simulations for physics. As a result,
a library of “IP” (Interactive Physics) files were produced and used for tests in the university's
physics labs and also in several partner high schools.
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1.2. ICT STRATEGY
CREDIS Team has contributed to the ICT Strategy of the University of Bucharest. The
university's Senate approved the strategy document in 2005. The main ideas are presented in
the Fig.1.6. [9]
Nowadays, we can report a lot of concrete actions correlated with this strategy: (i) ECDL
eLearning resources for CBT in correlation with “ICT Literacy”; (ii) the i-Curriculum project
[10] in correlation with “ICT within subject areas”; (iii) eLearning technology and the virtual
campus already presented, in correlation with the highest level of the strategy.

Fig.1.6. ICT Strategy of the University of Bucharest

CREDIS has contributed to human resources development: (i) to establish the university
College TACO (Technologies Assisted by Computers) a study program with 180 ECTS; (ii) to
establish the BA study program named “Technologia Informatiei” according to Bologna
process, with 240 ECTS supported by “BIT2010”, an Erasmus CD project, approved and
implemented under the EC Socrates Scheme (2008-2011); (iii) establishing two MA study
programs (120 ECTS) named “Implementation and Management of Computer Networks” and
“The Security of the Information Systems”, [5].
These study programs were entirely new within the University of Bucharest and provided
students a modern ICT curriculum (including industry recognized CISCO Networking
Academy, Microsoft IT Academy courses), adapted to the needs of the ICT labor market. The
next picture and the unsatisfactory RO position among EU countries, in Fig. 1.7, demonstrate
the relevance of these training programs. [11]

Fig.1.7. Individuals aged 16-24 who have obtained ICT skills through formal educationl
institutions
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1.3. E-LEARNING AND VIRTUAL CAMPUS
1.3.1. E-LEARNING

“It is widely accepted that e-Learning can be as rich and as valuable as the traditional
education. E-learning is inevitable and more universities are offering today online courses. The
ability to use technology opens new opportunities to explore ways to teach and learn. Elearning is not used as a substitute for traditional training methods, but instead it is used in
conjunction with traditional teaching methods to achieve the best student learning results. The
methods used for online learning can add value to traditional face-to-face methods [12]
E-learning is the general term defining a new educational paradigm which is based on the
use of information and communication technologies in the teaching/learning process. [13]
“CREDIS team has produced eLearning resources [14] to be used in computer based
training (CBT) targeted to the people interested to obtain the ECDL Certificate. The first
version of these seven ECDL training modules was published in 2003. A new version was
published in 2011. Fig 1.8 presents a model for the GUI. Fig 1.9 presents a self-evaluation test.
Following the research focusing on the eLearning technology, we have come to the
following conclusions:
• the course should be more interactive to stimulate learners and should use different teaching
methods and scenarios to improve results
• it is important to have the right balance between virtual activities and face-to-face
• GUI should be very well designed, the navigation should be simple but offering a level of
complexity for advanced users
• it is recommendable to include options for self-evaluation and instructor's feedback to
support learning
• it is appropriate to use multi-media (Wikipedia: "… multimedia includes a combination of
text, audio, still images, animation, video, or interactivity content forms"), graphics and
images as much as possible
• it is appropriate to allow different study rhythms, to include functions such as help, glossary,
etc.

Fig.1.8. A model for the GUI

Fig.1.9. A self-evaluation test
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Our commitment to promoting / implementing the eLearning within University of
Bucharest is evidenced by the fact that professor Michaela Logofatu organized the first
“National e-Learning Conference”, in Romania: “Internet si Educatie, 3-5 July 2003, in
Bucharest. The site of the conference is presented in Fig. 1.12 This conference provided the
opportunity to debate on emergency of this subject for higher education system. This debate
was continued during the conference “Universitatea Virtuala”, 6-7 November 2003, in
Bucharest, organized by the Bucharest University of Economic Studies (ASE). The CREDIS
team had five contributions to the ASE conference and an invited paper.

Fig.1.10. The site of the first “National e-Learning
Conference”

1.3.2. VIRTUAL CAMPUS
In 2003, the author coordinated a CREDIS Team who has designed and has implemented
a virtual campus based on Microsoft.Net technology. As far as we know, this one was the first
implementation of this kind, in Romania. The Fig. 1.11 presents the GUI and the web address
of the campus. The University of Bucharest Portal is still operational (year 2014) and it
provides educational services to students from all forms of education: full-time on-campus,
part-time on-campus, distance learning, lifelong learning. The main purpose of the University
of Bucharest Portal is to support the collaboration and the communication between people in
organization: students, academic staff and administrative staff.

Fig.1.11 . The GUI and the web address of
the CREDIS Virtual Campus

The “open-sourse” solution were also tested. A “Moodle” implementation is presented in
Fig 1.12 and it was dedicated to in-service teachers for Physics. Nowadays (year 2014) this
line of action was closed.” [5]
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Fig.1.12. Moodle technology - Physics for in-service
teachers

“Conclusion: The digital technologies are moving faster, and one of the main questions
today is if education can keep up with all those changes? All over the world, the higher
education institutions needs to take into account students habits, to meet students in the
environment they are currently living. Today teachers struggle to make their ideas easy to
understand and in this continues fight new technology don’t change teaching, but can help
teachers to introduce new methodologies and learning environments.” [15].

2. STRATEGIC MOVEMENT TOWARDS GOOGLE APPS
(2010-2014)

FOR

EDUCATION

2.1. MODERN LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Wikipedia explains the concept and the LMS’s functions: “A learning management system
(LMS) is a software application for the administration, documentation, tracking, reporting and
delivery of e-learning education courses or training programs…. The key to understanding the
difference between LMS and other computer education terms is to understand the systemic
nature of LMS. LMS is the framework that handles all aspects of the learning process. An LMS
is the infrastructure that delivers and manages instructional content, identifies and assesses
individual and organizational learning or training goals, tracks the progress towards meeting
those goals, and collects and presents data for supervising the learning process of organization
as a whole. An LMS delivers content but also handles registering for courses, course
administration, skills gap analysis, tracking, and reporting. Most LMS are web-based to
facilitate access to learning content and administration. They are also used by educational
institutions to enhance and support classroom teaching and offering courses to a larger
population of learners”. [16]
A list of common names for Learning Management Systems was provided by [17]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Learning Environment (ILE)
Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)
Collaborative Learning Environment (CLE)
Personal Learning Environment (PLE)
Course Management System (CMS)
Learning Management System (LMS)
Internet Based education support system (Patent Number 6,988,138)
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Continuous Learning Environments (CLE) – social and information learning
Online Academic Environment (OAE)
Learning Management Ecosystem (LME)
Open Learning Network (OLN)
Course Platform
Student-Centered Academic Learning Environment (SCALE)

The evolution in the LMS market was presented in [18]. In Fig. 2.1, time runs from left to
right. Each horizontal band represents a product, and the thickness of the bands reflects the
market share of that product over time.

Fig.2.1. LMS Market Share for All institutions
During the last 14 years, some LMSs have been tested by CREDIS Team: Blackboard,
Moodle, Dokeos, Canvas, the in-house developed named “PORTAL”. Starting with 2010, we
changed our focus on Google Apps, which is free of charge for education purposes. There are
more than 100 components, but we chose, in that stage, a limited number of them.
“Based on their experience, the authors would like to recommend cloud-based LMS. There
are a variety of benefits associated with using a cloud-based LMS for both training and
educational purposes. Here are just a few of the most notable advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower start up costs;
Enhanced data security;
Improved accessibility;
Faster deployment;
Cost predictability;
Easier to maintain;
More storage space;
Fully customizable and scalable” [19]

“The LMS subject became very important from the point of view of the ARACIS:
Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (2005+). During the ARACIS
Council meeting (dated 12.19.2013) new documents were approved [20] and they will be used
starting with 2014.
These documents highlight 80 items that need to be fulfilled by entities aspiring for a
accreditation of a learning institution or a learning program. The items are organized in 3
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chapters and some of them have strong connection with the LMS subject: D.8.1. Services’
structure in e-Learning platform; D.8.2. Services offered to the teaching, technical and
administrative staff; D.8.3. Accessibility to services offered by the e-Learning platform; D.8.4.
Quality management of the services. We would like to highlight some important issues related
to LMS:
• from item 74 – one online course has to be implemented for every subject in the curriculum;
the Department for DL has to record and to archive, on the last five years, users' activities
and student outcomes;
• from item 74 - to support students through synchronous and asynchronous communication
tools: tutors and students, individually and in groups (e.g. news, mail, forum, tutor-student
dialogue, chat, virtual seminar, video conferencing, etc.). These activities will be archived
for future internal or external audit.
• from item 75 – the online courses have interactive multimedia content that facilitates a high
level of efficiency of individual study on e-learning platform;
• from item 76 - the teaching staff is trained regularly in the use of specific online course
development, implementation and management of specific DL activities;
• from item 77 – the e-Learning platform should be implemented on a communication
infrastructure enabling stable and simultaneous access to a large number of users;
• from item 78 - the HE institution has and apply quality management procedures; the results
of these assessments are public and archived for future external and internal auditing;
• from item 79 - annually, the students are doing the assessment of the online courses and of
the teaching staff performances;
• from item 80 – the evaluation results are harnessed for continuous quality improvement of
DL system.
The new ARACIS document, that will be used for 2014 (+) accreditation procedures, deals
with the use of electronic platforms to support the communication and collaboration between
the staff and DL students. Are the universities well prepared? “[21].

2.2. GOOGLE APPS FOR EDUCATION AS FREE LMS
A recent report presented by [22] reveals that there are 66 from 100 top universities for
U.S that have choosen to use Google apps in the educational process. Every University that
choose to use Google Apps has some benefits: first of all it’s free so it can save a lot of money,
it increases the teaching performance and it prepares the students for the upcoming jobs that
are entails digital communications skills. All Google Apps are “in cloud” so maybe by using it
we are moving one step forward to cloud-based future for education.
In Fig. 2.2 [1] and Fig. 2.3 we will present the results of a survey, conducted during the
spring semester of 2014, on 293 students enrolled within the CREDIS Department. The main
objectives of this survey were to identify students' preferences in electronic platforms and their
opinion in using those electronic platforms in the educational process. The study shows that
Romanian students are quite familiar with Internet technologies, that their preferences for email
services are Gmail and Yahoo mail, whereas Facebook and Google Plus are their Social media
platforms of choice
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Fig.2.2 Students opinion on intensive use of electronic platforms within the education

Fig.2.3. Students options on Social Media platforms
Our CREDIS experience highlights the fact that RO students students hold minimum 2-3
electronic devices and they easily adapt to new technologies. The increasing interest for mobile
phone is in agreement with the international trends. [23]

Fig.2.4. Electronic devices used by students to access the Internet
Google + communities are a fabulous resource of information and good practice and we
recommend:
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• Google Apps for Education [24];
• Using Google Apps as a Free LMS [25]
The newest initiative developed by Google is Google Classroom a project that will start in
September 2014 “a new tool coming to Google Apps for Education. Classroom weaves
together Google Docs, Drive and Gmail to help teachers create and organize assignments
quickly, provide feedback efficiently, and communicate with their classes with ease. And it lets
students organize their work, complete and turn it in, and communicate directly with their
teachers and peers. Classroom was designed hand-in-hand with teachers to help them save
time, keep classes organized, and improve communication with students”. [26]
“In May 2014, Google and the RO Ministry of Education signed a national partnership that
aims to facilitate the access of Romanian students and teachers to new technologies, thereby
increasing the quality of learning.
The project is structured in three parts. First, Google provides free of charge software suite
Apps for Education, all schools from Romania interested to implement. Thus, all students in
these educational institutions can use free collaborative tools like spreadsheets (Google Sheets)
online presentations (Google Slides) or shared documents (Google Docs) and other dedicated
applications like Youtube , Google Maps, Google Hangouts and more. “[27].

2.3. GOOGLE APPS EDU - CREDIS IMPLEMENTATION
Starting with the academic year 2010-2011, CREDIS started to use Google Apps in the
educational process, mainly: GMail, Google Calendar, Google Docs/Drive, Google Hangouts,
Google Plus and Youtube. All these tools are used to improve the communication with
students, to change the “path” that education content is delivered.

Fig.2.5 Students instructions for Google Apps
“Every student has to have access to a computer and once the access to a computer is done,
who wants to study online must be used to search the Internet, e-mail, send and receive
attachments, word processing and that’s one of the main reasons why At the beginning of the
academic year, the students are invited to visit the main access point, the site “UniBuc-Virtual”
[28] and to create a Google account based on the instructions from the site. They can in any
point to return to it for more information (or updated information).
We encourage the students to choose their username very close to their complete name
used already in the school register which handles students’ records. From this point forward,
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the G-Mail address will be used to collect and to record all the information about students’
activities. We would like to underline that students can use their email address and continue to
have access to their work, information and materials accesses during studies even after they
graduate.
The documentation provided to the students directs the students step by step, taking into
consideration different level of their skills in using computers and Internet. As soon as GMail
student account is operational, the student is requested to perform some tasks [29] in order to
open the communication channels with administrative staff (“secretariat”, in RO) and academic
staff (professors). The administrative staff is building the contact list, is configuring the
platforms: Google Drive, Google Groups, Google Plus, Google Calendar. The students are
encouraged to self-training based on a variety of resources that can be found on Internet
(YouTube etc.). As it concerns the ICT skills, those can be acquired ONLY by practice
(“learning by doing”)!
We would like to underline that GMail platform is the main channel for communication
used by ALL people involved: students, academic staff, administrative staff. There is one
important feature of these platforms: ANY action done on a particular platform is reflected in
a message which is sent to all participants (GMail> Inbox). The messages coming from Google
Groups can be recognized by the text “[FORUM>…” which is situated at the beginning ; those
messages coming from Google Plus can be recognized by the text “Google+…” which appears
at the beginning of the email subject.
The Google Groups platform is used as a FORUM: the messages are “1 vs. ALL”. We are
using this type of forum in order to communicate to students information like: schedules for
face-to-face meetings, administrative information, documents and messages of general interest
etc. The students can “reply” directly, from their Inbox or they can work directly on the Google
Groups platform. “[1].
“As Google's own description [30] of the new social feature highlights among the most
basic of human needs is the need to connect with others. With a smile, a laugh, a whisper or a
cheer, we connect with others every single day and those are some of the reasons we decided
to also use Google + (as social media) with our students.
Google Plus allows you to collaborate through Circles, to develop relations with other
colleagues and teachers with targeted photo-sharing, updates, and messaging and it also offers
support within Hangouts for blended learning (according to [31] blended learning is a formal
education program in which a student learns at least in part through online delivery of content
and instruction with some element of student control over time, place, path or pace). Circles is
one of the biggest advantages of Google Plus because it allows teachers to share the right
information with the right students. We encourage the students to use Google Plus in order to
communicate with their peers and with department’s staff. Another important aspect is that
after the class is over through Google + the students can provide articles or links to other
resources connected to the classroom. It is important to mention that the teacher is the one that
establishes the topics on that space and students must take it seriously. Quality resources are
“liked” by the group and get more attention, and if something is of low-quality, you (as a
teacher) or other students can always step in to correct and that’s way we believe this platform
is a perfect vehicle for "collaborative learning"!” [15]
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Fig.2.6 Google+ Communities associated with CREDIS courses
“Another valuable platform is Google Drive which can be seen as “hard disk” located “in
cloud”. A new Google user can use 15 GB free space. Usually, we configure the Google Drive
to include different folders: (i) a public folder, where public documents are stored; (ii) a folder
named Res-EDU (educational resources) which is shared by the staff and the students; (iii)
folders for online tests. Meanwhile, the students are requested to create their own folders and
to share them with the staff; the last ones are used by the students to transmit their homework
to the academic staff. Google Drive provides the tools to create: documents, spreadsheets,
presentation, forms, drawing and work simultaneously with partners or colleagues on a same
document. Changes appear in real time and are saved for thirty days, which makes it possible
for you to view earlier versions of your documents. Google Docs also allows you to add certain
access privileges to your files and determine who can view, edit or comment a shared
document.
CREDIS is using the “reflexive diary method” implemented on Google Drive: every
student is invited to create a Google document based on his Google personal and unique
account. The document has to be named “JR-{student name}” where JR is the acronym for
“Jurnal Reflexiv” in Romanian language. At the end of every week, the students have to fill
this document with a short description of the activities performed and with personal thoughts
about Computer Assisted Instructionsubject. Every JR has to be shared with the professor email
address.
We are also using: Google Sites, Google Blogger, YouTube and other useful services from
Google. It doesn’t matter what educational system is used (face-to-face, ODL, online etc.), we
consider communication and collaboration between staff and students to be very important in
order to reach quality in education.” [1].

3. RETHINKING EDUCATION (2014+)
“As U.S Education Secretary Arne Duncan said in a statement [32] “...effective teachers
need to incorporate digital content into everyday classes and consider open-source learning
management systems, which have proven cost effective in school districts and colleges
nationwide” .
Video tutorials can give teachers the opportunity to publish instructional videos and to
share thoughts, lesson plans, and other resources, based on collaborative activities developed
with their students or colleagues. Why use video tutorial? It’s simple: because students learn
more, because they enjoy them and it’s easy to use it. Do you know there are more than 1
billion users on Youtube [33] and their main purpose is to create, share and discover original
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videos created by original people? Ad-hoc surveys, performed by the authors, revealed the
following facts: ALL the students have electronic equipment (terminals) with Internet
connection; ALL students used at least once Youtube tutorial to learn how to do something,
ALL students considers that video tutorial are a “+” in their learning process.”[34]

3.1. VIDEO LECTURES
The authors have explored the impact of video tutorials on students within the Department
CREDIS, University of Bucharest, Romania; they realized that nowadays students spend more
time learning online than face-to-face.
Department CREDIS has had, over the years, students of all kinds, from people with
disabilities, mothers of young children, students who were living in the other site of the country.
For all those the flexibility of a distance learning programme was an advantage. We strongly
believe that video tutorial combined with traditional class content can be a real advantage in
enhancing learners' results. Video tutorial allows students who are not able to attend the class
to access the information from any location at any time. One of the advantage of video tutorial
is that the students have the possibility to pause, rewind, stop and play the video which is
essential for memory retention in preparation for exams in contradistinction to the live course
where it is easy to miss some of the information provided by the teacher.
“Our channel [35] on Youtube is a public one and so we thought that if our video tutorials
were helpful for our students then maybe some other teachers or some others students from
different parts of the world will use it to learn something or as an inspirational video. We
choose to change the format of the classes and therefore to help students develop new learning
skills.
When we started to use video tutorial, one of the main questions was were to upload them,
what platform will have the biggest impact on students so we use an ad-hoc survey to get our
answer. As seen in fig. 3.1 the balance was between Youtube and Google Plus. Google Plus
allows students to be involved, to share information, whether it’s an infographic, video, or even
something funny, to leave a quality content and to reshare it with their community or their
circles. One of the big advantages of Google Plus is that it allows you to “organise” your friends
into Circles so the information that you share is displayed to the appropriate group. On the
other hand Youtube is home of millions of videos and is not just for entertainment, universities
are increasingly using this tool to aid students. Youtube is a free site where everyone can upload
or watch a video for free.
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Fig.3.1 Which platform would you consider the most useful to upload the video tutorials?
After an ad-hoc survey, the authors decided on Youtube. Why? Because in the last years
education is a component of the site that continues to grow up and therefor the site is home to
a big number of school project, instructional videos and professional clips.
As seen in Fig. 3.2, 51% of the students granted a major importance to video tutorials in
the process of learning and only one student considered that the support that the video tutorial
offers is not useful.

Fig.3.2 On a scale from 1 to 5, how important are the video tutorial in the correct assimilation
of the information
Another aspect that our surveys revealed and the authors considered important is the length
of the clip (see fig. 3.3) so the clips shouldn’t be longer than 10 minutes to get students attention
and the title must be representative for the content. Continuous interruptions during viewing
risk breaking concentration and should be avoided. However, students can be given simple
tasks to carry out while watching a video which will help them to engage with the video's
content. A balance has to be found which doesn't ask too much of students, but does help to
keep them active. Pre-established pause points may also act to engage students by eliciting
opinions during the viewing process.

Fig.3.3 The recommended length of a video
tutorial

When the students were asked how much time they should devote per week to watch the
video, 45% of the students pointed from 10 to 30 minutes and 43% of the students pointed to
30 to 60 minutes (see Fig. 3.4)
The authors believe that one of the main benefits of using video tutorials as a support for
the classroom is the time that students spend on a task or an a subject.
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Fig.3.4 Time devoted to video tutorials for one single lecture
From our experience the students who watched the video tutorials were able to provide
complete and complex responses to questions asked. Video tutorial can [36] be used to illustrate
how something works, can grab students attention, show real life examples, can stimulate
discussion, appeal to the learning style of visual learners. Video could enhance problem-based
learning and students can learn by doing mimicking the video examples.
It is also important that the video tutorials we provide include a large range of teaching
methods like charts, graphics, slides, photos, live video or screenshots.
Anyway, the students highly recommend the use of video-tutorials within the high schools
(80%) and higher education (85%) in Romania!

Fig.3.5 Using video-tutorial within the Romania high
schools

Fig.3.6. Using video-tutorial within the Romania higher
education system

The surveys, revealed that tutorial videos next to college classes can provide a source of
information that's reliable and has the quality guarantee to younger students and their teachers.
One main benefit: students can watch the video again and again, whenever they want, wherever
they want.
CREDIS Team has experienced different video-conferences systems: CISCO Webex
system and Google+ Hangout. The majority of students recommend this type of synchronous
communication to be used within higher education institutions, in Romania. “[34]
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Fig.3.7 Using video-conference system within
the Romania higher education system

“As Katie Lepi points out in an article, the reasons why we should use video in education
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Video is becoming a preferred channel of communication
Internet video accounts for 40% of all internet traffic in 2012
By 2016, it is expected that number will jump to 62%
Video helps students become actively engaged in their learning
Video helps maximize school resources
It increases engagement and excitement among students
Video can help facilitate collaboration
Video is appropriate for various learning styles
It helps improve learning outcomes
68% of teachers believe that video content helps stimulate discussions
66% believe it helps increase student motivation
55% believe that it helps teachers be more creative
62% believe that it helps teachers be more effective
91% of UMASS students felt that using lecture capture helped them learn course material
44% of high school students in a study scored higher on their exams when material was
presented in video format

By using video in the classroom we are preparing today’s students for tomorrow’s
challenges” [37]. The successful video-tutorials and video-conferences might be the steps
forward towards online courses!

3.2. BLOGGING - A VIRTUAL EXTENSION OF THE TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM
“Teachers and students belong to different generations!

•
•
•
•

Baby Boomers (1946 - 1964)
Generation X (1960 - 1980)
Generation Y (1980 - 2000)
Generation Z (2000 - present)

Mostly, teachers belong to Generation X, a little from Baby Boomers and Generation Y
while student belong to the computer age, the Late Generation Y and Z. Teachers concern
about the learning process is crucial but with the kind of technology that we have before is
different from the technology of today. Engaging these technologies of today in the teaching learning process becomes a trend. Should we, teachers, must keep pace and change our ideas
about the technology of today and include them in the classroom setup? How about its impact
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to the students' performance in school? Does it develop every aspect of the student holistically?
“ [38]
“Teenagers are tweeting, posting, LIKEing, SHAREing and commenting all across social
media and it doesn’t seem to be an end of it. The students are digital natives. More and more,
teachers and universities are attempting to leverage the qualities of social media for use in the
classroom and even more, they are trying to use it to connect teachers, students and parents in
a way they couldn’t achieve before. Social media is where students live, it’s part of their digital
footprint, it’s not just where their friends are, it’s where they want their teacher to be and to be
able to learn.
According to Audrey Watters [39] there seems to be three forces at play when it comes to
education and social media. The first is a lack of force - the inertia that makes many educators
unwilling and uninterested in integrating the technology into their classrooms. The second is
the force of fear - the pressures on the part of administrators, district officials, and politicians
to curtail and ban teacher and students' interactions online. And finally, the third force is that
more and more educators who are embracing social media and advocating its use on - and offcampus - for student learning and for teacher professional development alike.
From our experience with students, Google Blogger is an incredibly efficient tool that
allows students and teachers to build relationships and to engage in reflective practice. A blog
is a timely source of information and that’s one of the reasons why a large number of students
of the Department CREDIS have interests in learning to build their own blog or they are active
members on a school blog. On a blog it’s all about students’ interest, it’s about reading and
engaging the entire community to reflect on different subjects. A blog allows teachers and
students to share original ideas, to build together and those ideas can become viral by number
of Like on the Internet.
One of the advantage of posting on a blog is that others (teachers or colleagues) can
comment and those comments can be used to identify your strengths and witnesses.
The educational process that takes place in the traditional class is always about what is
right, about the correct information, the right question and the right answer, but the education
that can be provide through a class blog must be different, the teachers must encourage trials
and errors, to allow for failure and growth to work together and only then their purpose will be
achieved. A blog is underlining the "learning by doing" concept instead of "plan and execute"
ones.” [15]
From our experience, as seen in Fig.3.8, 74% of the students questioned believed that is
useful to have a class blog and 21% of them were still skeptically.

Fig.3.8 The utility of a class blog
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In the students opinion (presented in Fig. 3.9) a blog is useful in the class to share opinions
and learning, to see knowledge as interconnected, to facilitates reflection and evaluation and
to promote an creative writing.

Fig.3.9 The main advantages of using a
class blog

After the end of the academic, year the main problem was that most of the students were
giving up blogging so in this point the problem is to find a way to catch them in this blogging
process for a long time, so they can engage other readers (colleagues, teachers) in a sustained
conversation that then leads to further writing and thinking.
It is import for students, when they start blogging, to ask themselves what is the point of
blogging? Is it useful? Does it represent them and their opinions? Only after students have the
answers to these questions can they truly have benefits from blogging like critical thinking
skills, writing skills, information literacy, etc.
We have identified two kinds of students: students who love blogging and are active members
on blogs and students that passive members. We would like to focus our attention on the second
category because it is important to understand that if those students refused to blog it is not
because they have nothing to communicate. It is because blogging involves connecting to the
world, and those students aren’t yet connected to the larger world and they haven't learned to
meaningfully engage in a community. The teachers’ role is to find a way to bring learning into
every student life and to engage them to longlife learning, and introducing blogging into the
educational process it may be the closer way to learn students outside the classroom, to provide
them an option to the traditional education.

3.3. ONE STEP INTO THE FUTURE – EVEN MORE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES!
3.3.1. PEDAGOGY FIRST
Even if the CREDIS Team has so much focus on promoting the new tehnologies in
education, the driving force is the “pedagogy”! So, to be clear, our philosophy is “pedagogy
plus up-to-date digital technology”. These can be easily interconected based on Kathy Shrock
work who has done a wonderful piece linking the multitude of Google Apps to the levels of
Blooms Taxonomy. By looking at Fig. 3.10 [40] we realize that all this is an invaluable resource
for all teachers that are looking for more digital technologies in education
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Fig.3.10 Google Apps support Blooms taxonomy
3.3.2. FLIPPED CLASSROOM
“Flip teaching (or flipped classroom) is a form of blended learning in which students learn
new content online by watching video lectures, usually at home, and what used to be homework
(assigned problems) is now done in class with teacher offering more personalized guidance and
interaction with students, instead of lecturing. This is also known as backwards classroom,
reverse instruction, flipping the classroom and reverse teaching” [41].
Video-lectures subject, already presented, is a key issue in implementing the new pedagogy
of “flipped classroom”. “Once in 2007, Aaron was going through a technology magazine and
showed Jonathan some articles about a software that would record a PowerPoint slideshow
including voice and annotations, and then convert the recording into a video file that could be
easily distributed online. Then they discussed the potential of such a software while realizing
that it might help the students who missed their classes to avoid missing out on learning. Then
they began to record their live lessons using screen capture software and posted the recorded
lectures online so that students could access them. At the time when they were creating lectures
and experimenting things for this new concept by them, internet was also evolving and great
platforms like YouTube came into the picture, fresh yet interestingly useful”.[42]

3.3.3. ONLINE COURSES
CREDIS Team is also proving a real interest in this modern pedagogy issue. The simple
question is: are we able to implement, within the education system in our country, this new
“educational trends”? To help answering to this question we would propose to look at some
facts and figures.
“Facts and figure:
• The University of Phoenix was the first to offer online undergraduate and graduate degrees
with 600,000 peak enrollment in 2010.
• Jones International University is the first totally online college to receive regional
accreditation, 1996.
• 2005: 3 million America students took at least one online class.
• 2013: more than 6 million students take at least one online course.
• 2014: expected 18.7 million of people worldwide taking at least one online course.
• 2015: estimated $100 billion global spending on online education estimated
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• 2019: half of all classes worldwide will be done online”[43]
Returning to the question above and looking to the RO HE system of education, the
situation is very encouraging! According to the Law of Education, nr.1/2011, we have already
recognized and accredited: face-to-face education (100% on-campus) and DL-Distance
Learning. DL is equivalent with so called “blended-Learning” (all over the world) including
some activities developed face-to-face and other activities implemented on the electronic
platforms. Fig. 3.11 shows the proportion of the activities that are “located” on Internet
(through electronic platforms). It is very clear that the transition from DL to ONLINE (100%
through Internet) will involve ONLY a small step forward!
The authors point of view is: RO HE institution will be able to implement ONLINE
education as soon as the legislation will be available. From technical and pedagogical point of
view, we are well prepared!

Fig.3.11. Activities that are provided through electronic platforms on Internet
After a long time of interactions with students the authors lean to believe that they are also
prepared to make the step forward! The next two figures, emerged from the same survey, show
the necessity to implement a transition from traditional face-to-face education to a new type of
education: blended Learning and ONLINE.

Fig.3.11 The system recommended by
students for high schools in Romania

Fig.3.12 The system recommended by
students for higher education in Romania

The annual parental satisfaction survey developed by Connections Academy shows 50%
of the parents have a child who doesn’t learn well in a traditional school setting and 43% of
them desire a more flexible schedule [44]

Fig.3.13 The reasons listed by parents in
choosing an online school
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“We have presented the advantages of implementing an online education system but like
all others we have to underline that ONLINE education can include some risks. A recent article
published by Gregory Ferenstein shows that Online courses boost college completion but
decreases actual learning, they found that online course success rates are between 11 and 14
percentage points lower than traditional course success rates.” [45]

Fig.3.13 Success rates in online courses

The online learning is still evolving, with very impresive Coursera and Udacity, with a
great potential for innovation.

3.3.4. A NEW PEDAGOGY IS EMERGING
“What are some key elements contributing to the development of this new pedagogy? The
developments listed below have had an impact on how teaching is structured and how and
where learning happens:
• teaching models for both classroom and online delivery need to be re-considered and recalibrated in response to new technological capacities;
• collaborative approaches to the construction of knowledge/building communities of
practice;
• balancing the use of multimedia and open educational resources with professor-delivered
content, including the issues of course ownership and of measurable learning outcomes;
• increased learner control, choice, and independence in parallel with the changing the
instructor’s role to facilitator;
• anywhere, anytime, any size learning especially based on mobile learning
• new forms of assessment;
• self-directed and non-formal online learning.” [46]

4. CONCLUSIONS
When started to put together all tools provided by Google we had in mind our students and
their need. The Department CREDIS has students for all over the country, with ages from 18
to 50 so we had to have in mind all their specific characteristics.
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Our main purpose is to deliver quality education using all this new technologies so after
every academic year we improve our methods by judging the results of our students.
The results that we saw every new years on our students, their curiosity and their constant
desire to try new things that helps them develop their knowledge and skills was what kept us
pushing.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents research, analysis and policy recommendations from the POERUP
(Policies for OER Uptake) project. The overall aim is to develop policies to promote
the uptake of OER, especially across the EU, in all formal educational sectors. The
project has already created an inventory of more than 400 OER initiatives worldwide,
which are being documented on the project wiki. POERUP has produced 11 country
reports and 19 mini-reports, has completed seven case studies of notable OER
initiatives and is collaborating with other projects to map OER initiatives worldwide.
Recommendations to the Commission and to Member States are labelled.The paper
also discusses the relative merits of making policy recommendations in a field where
there are relatively few national policies as against describing actions that could
facilitate the take up of OER by institutions.
Keywords: OER, funding, licensing, infrastructure, pedagogy.

1. INTRODUCTION - THE POERUP PROJECT AND ITS RESEARCH
The POERUP project is part funded by the European Commission’s Lifelong Learning
Programme under action KA3. The overall aim of POERUP is to develop policies to promote
the uptake of OER, especially across the EU, in all formal educational sectors. The project has
already created an inventory of more than 400 OER initiatives worldwide which are
documented on the project wiki *. The project has taken a broad view of OER and the
transversal analysis † identifies three distinct categories of initiatives: open courses, open
textbooks and collections of digital assets. Whilst the largest number of initiatives (in all three
categories) are to be found in north America, there are more than might have been suspected
across Europe – especially with the MOOC explosion in the past two years – and rather fewer
than expected in the Far East.
POERUP has put substantial effort into understanding the state of play of OER in a range
of countries, within the policy context and as part of the wider development of online learning
*
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in these countries. It has already produced 11 country reports and 19 mini-reports and has
completed seven case studies including Wikiwijs, ALISON and FutureLearn. At the time of
writing, POERUP has produced three draft EU-level policy documents for universities, VET
and schools, which have been published on the Open Education Europa portal for comments ‡.
In addition to EU-wide recommendations, POERUP is finalising policy documents for UK,
Ireland, France, Netherlands and Poland – and also Canada.

1.1.

OUTCOMES OF OUR RESEARCH – OER INITIATIVES IN SCHOOLS

The platform has two ends: a front-end where the students achieve their competencies and
a back-end dedicated to teachers and tutors for editing the MOOC materials. In this section we
will present the front end elements the students will interact with. Like on every e-learning
website there is an e-mail based subscription system in order to record learning evolution. The
access is granted also without authentication but without progress recording and evaluation
history. The main graphical theme of the website is inspired from the story of Little Prince
written by Antoine Saint-Exupery. The website is designed for students from grades 3 to 8.
The interface represents a universe having 6 planets one for each grade.

1.2.

OUTCOMES OF OUR RESEARCH – OER INITIATIVES IN POST-SECONDARY
EDUCATION

Although the development of vocational training has been a subject of enhanced political
cooperation at the European level during the past decade § – through initiatives including EQF **
Be-TWIN †† and EQAVET ‡‡ - only one of the 120 notable OER initiatives we have catalogued
is targeted towards the VET sector (ALISON §§) and there is little evidence of any national or
regional policies on OER for VET at the critical level of ISCED 4. There is a potentially
significant OER initiative in Scotland (Re:Source ***), but this is still at a relatively early stage
of development. Knowledge exchange platforms for creativity and innovation were present in
17 EU countries in 2012, but another 13 countries did not report on such platforms and there
is no evidence that these platforms are linked to resource materials or content.
Conversations and discussions with VET providers and e-learning experts suggest that there is
substantial resistance from commercial training providers against opening up access to what
might readily be common training resources; there is also resistance from individual lecturers
and trainers who are concerned that their job security might be affected if their materials are
available under open license. The European Parliament Resolution has more mention of VET
‡

http://openeducationeuropa.eu/en/news/your-input-needed-policy-recommendations-oeruptake
§

See
http://www.etuc.org/press/bruges-communiqu%C3%A9-enhanced-european-cooperation-vocationaleducation-and-training#.UwTGnPl_uJk
** http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/education_training_youth/vocational_training/c11104_en.htm
†† https://www.be-twin2.eu/en/
‡‡ www.eqavet.eu/
§§ http://alison.com/
*** http://resource.blogs.scotcol.ac.uk/
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than Opening Up Education but does not really tackle the thorny issues of commercial
sensitivities and staff resistance.
In Universities the various schemes for quality in OER are so far ignored by national HE
quality agencies or governments – not surprising when they mostly ignore similar schemes for
quality in e-learning, even though e-learning (on- or off-campus) has far greater penetration
than OER.
Few OER or e-learning experts have any dealings with ENQA or the national quality
agencies. In fact, ENQA has looked at e-learning – but publicly only in one workshop. In any
country, OER represents a small fraction of the amount of overseas teaching, distance learning,
or HE taught in FE – and quality agencies appear so far largely unconcerned with these wider
areas. The European Parliament resolution contains a number of clauses about quality, but does
not address these to appropriate agencies.

1.3.

OUTCOMES OF OUR RESEARCH – OER POLICIES

We have not found any national policies specifically concerned with OER in schools in
Europe and where there are national policies on ICT in schools, there is little evidence of
awareness of OERs. Where nationally sponsored OER initiatives have taken place - e.g. the
Poland textbook programme; the Jisc HE programme in England; the Wikiwijs initiative in the
Netherlands), national government funding has ceased in England and been reduced and redirected in the Netherlands. However, we are aware that a few countries (Wales, Netherlands,
Poland) are in the process of developing OER policies. The Welsh Government has made a
‘Declaration of Intent’ ††† and sponsored an expert working group to consider policy issues in
open education, and Higher Education Wales (which represents university Vice-Chancellors)
has declared an intent to promote and use OERs ‡‡‡. The government has issued a ‘policy
statement’ on higher education, which included the following statement:
“HEIs in Wales need to grasp the challenge and potential of online learning and explore
the opportunities of OER. The opportunity exists to create new social and learning
environments that will help to promote social justice, with material produced by Welsh
universities at the heart of these endeavours.
Working with and supported by the Welsh Government, HEIs need to push forward with the
aspiration to produce a ‘one nation’ response to technology-enhanced learning that will see
Wales take a prominent position on the global stage and offer a highly distinctive experience
for higher education students. The focus should be on ensuring that high-quality content is
available – course content and the enhancement of the student experience must be the key
drivers, not the technology.” §§§

†††http://www.hew.ac.uk/wales-signs-declaration-of-intent-to-lead-the-way-on-the-use-of-online-education-

resources/
http://www.hew.ac.uk/wp/media/OER-Declaration-of-Intent-Sept-2013.pdf
§§§ http://wales.gov.uk/docs/dcells/publications/130611-statement-en.pdf
‡‡‡
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The European Parliament resolution**** includes several clauses about schools, but does
not address the cultural issues closely.
We have also found no national policies for OER in the European VET sector, though there
are moves through the ‘Open Scotland’ initiative †††† to develop a policy for Scotland. This,
however, is currently being promoted through an unfunded alliance with, as yet, no direct
traction on national government.
Similarly, there are no national policies for OER in higher education in any EU country;
although most universities have institutional policies on open access (and other aspects of
openness), relatively few of these policies specifically address OER.

1.4.

OUTCOMES OF OUR RESEARCH – MAPPING OER INITIATIVES AND POLICIES

Following the completion of the first round of country reports in 2012 – 2013, the project
team has been updating the country reports during 2014, to take account of the explosive
growth of MOOCs and other national and regional developments. All records are now in the
process of being mapped; POERUP is collaborating with other current mapping projects to
transfer all the research data onto interactive maps.

2. CONSIDERING POLICY INTERVENTIONS
This section discusses the issues to take into consideration when formulating policy
interventions and identifies the types of policy interventions that we propose.

2.1. ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED IN FORMULATING POLICY INTERVENTIONS
The EU administration and national ministries expect policy recommendations from an
expert group (POERUP is not a lobby group for OER, it is a team of analysts looking at OER)
to take into account the following factors:
• the strength of the evidence base for the assertions
• the importance of the problems the policy interventions are aimed to alleviate
• the relative importance of these interventions compared with other interventions
• the existing policy thicket for education, ICT in education and related issues (such as
open access)
• the socio-economic situation – in particular the potential funding available.
So – given that there are currently very few national policies directly mentioning OER where should one focus policy interventions linked to OER?

****http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=REPORT&mode=XML&reference=A7-2014-

0249&language=EN#title3
†††† http://openscot.net/
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Not surely, at OER only – in reality almost no European country other than England (not
the rest of the UK) and Netherlands has had a substantial state-funded HE programme of OER
and in one of these (UK) it has finished and for the other (Netherlands) there has only recently
been a renewal of funding – together with a change of direction – for Wikiwijs ‡‡‡‡. In contrast,
open access (simplistically OER for postgraduate students and research staff) is much more
embedded. Given that there are virtually no national policies across Europe towards OER alone
(with the recent exception of Wales §§§§ and Slovenia *****) for any educational sector, it seems
sensible to link OER policy recommendations to wider ICT policies. A number of countries
have made aspirational statements about OER and open access to resources (e.g. Scotland†††††
and Wales, where a multi-sector policy statement is imminent) and policy recommendations
can add impetus to aspirations, where they can be seen to be evidence-based.
OERs have been an important component of two of the Commission’s most significant
policy initiatives with regards to education. The Commission’s recent Opening Up
Education ‡‡‡‡‡ initiative has a theme of developing tools and indicators for measuring
institutional application of e-learning and this can be expected to incorporate OER: it therefore
makes sense to link our policy recommendations with this initiative and map them against the
Key Transformative Actions in Opening Up Education and cross-reference them to the
European Parliament resolution of 25 March 2014. We also take note of the Horizon 2020
agenda §§§§§. In making recommendations, it is important to remember that each EU Member
State is responsible for its own education policies ****** and recommendations to the
Commission need to match the language of Opening Up Education and ‘encourage’ Member
States to take actions. The sovereignty of individual member states also operates in the areas
of copyright and licensing: even though the EU has been trying to develop common policies
for more than ten years.
It is clear that there is a strong (but not perfect) correlation between autonomous OER
activity and the scale of a language (in terms of the total number of speakers in the world – a
key parameter for Wikipedia too). †††††† So English OER is dominant, and not just/only because
of the size of the US economy. There is a lot of OER going on in French and Spanish also. ‡‡‡‡‡‡
The correlation is not perfect – far more is going on in Dutch than expected, and rather less in
Portuguese, Russian and Arabic than might be expected. Chinese is a world language but
remains a mystery in terms of the amount of OER. That is not to say that there are not active
OER movements in many other countries, especially in Asia (Vietnam, Korea, Japan §§§§§§) but
‡‡‡‡

http://www.slideshare.net/robertschuwer/wikiwijs-a-national-initiative-on-oer
http://www.jiscrsc.ac.uk/wales/news/2013/september/welsh-universities-commit-to-upload-lectures-andresearch-online.aspx
***** See http://www.k4all.org/openingupslovenia/
†††††
See
http://blogs.cetis.ac.uk/lmc/2013/07/04/open-scotland-report-and-actions/
and
http://openscot.wordpress.com/2014/01/
‡‡‡‡‡ See http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-13-859_en.htm and http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/strategicframework/education-technology.htm
§§§§§ https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/area/ict-research-innovation
****** See http://europa.eu/pol/educ/index_en.htm
†††††† See http://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/Sitemap.htm
‡‡‡‡‡‡ Whenever countries are mentioned, the readers are invited to consult the POERUP country pages indexed
from http://poerup.referata.com/wiki/Countries
§§§§§§ E.g. see the Japan Open Courseware Consortium at http://www.jocw.jp/
§§§§
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often focused on translation not origination, and overwhelmingly at university level. The
European Parliament resolution (and the Erasmus+ agenda) stress the importance of multilingualism.

2.2. TYPES OF POLICY INTERVENTION
Taking into account the issues identified and discussed in the previous section, our research
leads us to recommend three strands of policy interventions:
• interventions that link OER to open access to research and to standards.
• interventions that foster the phenomena (including access, cost and quality; but also others
such as development and informed citizenry) that OER is said to facilitate (even if so far
without sufficient evidence).
• interventions that serve to reduce or dismantle the barriers to creation of innovative
institutions and innovative practice (including OER, MOOCs and open educational
practices.

2.3. POLICY INTERVENTIONS OR DESCRIPTIONS OF ACTIONS?
Although the remit of the POERUP project is to make policy recommendations, the lack
of existing national policies for OER and the lack of awareness of OER in national policies for
ICT (which are, in any case, concerned almost exclusively with schools and do not touch VET
or universities) may mean that policy recommendations alone will not be sufficient to increase
the uptake of OER. Workshop discussions have reinforced the paucity of existing national
policies and the relatively low level of governments’ interest in OER, and workshop
participants have suggested that describing appropriate actions – which can be implemented at
institutional, consortial or regional levels – could be a more effective approach.
The two approaches are not mutually contradictory. Indeed, many of the policy
recommendations described in section 3 below can be adopted at sub-government and
Commission levels. Concerted actions by institutions, consortia and strategic alliances will not
only facilitate the spread of OER, but increase levels of governmental awareness and provide
leverage for policy adoption. However, national policies remain important for providing a
framework for both mandatory and voluntary action.

3. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EU AND MEMBER STATES
Our recommendations are grouped under nine headings:
 Communication and awareness raising
 Funding mechanisms
 Copyright / licensing issues
 Reducing regulatory barriers
 Quality issues
 Teacher training and continuous professional development
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 Certification and accreditation
 Infrastructure issues
 Further research.
Recommendations for the Commission are identified as (C) and those for Member States
are identified as (M). All of the recommendations have been mapped against the Key
Transformative Actions described in Opening Up Education. In line with the discussion in
section 2.3 above these policy recommendations can equally be adopted by individual
institutions as actions to facilitate the uptake of OER.

3.1. COMMUNICATION AND AWARENESS RAISING (5 RECOMMENDATIONS)
Evidence suggests an urgent need for additional communication and cross-fertilisation:
the European Parliament resolution does not closely address this area.
 The Commission and Member States should clearly indicate the abundance or scarcity
of appropriate resources currently available. (C, M)
 The Commission and Member States should continue to promote the OER related
initiatives they are currently funding and through them promote the creation, sharing,
use and reuse of high-quality OERs. (C,M)
 The Commission should continue to promote to educational users (leaders,
practitioners, students and guardians) the availability and accessibility of open
resources created through its cultural sector programmes. (C)
 The Commission should encourage and support Member States to promote these
resources within the context of their sovereign educational aims and objectives. (C)
 Member States should promote to publicly funded schools and federations of schools
the benefits of making resources available under an appropriate open license. (M).

3.2. FUNDING MECHANISMS (6 RECOMMENDATIONS)
Costs and sustainability are still neglected in OER initiatives and there is little of the US
‘Foundation’ resourcing tradition in Europe.
 The Commission should ensure that any public outputs from its programmes are made
available as open resources under an appropriate license. (e.g. a Creative Commons
open license ). (C)
 Member States to do likewise for their national research and teaching development
programmes (M)
 Encourage Member States to do likewise for their domestic cultural sector
programmes, to make these available across the European Union and ensure that future
programmes do not have unintended legal impairments to cross-border sharing. (C)
(M).
 Member States should ensure that budgets for digital educational resources are flexible
enough to support the development (and maintenance) of openly licensed materials.
(M)
 The Commission should create an innovation fund for the development of online
learning resources and assembling/ creating pathways to credentials. (C)
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The Commission should encourage Member States to increase their scrutiny of the cost
basis for university teaching and consider the benefits of output-based funding for
qualifications. (C) (M).
The Commission should support the development of technological methods to provide
more and standardised information on IPR to the users of digital educational content.
(C)

3.3. COPYRIGHT / LICENSING ISSUES (3 RECOMMENDATIONS)
The Communication From The Commission: On content in the Digital Single Market *******
(2012) sets out a series of actions on copyright harmonisation leading to possible legislation
in 2014. In this document the Commission urges industry to deliver innovative solutions for
greater access to online content †††††††. This covers all online resources: it is important in the
context of VET that all online resources should be addressed (i.e. OR), not just those seen
more narrowly as ‘educational’ (i.e. OER). There is relatively little on this area in the
European Parliament resolution.
 Implement the actions on copyright harmonisation – leading to legislation – as set out
in the Commission communication on content in the single digital market. (C)
 Mount a campaign both centrally and via the Member States to educate all teachers
and trainers on IPR issues. (C, M)
 Support the development of technological methods to provide more and standardized
information to the users of digital educational content. (C)

3.4. REDUCING REGULATORY BARRIERS (4 RECOMMENDATIONS)
There are significant barriers to OER development in the lack of common syllabi (especially
in HE) across EU institutions, and the Bologna legacy of time-based, rather than outcomebased qualification regulations. This is linked with difficulties with certification and
accreditation issues, which are addressed in section 3.7 below. There is relatively little about
these issues in the European Parliament resolution.
 The Commission and related authorities developing the European Higher Education
Area should reduce the regulatory barriers against new non-study-time-based modes
of provision: in particular by developing a successor to Bologna based primarily on
competences gained not duration of study. (C)
 The Commission should foster work into standardised syllabi EU-wide for
undergraduate degrees in certain professions (e.g. medicine, nursing, mathematics,
IS/IT) where this is appropriate for EU-wide action, and in the light of a successful
outcome to such initiatives, foster the developments of common bases of OER material
to support these standards, including relevant open repositories and (ideally jointly
with publishers) open textbooks. (C)
*******http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/docs/copyright-infso/121218_communication-online-

content_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/index_en.htm

†††††††
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The Commission should study the issues in the modern European HE system round
the “non commercial” restriction and make appropriate recommendations for its own
programmes and for Member States. (C)
The Commission and related authorities developing VET should reduce any regulatory
barriers against new non-study-time based modes of provision. (C)

3.5. QUALITY ISSUES (6 RECOMMENDATIONS)
Assuring quality is essential to the credibility of OER, but need not be a cumbersome process.
Innovation funds could operate at Europe-wide and country-wide levels and also within
institutions, industry bodies and training organizations delivering courses at ISCED level 4.
The creation of appropriate pathways to credentials is as important as the development of
resources themselves. Some aspects of quality are addressed in the European Parliament
resolution, which also touches on accessibility.
 Where Member States have Quality Assurance or materials approval processes they
should ensure that OER are allowed to be included on approved instructional materials
lists. (M)
 The Commission and Member States should require (within reasonable expectation)
OER to meet (disability) accessibility standards and should ensure that accessibility is
a central tenet of all OER programmes and initiatives. (C) (M)
 Member States should consider establishing and funding an OER evaluation and
adoption panel. This panel should include lead teachers, content experts and
accessibility experts. (M)
 Member States could consider establishing a specialist OER function/post to undertake
an in-country cost-benefit analysis to assess the potential savings (or otherwise) which
might be achieved through implementing an OER strategy. (M)
 The Commission should establish a European quality assurance standard for OER
content produced in Europe. (C)
 Quality agencies should consider the effects of these new modes on quality assurance
and recognition and ensure that there is no implicit non-evidence-based bias against
these new modes when accrediting institutions both public and private including forprofit (if relevant), accrediting programmes (if relevant) and assessing/inspecting
institutions/programmes. (M)

3.6. TEACHER TRAINING
(2 RECOMMENDATIONS)

AND

CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Teacher training and CPD are crucial in exploiting the benefits of OER. They occur as
strong themes in virtually every education initiative and CPD is especially important in the
context of an ageing workforce – e.g. in the UK. Very few programmes of ITT currently
include training in teaching and learning online, or the skill set required to manage distance
learning. This theme is strongly represented in the European Parliament resolution.
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Member States should establish (and adequately fund) a professional development
programme to help teachers and administrators understand the benefits and uses of
OER and open licensing. This would support teacher / trainer / lecturer CPD on the
creation, use and re-use of OER, with coverage of distance learning, MOOCs and other
forms of open educational practice, and also IPR issues. (M)
The Commission should encourage Member States to do this also and recommend their
use of incentive schemes for teachers engaged in online professional development of
their pedagogic skills including online learning. (C) (M)



3.7. CERTIFICATION AND ACCREDITATION (4 RECOMMENDATIONS)
Certification and accreditation are still too parochial. Given the diversity of qualification
frameworks and accreditation that currently exists across Member States, it is perhaps
unsurprising that the development of the EQF has been a slow process and some of the
initial deadlines have not been met. The Copenhagen Declaration‡‡‡‡‡‡‡is now more than ten
years old and the framework it sets out remains largely a wish list. As the Commission
asserts, strong, quality VET is central to overall European economic recovery and this is
acknowledged by Member States. The development of an international culture is already
under way: labour mobility has increased and will continue to do so and the standardisation
of syllabi and portability of qualifications should be a central plank of this.
 The Commission should drive forward the development of EQF and encourage
Europe-wide validation of learning acquired online. (C, M)
 The Commission should foster the development of transnational accrediting agencies
and mutual recognition of accreditations across the EU. (C)
 The Commission should recommend to universities that they should work to improve
and proceduralise their activity on APL (Accreditation of Prior Learning) including
the ability to accredit knowledge and competences developed through online study and
informal learning, including but not restricted to OER and MOOCs, with a focus on
admitting students with such accredited studies to the universities’ own further courses
of study. (C, M)
 The Commission should recommend to the larger Member States that they should each
set up an Open Accreditor to accredit a range of studies which could lead to an
undergraduate degree. In the first instance the Accreditor should focus on
qualifications in the ISCED 5B area as this is most correlated with high-level skills for
business and industry. (C) (M)

3.8. INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES (2 RECOMMENDATIONS)
IT infrastructure is still uneven across Member States. The most recent (2013) survey of ICT
in schools §§§§§§§ indicates continuing significant disparities across the EU.
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡

http://ec.europa.eu/education/pdf/doc125_en.pdf

§§§§§§§

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/cf/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=1800
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The Commission should continue its focus on improving the ICT in education
infrastructure in Members States (and levelling out disparities of access) so that they
are able to exploit potential pedagogical and financial advantages of OER. (C) (M)
Where nations (or institutions) are providing digital devices they should ensure that all
considerations have been taken to maximise the effectiveness (economically and
pedagogically) of devices, support and strategy with regards to OER. (M)

3.9. FURTHER RESEARCH (4 RECOMMENDATIONS)
Further research should be particularly focused on sustainable business models. This
recommendation has three strands. First, there is a quality case to be made for the benefits
of OER in opening up a wider range of learning resources to learners at all levels, including
ISCED level 4. There is some evidence from recent research studies******** †††††††† that with
the increased availability of OER, individuals can learn more material in shorter time with
equal learning gains, but further research is needed, particularly given the fairly sceptical
attitude in the past towards OER in some Member States, notably Germany, though the
climate there may now be changing.‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ Cable Green §§§§§§§§ also suggests that the use of
OER may lead to lower drop-out rates, but further research is needed to confirm this,
particularly if commercial content is not readily available.
The second strand concerns the development of sustainable business models for OER.
Given that central governments’ financial support for OER initiatives has decreased over
the past two years and shows no sign of returning to pre-2012 levels it is important to explore
a full range of business models, both in the context of reduced government funding and
copyright and licensing reform.
The third strand is concerned with innovation, and links back to funding issues.
 The Commission should develop its understanding of new modes of learning
(including online, distance, OER and MOOCs) and how they impact quality assurance
and recognition. (C)
 The Commission should fund research into the verifiable benefits of OER, with greater
efforts to integrate such analyses with its ongoing research on distance learning, oncampus online learning, and pedagogy; and recommend the same to Member States.
Future K-12 OER research should explicitly embrace Repositories, Federations,

********
Thille, C. (2010). “Building open learning as a community-based research activity In T. IIyoshi & M. S.
Vijay Kumar (Eds.), Opening up education (pp. 165 -180). Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. Retrieved from
http://mitpress.mit.edu/sites/default/files/titles/content/9780262515016_Open_Access_Edition.pdf.
††††††††
Lovett, M., Meyer, O., & Thille, C. (2008). The Open Learning Initiative: Measuring the effectiveness of
the OLI Statistics Course in accelerating student learning. JIME: Journal of Interactive Media in Education.
Retrieved from http://jime.open.ac.uk/jime/article/viewArticle/2008-14/351
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ http://www.wikimedia.de/wiki/OERde13
§§§§§§§§ Green, C. (2009, October 14). Washington State Community and Technical Colleges Launch the Washington
State Student Completion Initiative. Retrieved from http://blog.oer.sbctc.edu/2009/10/washington-statecommunity-colleges.html
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Portals and Tools and should consider off-campus learning (both institutional – virtual
schools – and self-directed or home-tutor led). (C)
The Commission should foster research into the benefits of OER & sustainable
business models, integrating this with its ongoing research on distance learning, oncampus online learning, and pedagogy; and recommend the same to Member States.
(C) (M)
The Commission and Member States should support educational institutions in
developing new business and educational models and launch large-scale research and
policy experimentations to test innovative pedagogical approaches, curriculum
development and skills assessment. This should include both small and larger scale
piloting of innovation – up to support for the creation of new institutions concentrating
exclusively on flexible and online learning (C) (M)

3.10. POLICY INITIATIVES RECOMMENDED FOR INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES
In addition to general policy recommendations to Member States, POERUP is also making
recommendations to selected EU countries - UK, Ireland, France, Netherlands and Poland –
and also Canada. These individual country recommendations (described as Option Packs) take
account of the current political and educational climate in each country. In the case of the UK,
it is necessary to treat the four home nations of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
separately, as there are marked differences in their education systems and structures. The
project is producing Option Packs for the first three of these. These individual country
recommendations draw on the generic recommendations: at the time of writing these are not
fully completed and are being discussed with key stakeholders.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This fairly lengthy list of recommendations contains an inevitable mixture of the practical
and aspirational. It is invidious to attempt to make recommendations which deal solely with
OER and many from the list are applicable to wider areas of policy for ICT in education – this
is a similar situation to the one we encountered in making recommendations on virtual schools
and colleges in VISCED *********.
As discussed above, there are major areas where national governments have jurisdiction
and the role of the EU can only be to ‘encourage’ – schools, copyright and HE are three
particularly significant areas. The EU has been wrestling with copyright issues and policies for
more than ten years and several Member States have either amended, or are in the process of
amending their copyright legislation, but there is still a labyrinth of difficulties to overcome.
Many of the recommendations could readily be absorbed within existing Commission
initiatives, e.g. progress on EQF, Horizon 2020, the Grand Coalition for Digital Jobs and
Erasmus+. In some cases, our recommendations have already been incorporated within the Key
Transformative Actions in Opening Up Education and the rules for Erasmus+ stipulate that
*********

See http://www.virtualschoolsandcolleges.info/
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materials and products developed with EU funding must be made available under open
license †††††††††.
Although there are relatively few recommendations for further research, this area is
especially critical, particularly in developing sustainable business models for OER initiatives
which do not depend on never-ending government funding. The Foundation model, which
sustains many OER initiatives in the USA, is not well developed in Europe.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays immersive and disruptive technologies have paved the way to a new mode of living
and learning. The idea of lifelong learning, open learning, open educational resources as well
as the development and delivery of courses that are massive, open, participatory and support
the idea of distributed intelligence is so far an “educational reality”. These courses are known
as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and what made them revolutionary was their
availability and, especially, their scalability. In order to work and live successfully in this new
multicultural learning reality, language competencies and intercultural skills are more than ever
key qualifications. These needs paved the way for the creation of the first “massive and open”
online foreign language courses. With no doubt Web 2.0 services can support a promising and
authentic Language Learning environment. However the design of successful MOOCs for
Language Learning and their evaluation is not a simple process. This paper aims to provide
guidelines for the design and evaluation of future Language Learning MOOCs to language
teachers and instructional designers. More specifically, the paper will first present the
challenges that a language instructor faces in order to design an online language course and
then it will analyze the basic elements that successful online language courses should have. It
will continue with a brief presentation of the shift from online language courses to “massive
and open” online language courses. Next, it will propose a framework for the design and
evaluation of an efficient Language Learning MOOC that basically supports the individual as
well as the collective learning. At the end, the author will draw some first conclusions and will
share the next steps of her on going research.
Keywords: MOOCs, Foreign Language Learning, Language Education, OER.

1. INTRODUCTION
Learning a foreign language is an efficient way to explore other languages and cultures and
obtain a professional advantage in labour market. In fact one of the essential skills for the 21st
century is language literacy [1]. More concretely, with the arri-val of Web 2.0 technologies
language competencies and inter-cultural skills are more than ever key qualifications for
* Author E-Mail: mariaperif@gmail.com
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everyone who aims to work and live successfully in this new reality. As language skills are in
much demand the need for related on line courses is widespread.
At the same time, new innovative technologies open new educational possibilities and
change the way that we learn and teach. In fact, changes in digital technologies are happening
much faster than we can monitor their impact. As a result, the look and feel of learning
environments, the role of teachers, the nature of the learner and what and how they learn are
being transformed [2]. One example is the case of MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses), a
new format for distance learning. Late-ly there is a growing number of online educational
courses cal-led MOOCs, that are massive, open, participatory and support the idea of
distributed intelligence and lifelong learning. In fact, MOOCs represent a new generation of
online education, freely accessible on the Internet and geared towards very large student
numbers [3]. Dave Cormier coined the term MOOC in or-der to describe the first massive open
online course that was run in 2008 by Siemens and Downs [4], [5], [6], [7]. The Horizon Report
2013 has identified the MOOCs development as “the most important trend in education” [8].
The Guardian [3] has compared the evolution of MOOCs to the dot.com phenomenon when
“disruptive innovations reshaped the global information, media and news industries, by shifting
market power from the established players to parvenu start-ups and alternative providers”.
According to the New York Times, 2012 has been the "Mooc's year"[9], while ‘CourseEra’,
the largest ‘MOOC’ provider, reported registering 2.8 million students in March 2013,
partnerships with 62 high prestige Universities and hundreds courses in several languages [10].
As far as MOOCs for Language Education are concerned, there is a growing interest as
they are multiplying at a rapid pace. Ac-cording to the findings of our ongoing research
currently there are more than 16 MOOC platforms that offer more than 50 free Language
Learning courses. More than a half of them are English Language MOOCs but there is also a
great interest for other languages like Arabic, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese etc. [11].
As MOOCs is a new educational phenomenon and their nature is constantly changing, with
new types and variants of courses appearing all the time, nothing is well defined yet and there
is not currently a consensus on how quality assessment of these courses should be undertaken
[12]. For that reason there is a lot of ongoing research that aims to identify the educational
nature of MOOCs, explore their impact and define quality standards and assurance. As far as
MOOCs for Language Learning are concerned, there are a lot of un-addressed issues so far and
a little evidence of research. This paper aims to contribute to this research area.
More specifically, this paper will present a part of an ongoing research that tries a) to explore
the current state of Massive Open Online Language Courses (MOOLCs) and b) to propose the
Massive Open Online Interactive Language Learning Environment (MOILLE) framework. In
the following sections, the paper will first describe the prerequisite conditions for an efficient
online Language Learning and then it will briefly present some successful MOOLCs’
examples. Following this, the paper will continue with the presentation and analysis of the
MOILLE framework created for the design and evaluation of an efficient MOOLC. Next, it
will propose some practical ideas for the creation of interactive platforms for successful
MOOLCs. At the end, the author of this paper will draw some first conclusions and will share
the next steps of her ongoing research.
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2. HOW TO DESIGN A SUCCESSFUL ONLINE LANGUAGE COURSE
2.1. REQUISITE CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL LANGUAGE LEARNING
Nowadays learning a foreign language is not an easy task but it’s a very essential skill. A
research conducted by the UK Subject Centre for Languages has identified more than 700
reasons to study languages. It concludes that the strongest of these reasons are the personal
benefits like communication, travel and employability as well as the enjoyment that people
gain from learning a language [13]. Nowadays that language literacy is really an essential skill
[1] the need for designing successful language courses is really big. Egbert et al. [14] have
proposed a framework that briefly describes the prerequisite conditions for successful
Language Learning. The eight key factors are the following: 1) Learners have opportunities to
interact and to negotiate meaning; 2) Learners interact in the target language with an authentic
audience; 3) Learners are involved in authentic tasks; 4) Learners are exposed to and
encouraged to produce varied and creative language; 5) Learners have sufficient time and
feedback; 6) Learners are guided to attend mindfully to the learning process; 7) Learners work
in an atmosphere with an ideal stress/anxiety level; 8) Learner autonomy is supported.
Based on this framework, it is clear that an efficient Language Learning environment
should be enjoyable and should provide opportunities for authentic interaction and authentic
tasks to the learners. Moreover, it should support learners’ autonomy and should give them
sufficient time for practice and the possibility to get feedback and guidance when they need
them. Furthermore, Alm [15] maintains that an efficient Language Learning environment
consists of two learning communities: the learning community in the classroom, and the target
language community.

2.1. KEY FACTORS FOR A SUCCESSFUL ONLINE LANGUAGE COURSE
In the past decades, language learners had the possibility to be part only of their face to
face class community. Later with the advent of Internet we started to discuss the phenomenon
of on-line Language Learning and soon researchers proved that an online learning environment
could bridge learning distances and bring
positive results to Language Learning. It is also
shown that online learning pedagogy may even be superior in the overall effect on student
performance [16]. Nowadays, Web 2.0 technologies have opened up the classroom walls, and
have succeeded to provide a broader range of opportunities for authentic and varied language
interaction to Language Learning classrooms [17]. In fact, the arrival of these Web 2.0
innovative and disruptive technologies have facilitated some of the key characteristics for
successful Language Learning like: in-put/output, social interaction, authenticity, exposure,
feedback, and learner autonomy. In this way Web 2.0 applications have been used as a mean
to bring together the classroom’s Language Learning community with the target language
community [18].
From a pedagogical perspective, technological changes have brought a great impact on the
teaching and learning methodologies. Theories of learning have changed from behaviorism to
cognitive and sociocultural theories [19]. Researchers, teachers, course designers, developers
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are trying to keep pace of these changes. For that reason, if someone wants to make the most
of online learning it is crucial to examine first some critical success factors. Dillon and
Gunawardena [20] have identified technology, instructor characteristics, and student
characteristics as two critical factors in online learning. Volery and Lord [21] recognized
technology, instructor, and previous use of technology as the three critical factors. Similarly,
Alberth [22] argues that a number of other critical factors such as instructional design
(pedagogy), unit characteristics, provision of support for both instructors and students, should
be seriously taken into account when considering opting for online delivery.

3. MOOCS FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING
3.1. MOOCS: KEY EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
MOOCs is a recent development in distance education that so far had a great impact on
formal and informal learning. Accor-ding to Oxford dictionary, “A MOOC is a course of study
made available over the Internet without charge to a very large number of people: anyone who
decides to take a MOOC simply logs on to the website and signs up”[23]. MOOCs have caused
a disruption in education [24] giving the big opportunity to learners to receive affordable
training from major institutions worldwide. In fact, MOOCs have brought new challenges for
institutions, teachers and learners, providing incentives for the creation of new business models
and pedagogies [25].
From an educational perspective, MOOCs are positioned on the border between formal
and informal learning. That means that they combine a mix of both educational areas. From
the formal learning perspective, many replicate traditional face-to-face courses used in Higher
Education curricula, but distributing the content online, generally in a video format [26]. Many
times, they give the possibility to learners to exchange their participation in MOOCs for credits
in formal education [27], [28]. From an informal perspective, many of the MOOC participants
don’t want credits, but their aim is to acquire knowledge in subjects of their interests as part of
their life-long learning [29]. Furthermore, another informal learning’s key feature is that
MOOC participants have the opportunity to learn with no time and space limits with the support
of a large community of peers [30].
However, given the wide range of educational scenarios and experiences that are included
under the MOOC umbrella it is difficult either to find a common interpretation of the name’s
components or to define the format of a MOOC.
According to a current research that has been conducted at Columbia University in relation
to MOOCs’ reality [31] the results have shown that there are several interpretations for the
MOOC components. For example “massive”, the first component of the name, describes the
capacity of courses that enroll large numbers of participants, or the capacity to obtain vast
quantities of participant activity and performance data. Few interviewees felt that “massive”
could apply to any class size that is too large to be accommodated in a face-to-face learning
situation such as a traditional lecture hall or an auditorium. As far as the component “open” is
concerned, the most generic interpretation was the possibility for anyone with an adequate
Internet connection to participate in the course. Many interviewees though interpreted “open”
as free, so no fee is required for participation. Other interpretations of “open” applied to access,
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content and the online platform. As far as the interpretation of the “online” term is concerned,
there was a little disagreement. Almost all interviewees argued that MOOCs should be
available via the Internet on a variety of devices in order to facilitate scale and to expand access
beyond the traditional university classes. However, there were cases where MOOCs were used
as resources for flipped university classrooms or just for use in university campus. Regarding
the term “course”, most of the interviewees agreed that a MOOC should provide some basic
course information such as the time of the course (a beginning and an end), a coherent set of
resources and a set of activities organized by an instructor in order to ad-dress specific learning
objectives or goals.
As it has been noted in the literature [32], the vary nature of MOOCs, their structure and
the associated pedagogy differ so much that it is even questionable referring to them by the
same term. One distinction of MOOCs was made by Stephen Downes who divided MOOCs in
two types: 1) The cMOOCs and 2) x-MOOCs.
The cMOOCs (C for “connectivist”) run on open source learning platforms such as
“Blackboard Collaborate” enhanced with collaboration tools and are led by academics as part
of their university activity (e.g. Athabasca & Manitoba Universities) [31]. Their length ranges
from 4 to 30 weeks and their pedagogical model support the explicit principles of connectivism
autonomy, peer-to-peer learning, social networking diversity, openness, emergent knowledge
and interactivity[12], [34]. Generally, cMOOCs are characterized by a more fluid structure
that ad-dresses an overarching instructional goal or question but is less directive with respect
to process. Furthermore, the connectivist MOOCs encourage creation of artifacts and
networked learning. Course products are usually blog posts, images, diagrams, vide-os etc.
However, their success is highly dependent on partici-pants’ interaction via networking tools
such as discussion fo-rums, Twitter, Diigo etc. A far as the instructor is concerned, he has the
role of a facilitator who aggregates, reviews, summarizes and reflects on activities in
daily/weekly newsletter [35].
On the other hand xMOOCs (extended MOOC, similar to standard online courses but
with larger student numbers) are onli-ne versions of traditional learning formats that are
delivered via third party platform providers owned by private enterprises (e.g., Coursera, edX)
[12] [31]. Those are based on the cognitive-behaviorist pedagogy and support a tutor-centric
model that establishes a one-to-many relationship to reach massive numbers category [42].
These courses are pre-determined, structured and sequenced in weekly activities and the
educational materials include short, content-based videos, readings, problem sets as well as
quizzes (auto-graded) and peer-graded assessments. The discussion forum participation is
optional. Generally, the educational philosophy of these courses is more about the transmission
of knowledge and what educators might term “drill and practice” [31].
More researchers refer to the different types and aspects of MOOCs like for example
Siemens [36] who describes that the cMOOC emphasizes creativity,
autonomy and social
networked learning whereas the xMOOC focuses on knowledge creation and generation.
Another example of MOOCs’ categorization based on pedagogy is the taxonomy of 8 types of
MOOC that has been developed by Clark [37]. More specifically, he has divided MOOCs in
the following types based on their learning functionality:
1. transferMOOCs: This type of MOOCs is a copy of an existing eLearning course into
a MOOC platform, where the pedagogic framework follows the standard process of
teachers transferring knowledge (lectures, short quizzes, set texts and assessments) to
students. An example would be the courses offered by Coursera.
2. madeMOOCs: This type of MOOCs make a more innovative use of video and they
have a more formal and quality driven approach to the creation of material while
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assignments pose more difficulty for the students. An example would be the courses
offered by Udacity.
3. synchMOOCs: These MOOCs are well structured courses that follow fixed dates for
start, end, assessments, etc. In this way, students can plan better their time and undertake the course more effectively. Both Coursera and Udacity offer these courses.
4. asynchMOOCs: The opposite of synchMOOCs fall into this category. This type of
MOOCs have no or frequent start dates, together with flexible deadlines for
assignments and assessments.
5. AdaptiveMOOCs: The aim of this type of MOOCs is to provide more personalized
learning experiences to the students by adapting the content they see, according to their
progress in the course. The Gates Foundation has highlighted this approach as key for
future online courses.
6. GroupMOOCs: An idea for more effective MOOCs is the type of groupMOOCs that
actually restrict student numbers to ensure students’ collaboration and eventually their
performance. As a course progresses, sometimes the groups will be dissolved and
reformed again.
7. ConnectivistMOOCS or cMOOCs: This type of MOOCs has been described above.
8. MiniMOOCSs: These are shorter MOOCs that focus on content and skills that can be
learned in a small timescale. They are argued to be more suitable for specific tasks
with clear objectives.
Another researcher who has proposed a simplified MOOCs classification is
Morrison
[38]. He claims that MOOCs differ in basic characteristics: a) the type of the instructional
methods used, b) the type of the course materials, c) the level of interaction, d) the activities
and assessments provided, and e) the interface of the course site.
Moreover, Conole [39] has made an effort to classify MOOCs in terms of a set of
dimensions that can be used to define them such as: a) the degree of openness, b) the scale of
participation (massive), c) the amount of use of multimedia, d) the amount of communication,
e) the extent to which collaboration is included, f) the type of learner pathway (from learner
centered to teacher-centered and highly structured), g) the level of quality assurance, h) the
extent to which reflection is encouraged, i) the level of assessment, l) how informal or formal
it is, m) autonomy, and n) diversity”.

3.2. MOOCS: CONCERNS AND CHALLENGES
MOOCs, as a new way of delivering open access online courses, can claim a special status
at the moment in innovating pedagogy: they support open access learning, crowd learning and
community building, but they also bring together other innovations such as, badges, learning
analytics, etc. [40].
Nevertheless, research shows [12] that there are still many is-sues to be resolved such as:
pedagogy, weaknesses around access, poor engagement of weaker learners, exclusion of
learners without specific networking skills, sustainability, quality of learning, equality, equity,
financial viability and accreditation. The reality is that student’s dropout has been identified as
a key problem for MOOCs [41], [4]. Typically, around 20,000 learners register for a MOOC,
with 5-10 per cent reaching the end point [40]. According to a research [12] that assessed over
a hundred known recent literature contributions on MOOCs and Open Distance Learning, there
are different types of learner behavior in MOOCs, creating a distinction between learners who
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are “auditing”, “sampling”, “disengaging” and “completing”. However, some important
findings of this research are the following: a) those who do complete MOOCs have high levels
of satisfaction, b) learners participate in many valid ways and c) there is yet no agreed
satisfactory system of measurement for assessing the quality of MOOCs from the learners’
point of view.
These are some of the reasons that explain why many universities haven’t embraced yet
MOOCs. According to the results of a current research, related to MOOCs, that has been
conducted at Columbia University [31], it is shown that for several institutions quality is their
priority and not quantity because they claim that quality can be fostered only on a small scale.
Many of them would prefer to let the early adopters of MOOCs to spend time and money in
order to find the way about what works better so that they can adopt best practices later. Of
course re-search findings have also shown that many institutions believe that there is no MOOC
that can compete with elite institutions. Apart from financial viability, that is one of the most
important concerns for institutions, sharing significant amounts of control, content, data to third
parties make them reluctant to adopt this type of courses. It is a fact that issues of sharing data,
access and data privacy haven't been resolved yet in the relatively new legal territory of
MOOCs [31].
Besides the barriers mentioned before, the big effort that is needed in order to develop a
MOOC is also something that troubles many universities. It is reported by people who have
organized MOOCs [31] that an instructor has to spend hundred hours over several months
preparing and re-purposing course materials apart from lecturing and the support of the
participants. In other words, the effort required is two or three times greater than creating a
traditional course. Apart from this, the services that are needed to support MOOCs such as
computing and Internet services, administrative activities, etc. require as well much time and
effort by the people involved.
Based on the analysis made about the major concerns related to MOOC’s development
it is clear that there are many steps to be made in order to find a sustainable educational and
organizational scenario for MOOCs. It is important to mention that the discipline itself is also
a factor that requires attention by the designers and developers of a MOOC. In other words, in
our ca-se, MOOCs for Language Learning require specific instructional design and continuous
effort by the MOOC organizers, as it will be analyzed in the following paragraphs.

3.3. MOOLCS: ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Even if the educational efficacy of online Language Learning has been acknowledged in
several research studies, the MOOC phenomenon as well as the Massive Open Online
Language Courses (MOOLCs) is still an evolving area that needs to be further explored in
order to have valuable results that show their
efficacy.
Currently, there is a growing interest of language learners for MOOLCs [11], [41]. The
number of MOOLCs is getting large [11] as well the number of their participants. One example
is the ca-se of the three language courses offered by the platform ‘I learn’ (‘Aprendo’/UNED).
The MOOCs for Language Learning of this platform were the most populated courses. More
concretely, the students that enrolled in the English courses reached both the number of 78.690
while 22.438 students enrolled in the “German for Spanish speakers” course [33]. Another
example is the case of a German Language MOOC that won the First Prize for the Best MOOC
in the Miriada X platform [43].
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Based on these findings, it is clear that a turning point in Language Education has already
happened and has the characteristics of online and open Language Learning access and
massive-ness. However, it is too early to discuss about a successful MOOLC model so far as
there are still many issues that need to be resolved. In previous sections it has been analyzed
which are the prerequisite conditions for successful Language Learning as well the key factors
for successful online Language Learning. In both cases social interaction, authenticity,
exposure, feedback, and learner’s autonomy were presented as key factors of Language
Learning success. These findings show that the educational philosophy of cMOOCs is closer
to the Language Learning’s general philosophy. Specifically, it supports the idea that a
language is more than just the code: it involves social practices of interpreting [19] and
promotes social interactions of language students through contextualized practice with native
speakers [44].
The findings of our ongoing research [11] have shown that despite the growing number
of MOOLCs only a very small number of them have adopted the model of cMOOCs. So far
the-re are teachers [45] and researchers [46], [47], [48] who sustain that MOOCs’ format is
especially problematic for the Language Education context. It is true, that there are many issues
that need to be resolved in order to exist MOOLCs that could offer successful Language
Learning courses. The one–to-many model which offers automated or right-and-wrong
answers provided by the majority of MOOLCs does not promote any interactivity. The lack of
communication tools (synchronous & asynchronous) as well as time zone differences are also
important barriers for students’ interaction and collaboration. Another serious issue is finding
the way that a teacher could sup-port successfully a massive number of students’ community
in order to promote authentic collaboration. The different language learners’ profiles can create
a serious problem in the context of Language Education. When there is a high heterogeneity
among students’ profile, it is impossible for a language teacher to provide a successful language
lesson. Learners’ differences can be various and are related to their background, their language
level, their learning needs, their learning objectives (individual learning, want to generate
groups/create communities and co-construct knowledge etc.), their learning modes (learn in
collaboration or alone or both), etc. The new role of teacher who will need to provide feedback
to students in an environment with such an unbalanced teacher-student ratio remains also a big
issue [46], [47] and remains a barrier for quality assessment. The important feature of
MOOLCs generally is not the assessment but the development of specific skills such as basic
language skills (reading, writing, listening, speaking), good communication skills, higher order
thinking skills, cultural skills etc. Peer assessment can surely support this process but the
teacher’s role still remains highly important. The lack of sup-port from teachers, who cannot
respond to all learners’ requests for advice is also the main reason for the big number of
dropouts [46], [48]. Another reason is the different intentions of learners. Many times people
sign up to a course with no intention of participating in this but just because they are curious
about it or because they have an interest in a specific topic. Free access gives them the
opportunity to do this. However, even those who want to participate more actively in a course
and are not very pleased with it, they drop out easier if there are no economical constraints.
That means that keeping learners motivated, satisfied and fully engaged is a really challenging
task that needs to be well considered.
Researchers, practitioners, language course designers, policy makers, developers have
already started to explore these issues and are trying to resolve them proposing solutions. The
author of this paper emphasizes the importance of social interaction, authentic collaboration
and building community as key factors of success for a learning language course. However,
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building an interactive and collaborative Language Learning environment that could fulfill the
objectives of thousands of learners is not an easy task but really challenging.
The following recommendations could support the successful realization of this task:
• Authentic educational materials/discussions: Use of authentic language material and
open opportunities of authentic discussions;
• Variety of language activities (Self-paced/Collaborative learning): Use a big variety of
language activities that can sup-port the development of several skills, support language
awareness and promote learners’ motivation and their continuous engagement.
•
Variety of innovative tools for (A) Synchronous Interaction: Use variety of
communication & collaboration that will sup-port learners to communicate in a synchronous
and asynchronous way, to organize their group or self paced learning, do their activities and
assess the work of their peers.
• Personalization/Adaptive learning environment: Use a Language Learning platform
that can provide an adaptive way of learning to a large number of participants. Learners will
have to create first a personal profile (answer a list of questions and choose the most suitable
answer) providing a number of basic information about themselves, their learning objectives
etc. and then they will have to give a placement test. Then, an automated pattern-matching
system’s tool will propose/match either a learning group/s with complementary knowledge,
skills and learning objectives or a self paced program of learning. The profile will provide
information related to learners’ background, their mother tongue, the level of their proficiency
in the target language (A1, A2 etc.), their learning objectives, their preferable mode of learning
(in collaboration, autonomous), collaborative tools that would prefer to use during the course,
their time zone and their time availability for synchronous or collaborative activities and
interests. In this way, learning will be more personalized and tailored to the needs, abilities and
interests of each participant despite their massive number.
• Adaptive teaching environment: Use a platform that can also match teachers’ profiles
(based on time availability, lesson, activities etc.) to learning groups.
• Open “status”: Use a platform that can provide information about the current status
(online/offline) of learners and teachers and supports synchronous communication, authen-tic
interaction and feedback.
• Mobility/Ubiquity: Use a platform that supports a variety of mobile devices (tablets,
mobile phones etc.). In this way you can enhance language learners’ and teachers’ activities in
the most efficient way.
• Assessment/Quality: Use analytic tools to support quality of MOOLCs through the
analysis of specific factors (level of participation, type of participation, time of participation,
number of questions etc.). It’s important though to learn how to store and handle data in
accessible formats and how to analyze them efficiently.
•Evaluation (pre-ongoing-post): Apart from the placement test that can better support
adaptive learning, you should use pre and post tests in order to help instructors to track what
knowledge and skills participants gain as a result of their participation in the courses and how
pedagogical strategies impact these outcomes. Besides that, a continuous “feedback” on
students’ performance via testing activities will allow for iterative improvements in materials
and activities.
•Gamification and badging: Use badges and introduce a gamified learning process in order
to engage students and in-crease their motivation.
•Participation outreach activities: Try to encourage participation by sending targeted
messages to individual students who may be inactive during the courses. This activity can
persuade them to return.
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Additionally to these suggestions, this paper addresses the following research question:
which are the core course elements of a Massive Open Online and Interactive Language
Learning Environment (MOILLE)?

3.4. THE MOILLE FRAMEWORK
The author of this paper has already proposed a list/framework [10] of the core course
elements that a MOILLE should have. This framework was inspired by another framework
[49] which emphasized the nature of collective intelligence of MOOCs and was used for the
design and evaluation of MOOCs.
More specifically, the researcher has categorised all the core course elements that a
MOILLE should have in 6 dimensions (Fig.1):
a. CONTENT: Providing authentic language resources as well as a variety of activities
that could promote all basic language skills and support cultural awareness is very
important for the creation of a MOILLE. Besides that the use of highly interactive
material (multimedia) is also an educational “ingredient” of a great value for language
learning.
b. PEDAGOGY: A MOILLE should enhance active communication between all the
participants (peer-peer, student-teacher, open class community); It should facilitate
collaboration (CL) and collective intelligence through group projects, forums etc.; It
should
support
autonomy
(Autonomous/Self-paced/Self-regulated
Learning/Reflection); It should keep all the participants engaged and motivated via
interesting, playful interactive and updated activities (Playful/Game based learning)
and it should provide a big number of tutors in order to better support the learning
process of the students.
c. ASSESSMENT: The planning of the assessment process is highly important in a
MOILLE. First, participants’ language level should be identified via a placement test
and then this should follow a schedule for an on going multiple assessment (peer-peer,
student-teacher, open, automated) that could better scaffold the learning process of
each participant. Furthermore, a final assessment should be available in order to check
the students’ performance. In order to check the improvement of
participants’
language skills post tests could be very useful. In order to evaluate student’s active
participation, the MOILLE should be supported by specific metric tools (data mining,
Analytics). Finally, providing the possibility for feedback via comments, reviews etc.
between peers, as well as the use of badges for completion of activities could engage
promote student’s participation.
d. COMMUNITY: The creation of a social community supported by useful tools (Social
Media – third part tools integration & other tech tools) is one of the major objectives
of a MOILLE. Building a massive & open language learning environment means that
it can be connected to an authentic audience that is really important for the
development and practice of every language skill.
e. TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: The platform chosen for a MOILLE should have
good usability and should be able to handle huge numbers of learners. Moreover, it
should, provide the right tools in order to track the platform’s performance, as well as
to ensure security.
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FINANCIAL ISSUES: Building a successful MOILLE is not easy because it needs
lots of effort, time and money. Apart from the expenses, a designer should take under
consideration the level of profit that wants to have. Charges for Course or
Certification/Accreditation should be well considered.

Fig. 1. Building a MOILLE
Each dimension should be considered carefully by instructive designers, language teachers
or developers who have interest in designing or evaluating a MOILLE. This framework could
be used as either a checklist for designers or a list of evaluation criteria. A designer can simply
check every dimension of this list in order not to forget any important element during the design
of a MOILLE. The evaluator of a MOOLC can answer to these questions: Does my MOOLC
environment have these elements in order to be interactive and efficient? If yes, in what degree
(high, medium, low, none)?
The following diagram (Fig.1) represents more concretely the dynamic interactions
between participants in a MOILLE:
A. Student-Teacher(s)/Student-Student(s): A language student (orange color) can be
autonomous and interact either with one teacher or a community of teachers. A
language student can also choose to interact with another student or be a part of a
community/group or groups of students. A MOOLC can consist of several working
groups because of its massive character.
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B. Teacher-Teacher(s)/Teacher-Student(s): A language teacher/tutor (green color) can
interact with another teacher or a community of teachers who participate in a MOOLC.
A language teacher/tutor can interact only with a student or with a group or several
groups of students
C. MOILLE- Authentic Interaction with natives: All participants of a MOILLE can
interact with native speakers of the target language and use authentic language material
with the support of social technologies that are included in a MOILLE.

Fig. 2. The Interactions’ Map in MOILLE among Teachers (T), Students (S) and Natives.

9. CONCLUSIONS
Through the lens of innovation MOOCs are an important initiative with great potential.
MOOCs constitute an evolving and expanding area with new developments likely to offer greater
variety of courses and more innovative social learning pedagogies. Given the wide range of
educational scenarios and experiences that are included under the MOOC umbrella, it is still early
to define which are the elements of a successful MOOC. What is sure is that new issues and
questions are emerging continuously and we as researchers and educators need to find viable
solutions.
This paper first tried to outline the key factors for a successful face to face and online Language
Learning. Next, it presented a series of issues that were emerged based on the findings of this
research which has explored and evaluated the current situation of MOOLCs during its first stage
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[11]. Following this, the author proposed a series of practical solutions to the MOOLCs’ current
emerging issues as well as an evaluation and design framework.
According to the MOILLE framework, it is clearly analyzed that one should consider first a list
of key factors, if he/she aims to build a successful online Language Learning environment that has
a massive character. However, what is mostly important is to create a highly interactive and
collaborative learning environment that can support community building, not only between peers
and teachers but also with native speakers of the target language.
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ABSTRACT
Reuse is considered to be a key factor that contributes to the improvement of the software
development productivity and quality, while reducing overall costs. Considering the challenges
that are associated with the Serious Game (SG) lifecycle, reuse stands out as a valid practice
that brings the promise of multiple benefits. Moreover, the rapid expansion of the SG
community coupled with the emergence of ecosystem models set the stage for SG quality,
sustainability and cost-efficiency nurtured by reuse principles. The authors consider the
challenges and the opportunities associated with reuse within SG communities, and discuss
solutions that support the adoption of reuse practices. The paper details the development of a
Serious Games Reusability Reference Point (SGREF) that aims to assist the SG community,
support trans-disciplinary initiatives and fundament the development of reusable, open source
SG repositories.
Keywords: serious games, reusability, SGREF.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software reuse has started with component-based reuse in programming languages.
Libraries of software components were designed for reuse and reused for a very long time.
Reuse practices cover a wide range of scenarios from opportunistic reuse of code (using code
from one software application into another application) to conscious design for reuse.
This research is based on the premise that software reuse is not limited to component-based
engineering, but includes also reuse of concepts, ideas, designs, testing plans, implementation
scenarios and so on – hereinafter referred to as assets –and also of best practice knowledge.
* Author E-Mail: ioana.stanescu@aldnet.ro
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The amount of prior design-for-reuse efforts may vary. For example, in knowledge
management, efforts can be minimal, if prior agreement has been reached on how to structure
knowledge.
The most challenging aspects of reuse, regardless of the domain they are applied to, are:
- To know how to make assets reusable;
- To have timely access to reusable assets;
- To be able to match available reusable assets to specific needs.
When approaching reuse, it is important to consider how reuse has evolved in other domains
and how other domains can benefit of reuse efforts in a specific domain. We consider the reuse
relationships between domains should be many-to-many. There are an indefinite number of
relationships that can be established between domains, provided that a common structure for
cross-domain transfer has been agreed on.
Software ecosystems represent a blooming research field (Popp and Meyer 2010); their
development has evolved from community building initiatives that demand reengineered
strategies and dynamic models to nurture efficient, qualitative integration and collaboration
(Jansen et al. 2013). The extensive growth of the Serious Game (SG) community in recent
years (De Gloria et al. 2012) is such an example that calls for new strategies and tools to support
a robust ecosystem development.
From a community perspective, success depends vastly on a plethora of built-in abilities:
be timely and correctly informed on emerging research findings and market evolutions;
overcome the information overload in the online community, as well as other
communities that relate to the core domain;
adopt, develop and apply sustainable standard- and interoperability-based practices;
identify successful patterns in design, development, and deployment that fundament
reusability;
establish a common terminology at community level;
enable defragmentation between research and industry;
stimulate innovation and creativity within the community and beyond.
Such abilities enable performance, efficiency, cost reduction, and quality control at
community level. This strengthens the ecosystem and increases its dynamism of the
relationships within. In order to develop and enhance these abilities, the collective individual
and organizational knowledge should extend beyond the community. To achieve this level of
competency and for all ‘residents’ of the community to benefit from it, is a considerable
challenge.
A community-based approach brings forward new opportunities under these premises. As
with crowdsourcing (Brabham 2013), it inherently provides an encyclopedic overview of the
resources residing within a community and beyond, thereby exploiting every dimension and
offering. This paper addresses the strategies and tools that could be implemented at an
ecosystem level to explore new modalities to facilitate qualitative, efficient research,
development and deployment (RDD) of the next generation of educational media. It identifies
challenges that coexist in the SG ecosystem lifecycle from a development perspective and
advances initiatives that aim to provide assistance not only to individuals directly involved in
SG RDD – researchers, designers, developers, teachers, trainers, etc. -, but also for policy
makers, adopters such as entrepreneurs, businesses, etc.
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1.1. CHALLENGES
In digital game-based learning and teaching, designers and developers creating the products,
as well as teachers providing them to students are faced with many challenges:
a) Complex design and development processes.
The design and development of an SG project entails distilling decades of concepts,
methods, technologies, pedagogies, as well as specific knowledge related to the
educational domain that is targeted (math, languages, science, economics, military,
history, health, etc.) to something that is digestible, useful, and applicable. Moreover,
it requires a very diverse skillset that includes understanding not only the learning
theory, the game theory, and technology, but also context, people, businesses and so
on (Hunter 2013).
b) Heterogeneous deployment environments.
The requirements and the particularities of possible implementation scenarios have
to be addressed in order to fundament a successful deployment. Such requirements lie
not only at the end user level (e.g. skills required to play an SG; the digital natives
expect high quality and increased performance not only in commercial games, but also
in SGs), but they relate also to specific limitation of SGs (e.g. the lack of customization
options) or deployment environments (e.g. lack of adequate hardware and software
resources; lack of best practices in a certain field; SGs not integrated into the
curriculum).
c) The negative effect of information overload .
The Web is a powerful tool. Researchers can now search, sort, and filter SG projects
to find the resources they need. Advances in information technology and
communication has created a ‘now’ society; our ability to manage this information
becomes more and more stretched (Spira 2011). In today’s information-driven
economy, the ability to efficiently find, critically analyses and intelligently use
information and resources is vital for competitive efficiency and profits. However, the
massive exposition to this critical valuable resource leads to information overload with
detrimental effects (Özyer 2013).
d) The need for creative and innovative SG products.
Creativity has been credited as a critically important factor in the success of a
company or of a career, as it is one of the major sustainable competitive advantages
for companies and individuals (Linkner 2011). Thus, within the SG area it is important
to put forward strategies that foster the creativity potential, both at an individual level,
as well as at the collaborative level. From the perspective of product development,
approaches related to co-creative design have been known for decades and they ensure
the early involvement of customers and other stakeholders. In addition, during the last
two decades, communities that offer structured approaches for fostering collaborative
development throughout the whole life cycle have emerged. Living labs is one of these
collaborative community approaches. Both the development and the implementation
processes of SGs rely heavily on creativity. Resources that stimulate creativity and
innovation need to be collected and made available to the SG community members.
New techniques that stimulate creativity and innovation need to be employed in order
to fundament the development of a thriving SG community.
e) Increasing growth of the SG community.
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The rapid growth of the SG research community in the European Union and
worldwide has set the stage for a large diversity in serious gaming scientific research
in terms of the application domains (military, health, business, engineering), scientific
disciplines (psychology, computer science, social science), and development solutions.
It is often argued that the large growth has created a problematically fragmented
serious gaming community. The fragmentation makes it difficult to maximize
contributions and successes, avoid overlap, enable resource reuse, as well as
harmonized development efforts through interoperability (Stanescu et al. 2012).

1.2. STRATEGIES
Among the relevant strategies that can be applied to nurture reuse within SG ecosystems,
the authors highlight the following:
a) Enabling reuse, standardization, and interoperability of SG assets;
Reuse brings the promise of high quality software that emerges from clean design, fitness
for a purpose and a low defect count (Ezran et al. 2002). It facilitates the transition from SG
software projects that might consume significant resources that deliver ill-defined products that
are over-sized, or fail to meet real needs to successful SG projects.
On one hand, reusability is the process of building or assembling SG project assets designed
for reuse from previously developed projects. Properly understood, and deployed in the right
context, reuse offers the opportunity to achieve radical improvement.
Previous research (Stanescu et al. 2013) has demonstrated reusability is not mutually
exclusively to specific technical components. Even if software reuse has gained momentum,
software patterns emerge as a manifestation of concepts, solutions, and best practices.
Knowledge provenance should also be a concern of the SG community.
Reuse is fundamentally about learning (How do I encode stuff that is reusable and the
information necessary to find and apply it?), memory (Where do I find something to reuse?),
and problem solving (which is the reuse of previously acquired knowledge). While the goals
of reuse are economic, its constructs are cognitive, and its mechanisms lie in the relative
insignificance of intellect and technology. This perspective highlights the importance of
education and training, management, knowledge acquisition techniques and the
complementary techniques, and organizational structures and organizational roles that support
knowledge dissemination.
Standardization
One of the main issues in the SG community, just as in the technology-enhanced learning
domain, involves standards. Traditionally, international standardization translates into a series
of benefits, such as: improvement in universal technical communication and mutual
understanding; facilitation of international exchange of goods and services; removal of
technical barriers to trade; transfer of technology; uniform terminology is created.
Standards enable interoperability between platforms from different suppliers and ensure
compliance throughout the industry. Standards that relate to SGs aim to enable the reuse of SG
assets across multiple environments and products. For some organizations, the primary focus
might be on internal reuse of SG assets. For other institutions, developing and managing SG
assets to be reused not only internally, but also by other external institutions can be of greater
importance. Beside this perspective, developers today are still reluctant to making their
resources open source. Moreover, adherence to standards does not ensure quality. Standards
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are focused on making things work well together. They do not seek to develop specifications
for best practices in any given industry.
There is interest in the SG community both in depositing SG assets in repositories and in
archiving them for reuse. Similar to Learning Objects (LO) SG assets should hold specific
behavior and interoperate with other SG assets. It should have its own characteristics yet exist
in relationship with other SG assets. The metadata description of an SG asset should be able to
reflect the behavior of that asset. When selecting and reusing SG assets, either that SG asset
can remain intact since it fits well with the new context, or that SG asset will need to be adapted.
In the latter and more familiar cases, the problems that arise are not only technological in nature
but also instructional. Metadata descriptions need to be sufficient to represent the behavioral
nature of the SG assets including the learning objectives, where relevant. Furthermore, the level
of granularity may pose a problem.
Reuse and management of reusable SG assets is one of today’s main challenges. This is
where standards are potentially useful. Certainly, much work is needed to refine and extend the
research on how can standards positively impact the SG community, as to support a successful
development and implementation of SG.
Interoperability
Wouldn’t it be good not to start from scratch when developing a serious game? Wouldn’t it
be better to be able to integrate your serious game into the Learning Management System
implemented at your university and automatically retrieve feedback on how well your students
play a game? Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to develop more at lower costs? Interoperability is
one possible answer to these questions.
In the last decades, many discussions have taken place regarding interoperability and its
role, and studies have shown the effects of “un-interoperability”. Interoperability enables
valuable connections, whether across processes, between people and information, or among
companies. Providing SG interoperability support will help with decreasing complexity and
better managing heterogeneous environment, while enhancing choice and innovation in the
market.
Semantic interoperability aims to give IT meaning and represents a capability derived from
the application of special technologies (such as inference engines, ontologies, and models) that
infer, relate, interpret, and classify the implicit meanings of digital content, which in turn drive
business processes, enterprise knowledge, business rules, and application interoperability
(Pollock 2004).
The theory of interoperability aims to define the optimal level of interconnectedness and to
layout the path for achieving it (Azadegan 2013). To do so, it has become necessary to develop
a new lens for analyzing how complex systems, components, and applications are connectable,
as well as consider not only the promises, but also the drawbacks that come with increased
connectivity. We need to balance the costs and the benefits of the connectivity we create, both
in the short and long terms. While interoperability represents an opportunity for successful SG
development and implementation, the role of the SG community is to assess how much
interconnectedness we should aim to achieve among institutions, systems, and people, as well
as lead to a clear understanding of the mechanisms – technical, organizational, or legal –
through which interoperability can be achieved and optimized.
b) Strengthen the role of the online communities;
The usefulness and efficiency of the Web landscape depend on the ability of online
communities to efficiently distillate information and facilitate access to valuable resources. The
role of communities in managing information has become central. People have come together
in alliances that have improved education, human rights, business ethics, and many other areas
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of public and private life. Community organizing, building the power of a group to change the
world, is both an art and a science. Bringing groups of people into effective community
organization takes skills and attention to many details and dynamics at the same time. It takes
understanding of how groups work, why people join them, how to structure them, how to set
goals, and rules, how to develop values and how to move people to action. Community groups
can provide the intelligence needed to solve problems. A community that focuses the resources
and the energies and intelligence of many people who are close to the problem has the chance
to actually solve problems (Spira 2011).
c) Employ the potential of the Entertainment Game industry;
Even if the academic community has opened up to games, game development and
implementation remain a significant problem. Whether developers build their own game engine
or license and modify an existing engine, that investment in time and resources remains a
constant challenge. Content creation is a consistent budget item. Interoperability is
implemented only partially and it does not reach its true potential. Quite often the targeted
platform no longer represents a suitable choice. The development of serious games implies
new challenges in terms of pedagogical approaches, game mechanics, assessment and metrics
generating an even longer development cycle. What can SGs learn from the EGs? What
reusable assets can be exchanged between the two communities for the benefit of both?
Research has shown that there is a significant potential for asset and knowledge exchange
between SG and EG communities [14].
Entertainment Games (EG) are fun, engaging and motivating; they offer an effective tool to
create cognitive stimulation for an effective experience. Fun and enjoyment are very strong
motivational factors and the primary method of luring a student into playing an educative game.
But SGs lack fun and enjoyment. SGs are required to learn from the entertainment industry in
order to develop a captivating and engaging game environment.
SGs and EGs usually differ in terms of budgets and versions that are released to the market
[14]. Still both SGs and EGs rely on the innovative fusion of digital technologies and cultural
creativity. Even if EGs and SGs answer to different objectives and performance criteria, there
are significant lessons and important resources that SG communities can learn and adapt for
reusability from the EG industry.
d) Enable cross-domain asset sharing (e.g. Bidirectional exchange of assets between
the SG and virtual reality domains).
Collaboration between domains has always been fruitful. Connecting the SG field with other
domains can only bring benefits to the field through reusable resources. Code and object reuse
is a main concern for fast and efficient Virtual Reality (VR) system development and continual
maintenance. Many commercial and academic VR packages offer reasonably nice abstractions
for various functionalities needed by general VR systems such as the scene management,
device integration, performance monitoring, object-orientation support, event processing, etc.
In other words, software reuse is the functional level is reasonably well practiced and it opens
new opportunities for reusability with the SG field.
At the same time, other domains can benefit of the outcomes of the SG community. For
example, research has showed that CAD users spend more time in learning the CAD system
than actually using it (Kosmadoudi et al. 2013).
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2. TOOLS TO SUPPORT REUSE
To enable SG researchers, developers, and implementers adopt and consolidate reusability
as a way of working, it is necessary to create tools that act as gateways to reusable SG assets
in the SG community and support the reuse of components, design patterns, class libraries,
frameworks, cost models, knowledge, etc.

2.1. REUSABILITY ENABLERS
Reusable assets are at the core of reusability. By SG assets we understand work products of
any kind, from any part of the software process. Since software work products capture
knowledge that is important to the enterprise, they carry potential value. Reuse is a powerful
means of exploiting that value-adding potential and imperative for the economic success within
the SG development (Baalsrud et al. 2014). Assets may be of a technical, knowledge or
management nature, large-grained or fine-grained, simple or composite. They may have
varying degrees of leverage (leverage is said to occur when reuse of one asset makes possible
the reuse of a chain of other related assets further downstream in the process).

Fig.1. Layers of knowledge reusability
Reusability applies at different levels starting from the individual up to the ecosystem that
individual is part of (Fig. 1). The ecosystem exceeds the community levels and comprises other
domains that impact upon the SG RDD, whereas reusability at individual level above all
supports strengthening individual competences. Each of the layers needs to be considered in
order to optimize the process of component and knowledge capture and transfer. To provide
sustainable and practical solutions, the requirements specific to each layer need to be identified
and analyzed.
The reusability of the different elements needed for the SG development and deployment
process in the different layers depends, to a large extent, on the structure of and access to the
information, the intellectual property rights, patents, as well as the documentation. At the
individual level where the tacit knowledge becomes explicit, the capability to reuse is, in
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addition to the mentioned general limitation, depending on the individual knowledge and
competence and thus often restricted to a single domain. Typical tools for accessing the
necessary information are by using repositories and also knowledge management systems. The
usability depends on how much information is available and if this information is structured in
a suitable way. To provide this, a considerable amount of work has been carried out in recent
years showing this potential (Hunecker et al. 2009; Baalsrud et al. 2010; Bellotti et al. 2012;
Arban et al. 2014). The use of repositories in combination with knowledge management
systems of existing games or games components helps indeed to increase the reusability and,
at an individual and organizational level, also to support incremental innovation. However,
disruptive innovation is lesser supported by this process. Using existing knowledge and
information (here from a repository) as input to the design-process based on the principle of
co-creative design (Hesmer et al. 2011), will to a higher degree utilize the creativity potential
and thus better support the development of new products based on disruptive ideation. The use
of a living lab (LL) approach, in which different stakeholder groups jointly develop ideas,
before taking it further throughout the complete development process, is a concept that foster
collaborative innovation and can thus be applied (Kalverkamp et al. 2013). However, the use
of LL concepts (a LL can be a part of or be an ecosystem) requires that the IPR of both the
input and also the output (not only the game or learning materials, but also concepts, tools for
development etc.) have been properly checked in advance.
In addition, looking at the development process of SGs it can be seen that small teams
often develop a specific solution on a given learning objective with no standard given for how
to define the games in such a way that they are comparable. SG compliance to the SCORM
model (Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative, 2005) (Stefa et al. 2013) would help any
teacher searching for a suitable game and lead to less double development, consequently
bettering quality at lower cost. So far there are approaches for structured description, but none
has reached the same widespread use of SCORM. An early approach on such taxonomy, called
game genome, was presented in (Hunecker et al. 2009). This taxonomy was specifically
developed in order to identify reusable gaming elements within logistics. The objective is to
support the implementation of the Intelligent Cargo Concept by deploying serious games
elements in the vocational training based on existing games. The taxonomy was applied for
identifying reusable components in three dimensions (Baalsrud et al. 2010) that would lead to
a reduction of the development time. Main challenges were, however, related to the acquisition
of the data that was used to fill the genome. The search algorithm heavily relies on the entered
data to compare the games. When these values are incorrect or incomplete, the results may be
faulty. A further step towards a holistic framework was developed in the GaLA project and are
available on the Serious Games Society website http://studies.seriousgamessociety.org. This
framework form the basis of a knowledge management system that gives access to games
described in a structured and holistic way. The tools described in the section can be used for
all layers, whereas the living lab approach makes most sense when it is applied in an ecosystem
context. The next section describes a tool that takes combine the framework with the idea of
the game genome (Hunecker et al. 2009).

2.2. SERIOUS GAMES REUSABILITY POINT OF REFERENCE (SGREF)
The Serious Games Reusability Point of Reference (SGREF) has been designed as a tool
that facilitates reusability within an SG ecosystem by the Technical Committee (TC) 2.5
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Interoperability and Semantics operating within the Game and learning Alliance network of
Excellence (GALA-NoE) and has been strengthen through collaboration with other technical
committees (TC2.1 Serious Games Mechanics; TC2.6 Assessment) and work packages in
GALA (WP 04 -Industry and Stakeholder Engagement; WP 05 – Education; WP 08 - Support
and Services) and with experts in the virtual reality community.
Managing a set of reusable SG assets requires that we know what items we have, where to
find them and whether they are worth keeping. To achieve systematic reuse it is often essential
to have an effective catalogue that connects to repositories. SGREF supports the following
reuse methods: Reuse as a whole; Reuse with different evaluation; Repurpose of the SG: Reuse
of SG components.

Fig. 2. SGREF: Serious Games Reusability Reference Point
Researchers have envisioned the SGREF as a tool that will enable online SG assets and
knowledge collection and retrieval. This approach contributes to the successful development
and deployment of SGs and enhances the decision-making capabilities of SG project teams that
might not always be able to reunite all the necessary roles and expertise required for the
development of an SG. Information will be collected mainly from SG or SG-related projects
developed at national, European, and international level, but also from other online sources
(Fig. 2).
This initiative considers that fact that a significant number of resources are not open
source, and building repositories is not always a valid solution. Still, correct resource
identification is a crucial step to fundament reuse.

2.2.1. SGREF MAIN SECTIONS
While access to references within SGREF is free, to add resources users need to authenticate
by creating a free account or by using social login. Authentication is required in order to
fundament the quality and the validation of the references, as these play a crucial role in
sustainable reuse. Users will be ranked by their expertise and by their prestige within the
community.
The following meta-descriptors have been proposed for the preliminary testing of the
SGREF:
a. Title: The “Title” field is mandatory and can be rated by the users to reflect its
relevance to the field. This will enable the validation of the SG assets contained by SGREF.
b. Tags: Tags are mandatory and will be suggested to the users based on the keywords
introduced in the “Title” field. Users will be able to define their own tags. Users will be able
to rate the tags defined by other users.
c. Short Description: In the “Description” field users can provide further information on
the resource they refer. The “description” field is optional.
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d. URL(s): Users need to provide at least one link to the SG assets they refer. Additional
fields can be added.
e. Upload: Users can upload SG assets.
f.
Recommended for: Users need to mention the category/ categories of user the SG asset
is most relevant for: Researchers; Developers; Business; Teachers.
g. Satellite resources: Additional resources are automatically displayed by the application
based on the hierarchical tag-based classification.
h. Comments: Users can activate or deactivate comments.
Table 1. Standards for content tagging
1.

Title

Standards for content tagging

2.

Tags

Standards, IEEE, LOM

3.

Description

Using e-learning standards in educational video games.
Authors: Ángel del Blanco, Eugenio J. Marchiori, Javier
Torrente, Iván Martínez-Ortiz, Baltasar Fernández-Manjón
Computer Standards & Interfaces 36 (2013) 178–187,
Elsevier

4.

URL(s)

http://www.e-ucm.es/drafts/e-UCM_draft_224.pdf

5.

Upload

6.

Category of users

Developers, Researchers

7.

Related resources

http://jadlet.com/magazine/JADLeT-no1-april-2013.pdf

8.

Comments

Table 2. Standards for content packaging as LO
1.

Title

Standards for content packaging as LO: IMS-CP

2.

Tags

Standards, LO, IMS-CP, ISO/IEC12785

3.

Description

Using e-learning standards in educational video games.
Authors: Ángel del Blanco, Eugenio J. Marchiori, Javier
Torrente, Iván Martínez-Ortiz, Baltasar FernándezManjón
Computer Standards & Interfaces 36 (2013) 178–187,
Elsevier

4.

URL(s)

5.

Upload

6.

Category of users

7.

Related resources

8.

Comments

http://www.e-ucm.es/drafts/e-UCM_draft_224.pdf

Developers, Researchers
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Table 3. Advanced Distributed Learning: Experience API Overview
1.

Title

Advanced Distributed Learning:
Experience API Overview

2.

Tags

TLA, Project Tin Can, xAPI, LMS,
LRS

3.

Description

Presentation by Damon Regan at the
Distance Learning Coordinating
Council (DLCC) Virtual Meeting,
14 Aug, 2013.

4.

URL(s)

http://www.adlnet.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2013/08/regan_exp
erience_api_overview_dlcc_2013.p
df

5.

Upload

6.

Category of users

Developers, Researchers

7.

Related resources

http://www.adlnet.gov/resources/ad
vanced-distributed-learningexperience-apioverview?type=presentation
http://www.adlnet.gov/tla/experienc
e-api//

8.

Comments

Users are given the opportunity to ask questions, to rate references, to follow any new
activity related to a reference, to share references and updates, to report broken links, request
a reference, search for references based on advanced tools, etc.
Users are those that create tags, and sometimes add resources. Users tag resources in order
to find them later. They do not consider tagging particularly enjoyable. Moreover, users have
a variety of different interests, needs, goals, and motivations. To maintain consistency, users
will be provided with tag suggestions, based on the title of the resource that they intend to add.
Users will be able to rate the tags introduced by other users, in order to fundament their
validation by the community members.
Special attention is given to user motivation. SGREF will include gamification
mechanisms that will stimulate participation based on a consolidated reward system, e.g.
prestige, ratings, etc.
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2.2.2. OPEN-SOURCE SG REPOSITORY
To support the future development of a reusable, open-source SG repository, SGREF
enables users to upload open source resources. The types of components that can be considered
for upload are:
• Components that can be reused “as is” without modification. These are components that
provide metadata to describe their purpose and methods of interaction with the game
environment as well as with other components.
• Components and libraries that provide binary-level reusability and can be integrated into a
game by a developer but provide limited customizability and are usually restricted to
running on just a number of hardware platforms.
• Components and libraries provided with full source code. This type of components provides
the most potential for reusability because developers can fully customize their behavior and
integrate them into almost any possible scenario. They also provide higher transparency and
predictability for developers because they can control any unwanted behavior or implement
fixes if necessary. The only restriction for reuse is determined by the incompatibility
between the different programming languages of the components and the game.
Repository components and assets can be released to the public based on a number of
license and monetization models: (i) By license type (Open source, Open source – copy left
enforced, Freeware, Commercial, Commercial - source code provided), (ii) By distribution
licensing (Free distribution, Royalty required).

3. CONCLUSIONS
Reuse is an interdisciplinary phenomenon that builds on the business considerations one
finds in enterprise modelling, the economic analyses of investment, the social analyses of
process, and the psychological models of conceptualization, as well as the technical model of
design and technology.
Considering the multi-facet issue of SG reusability, it has become necessary to establish
what exactly are we trying to reuse, and where does the most payoff lie in reuse. The most
difficult aspects of reuse are to know how to make something reusable and to know how to
match a reuse opportunity to a foreseen solution hidden in a repository somewhere. Even if we
are not all reuse engineers, we all have struggled with coaxing a supposedly reusable
component into our work.
This paper presents core reusability challenges that communities face, advance ways to
address them and tools that can support the development of reusability driven ecosystems. The
SG community has to be prepared not only to assimilate emerging trends, but to support their
efficient development and implementation. A Serious Games reusability Reference Point
(SGREF) is presented as a prototype of an online tools that aims to provide a broad snapshot
of the present state of the SG community by collecting references to SG assets that are reusable,
standardized, and interoperable. This approach provides valuable insights for current and future
initiatives in the field of SGs.
The vision and concepts of SGREF is to encourage SG developers and implementers, as
well as researchers to consider adopting reuse. Once the SG community has developed a
reusability-oriented mentality, it is necessary to facilitate access to reusable SG assets that
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support adoption in current practices. But which is the reusability potential of the SG
community? How can the outcomes of the SG community be exploited optimally? What are
the reusability opportunities between the SG community and other communities? Is crossdomain exchange enabled and prolific? These are questions to be addressed by further research.
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ABSTRACT
In order to fully exploit the huge potentials of Open Education, it is necessary to give
answer to some important issues related to the learning processes occurring in an open
education setting. In particular, Open Education introduces new challenges which can be
organized according to the following three dimensions: students’ behavior, interactions
with content and students’ assessment. These challenges have been recently amplified by
the intensive publication of Open Educational Resources and, above all, by the increasing
number of Massive Open Online Courses offered by many educational institutions
worldwide. The MOOCs have developed as a seamless integration of different solutions
and services which have appeared on the Web in recent years to enable the opening of
courses to hundreds or thousands of participants on the Internet. Learning Analytics is an
emerging research field that can provide a useful support to face the Open Education
challenges. In particular, the huge amount of data produced during a MOOC suggests that
Learning Analytics techniques could be extremely useful to support the learning and
teaching processes during a course. Furthermore, Linked Open Data (LOD) provide
integration mechanisms of heterogeneous resources from diverse repositories and sources
and support automatic search techniques that provide learners with educational resources
semantically related to a specific knowledge field. As a consequence, the huge amount of
datasets of LOD can become an alternative source of Open Educational Resources.
Finally, LOD and its datasets have a remarkable influence on Learning Analytics as well,
so that Learning Analytics is not limited to numeric data, but it has to take into account
data and their semantic representation. The aim of this paper is therefore to highlight –
through the analysis of the recent literature - how Learning Analytics can enhance learning
experiences in Open Education settings.
Keywords: Learning Analytics, Linked Data, MOOCs, OERs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Open Education is a broadly defined concept, and for this reason providing a clear and
unambiguous definition of it is a complex task. Over the years, the developments affecting the
* Author E-Mail: giovanni.fulantelli@itd.cnr.it
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socio-cultural, economic, scientific and technological spheres have influenced not only the
interpretation of the term 'Open', but also the definition of the term 'Education'.
With respect to the term Open, some of the meanings that have been attributed to it are:
accessible by everyone; with no barriers; free of charge; without physical and time constraints
(as in a traditional school classroom); and so on. Consider, for example, the meaning that the
term Open assumes when it is used to characterize the European Open universities that have
developed since the late 60s (among others: the UK Open University, the Spanish Universidad
Oberta de Cataluña and the Dutch Open University); then, consider how its semantic changes
when it is used to characterize the Open Educational Resources (OER): even though they are
two concepts inextricably linked to that of Open Education, the economic models that underlie
the term Open in the two cases are obviously different.
Similarly, the term Education is at the center of debates in various countries when it comes
to the need of rethinking and renewing the education system accordingly with the new
economic and scientific requirements that characterize the modern society.
Whatever the intellectual framework used to define the Open Education, the following two
factors are shared by all Open Education experiences: the physical separation of teachers,
learners and other actors involved in the educational processes; and the use of virtual
environments (online, mobile, and so on) for the management of the learning processes and the
access to educational resources. In this perspective, the term Open can be interpreted as an
attribute that is opposed to the idea of the closed space of a traditional classroom.
According to this perspective, the term Open, in opposition to the idea of closure that
characterizes traditional classes, carries a strong element of educational innovation, with
important opportunities for learning which have been widely proved in the literature. At the
same time, Open Education introduces new challenges which should be addressed in order to
fully exploit its potentials; amongst the others:
- Capturing and analysing social aspects of learning in Open Education environments
- Reducing drop-out of students participating in Open Education experiences
- Ensuring access to high quality Open Education Resources
- Evaluating the competences for students experiencing Open Education courses
- Defining assessment models for Open education
- Supporting students in identifying and selecting the OERs which better fit their
educational needs
These challenges have been recently amplified by the intensive publication of Open
Educational Resources and, above all, by the increasing number of Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOC) [1] offered by many educational institutions worldwide.
Learning Analytics and Linked Open Data (LOD) [2] are two emerging research fields that
can provide a useful support to address the challenges listed above.
Learning Analytics is a research topic that is achieving relevant role in online learning
contexts [3] [4]; the key point of this increasingly popularity can be ascribed to its differences
from less recent Educational Data Mining and Academic analytics research field. In fact, the
peculiarity of Learning Analytics as defined by the Solar research is “The measurement,
collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of
understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs”, while
academic analytics is more focused on using statistical techniques to explore big data with the
aim of supporting decision making processes [5], and EDM “develops methods for exploring
the unique types of data that come from educational settings, and using those methods to better
understand students, and the settings which they learn in” .
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Learning analytics developed originally in higher education and academic settings, and
most of the experiences have focused on the exploitation of learner data stored in Learning
Management Systems or Virtual Learning Environments [6]. In fact, the rapid take-up of these
platforms in higher education institutions at the beginning of last decade provided these
institutions with a huge amount of data concerning learners and their learning behaviour.
Accordingly, Learning Analytics techniques have been often used to make explicit the relations
between learners’ actions in a formal and controlled system, with the achievement of learning
objectives, usually measured through traditional examinations and course tests.
By logging and analyzing the data trails produced by learners while interacting with their
learning context, Learning Analytics techniques provide teachers, tutors and learners
themselves with an integrated overview of the learners’ behaviour. These data prove extremely
useful in the evaluation of students’ activities, in the activation of self-assessment strategies
and in the evaluation of the learning experience as whole.
Figure 1 depicts how Learning Analytics techniques elaborate data concerning the
students’ learning patterns and, through statistical methods, provide teachers and students with
information that can be used to improve the learning process. Examples of data sources are the
Virtual Learning Environments, the Learning Management Systems and the MOOCs, which
include data on the social behavior of the learners in the platform, data regarding his/her
assessment (e.g. quiz and tests) and data related to the usage of educational content. Specific
data can also be obtained by analyzing the learners’ interactions with Open Educational
Resources. Furthermore, the use of mobile devices can provide geo-localized data on the
learners’ behavior. Finally, data on the learners’ background and interests recorded in
electronic systems (such as e-portfolios) can enter the Learning Analytics processes.
Information generated by the Learning analytics mechanisms can be used to provide teachers
with continuous monitoring of the learning processes, but also to support learners themselves
with feedback on their learning progress. Dashboards, Educational Decision Support Systems
and Recommender Systems are examples of solutions that can be effectively used in Open
Education settings.
In this paper we investigate how Learning Analytics can be effectively applied to the Open
Education scenarios to address the main aspects of the challenges reported above. Particular
emphasis is given to the MOOCs, since the large number of participants and the cultural factors
at their basis are certainly crucial in relation to some characteristics of the above-mentioned
challenges.

Figure 1: Learning Analytics to support learning processes optimization
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In particular, we present relevant experiences of application of Learning Analytics in the
field of Open Education aimed at demonstrating how Learning Analytics techniques can offer
a valid support to meet the challenges described above.
The paper is based on a literature review conducted on the proceedings of the Learning
Analytics and Knowledge and the Educational Data Mining conferences. The papers have been
retrieved from the LAK Dataset [7]. The LAK Dataset collects more than 450 research papers
on Learning Analytics and Educational Data Mining. This collection has been supplemented
with the papers of the last LAK conference not included in the LAK Dataset yet. The peculiarity
of this dataset is that it provides not only the metadata commonly used for paper description
(e.g. title, authors, abstract, and so on) but also the whole text is included in the dataset.
Starting from the LAK dataset we have selected papers in which Learning Analytics
techniques are applied to MOOC contexts, or in learning experiences based on OER or LOD.
The list of selected papers is reported in table 1.
After a brief overview of the connections between OER, MOOC, LOD and Learning
Analytics in section 3, we point out how the Learning Analytics perspective can contribute to
meet some of the educational challenges raised by the Open Education. To this aim, research
papers extracted by the proceedings of the most important international conferences on
Learning Analytics and Educational Data Mining are discussed with respect to the following
three dimensions: students’ behavior, interactions with content and students’ assessment. Final
remarks complete the paper

2. OER, MOOC, LOD AND LEARNING ANALYTICS
The MOOCs appeared on the Web in recent years to enable the opening of courses to
hundreds or thousands of participants on the Internet. In 2008, about 2200 online students
worldwide enrolled the first open course regarded to as a MOOC: the ‘CCK08’ Connectivism
and Connective Knowledge course, led by George Siemens and Stephen Downes. Since then,
the number of MOOCs has raised rapidly, and nowadays MOOCs are offered by both
‘traditional’ universities as well as by web-based education organizations. Actually, MOOCs
combine the networking potentials offered by the social Web (developed around the Web 2.0
portals), the ease of access to OERs, and the informal learning opportunities which characterize
the learners’ autonomy in identifying their own patterns to knowledge.
From one hand, the great number of students enrolled in a MOOC makes Learning
Analytics techniques particularly suitable to handle and attribute an educational value to the
huge amount of data (also named as Big Data) produced by the students’ activities, thus
supporting the learning and teaching processes during the course. On the other hand, the
informal learning characteristics of MOOCs makes it difficult to employ the same Learning
Analytics techniques which are normally used in VLE settings. Ferguson and Buckingham
Shum [8] have proposed the concept of Social Learning Analytics as a subset of Learning
Analytics to specifically capture the social interactions underlying the social learning processes
occurring in innovative learning contexts, including MOOCs.
More recently, the widespread of Linked Data in education has provided new data sources
interconnected with the learning experiences that can be exploited to enhance the application
of Learning Analytics techniques. In fact, the potential cross-benefits of exploiting Linked Data
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as the data management layer for Learning Analytics are huge; however, the analyzed literature
based on LAK and EDM conferences include very few papers that take into account this mutual
interaction.
Actually, even though the two research fields of Learning Analytics and Linked Data can
take advantages reciprocally [9] [10], the connections between the two research fields are not
very well developed yet; the reasons have to be searched in the fact that the applications of LD
in educational contexts as well as the LA approaches are both emerging research topics.
Therefore, a closer relationship between the fields of Learning Analytics and Linked Data
is desirable [11]. An important step towards this integration has been the tutorial titled “Using
Linked Data in Learning Analytics” hosted at the 2013 Learning Analytics and Knowledge
conference in 2013, thus witnessing the joint interest of these two research fields. The tutorial
was aimed at providing the fundamental of semantic web and Linked Data approaches and how
these technologies can be exploited in the framework of the Learning Analytics.

3. LEARNING ANALYTICS IN OPEN EDUCATION
In this section we highlight how the Learning Analytics can contribute to answer the Open
Education challenges. Starting from an analysis of the field based on the most important
conferences on Learning Analytics and Educational Data Mining, the influence of Learning
Analytics in Open Education is discussed with respect to the following three dimensions:
students’ behavior, interactions with content and students’ assessment.

3.1. LEARNING ANALYTICS IN OPEN EDUCATION: STUDENTS’ BEHAVIOR
The widespread emergence of massive open online courses (MOOCs) has led to different
research questions related to their benefits, efficacy, and impact on learning process in general.
One of the most criticized aspect of the MOOC is currently the level of students’ participation.
From one hand the MOOC model overcome the common limits to the access towards education
characterizing all postsecondary education systems. The MOOCs offer an unprecedented
opportunity to invert the funnel of access to education: they are offering a set of quality courses
freely accessible from students worldwide. On the other hand, however, MOOCs are
characterized by a high dropout rate. The enthusiasts of MOOCs claim that this data should not
receive the same attention as it deserves in case of a traditional educational path: MOOCs
should not be considered as a replacement of traditional education, most of the participants
enrol for personal interest, and participation is free and participants are autonomous in
establishing their own learning time and pace (even though a general activity schedule is
proposed in a MOOC). However, an in-depth analysis of the problem is necessary in order to
improve the efficacy and effectiveness of the courses, as well as to support learners who
experience difficulties during the learning path. The critical point related to the students’
participation in MOOCs has raised a notable interest within Learning Analytics communities.
In [12] authors deal with the low completion rates of learners in a MOOC environment, in
particular they have proposed a classification model for learners based on their patterns of
interaction with MOOC content. Clow in [13] has concentrated on the drop-out rates in MOOC
which result much higher than the levels observed in traditional education courses. The
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metaphor of a ‘funnel of participation’ is introduced in the paper as a characteristic that is
similar to all MOOCs environments. Moreover the author presents the effects of the “funnel of
participation” in three online learning sites: iSpot, Cloudworks, and openED 2.0.
Moreover, the behavior of students in MOOCs environment has involved several studies
in which the attention is focused on the pattern of students’ participation. In Pardos [14], the
edX MOOC platform has been used to experiment an approach to apply a model of learning
based on Bayesian techniques in MOOC contexts, in order to “investigate the efficacy of
student behavior under varying condition”.
The work presented in [15] describes an experience carried out at the Universidad Carlos
III de Madrid involving more than 100 students using the Khan Academy platform. Authors
have focused on the identification of parameters to convert students’ interactions in quantitative
information that can be exploited to collect interesting clues related to learning processes. Even
though this experience has been supported by the Khan Academy platform, the parameters that
have been generated are general and can be applied to other experiences and to other platforms.
In [16] authors present students’ patterns of learning behavior through a method based on the
combination of learning analytic and visual representations of the results. Two MOOCs with
different curriculum and assessment design have been taken into consideration in this work.
The study has aimed at providing useful hints in the analysis of students’ engagement and
performance within MOOCs. In [17] two language learning MOOCs deployed in the UNED
COMA platform has been analyzed to conduct an exploratory study focused on the analysis of
the activities performed by students. The study was aimed at identifying which activities are
relevant for the analysis, considering also the influence of the target language in the students'
behavior.
An important challenge in Open Education environment is connected with the social
experience of the student while collaborating with peers. With respect to the social aspects,
Learning Analytics experts Ferguson and Shum [8] have urged the scientific community to
consider the socio-cultural aspects of learning, and proposed Social Learning Analytics for a
better analysis of the learning processes. Even though their work is not specifically focused on
Open Education, its general perspective provides useful considerations that can be applied to
the Open Education field in a straightforward way.
The issue of analyzing social interactions in an online learning environment has a key focus
and specific tools have been already implemented. In this category, the SNAPP tool has been
developed with the aim of apply Social Network Analysis to the dynamic of students’
collaboration within a course [18]. The SNAPP tool has been designed as a plugin for the
Moodle environment one of the most popular Learning management System employed to
support Open and distance learning.
Finally, the added value of an approach based on LD for LA has been proposed by d’Aquin,
and Jay in [19]. In this paper, authors have applied a data mining approach based on sequential
pattern extraction the exploits linked open data to support the interpretation of the analysis.
The availability of LOD data can expand the number of dimensions that can be used for the
analysis of the results thus providing additional information that improves the process of result
interpreting.
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OPEN EDUCATION: INTERACTION WITH LEARNING

The aspects related to the quality of the OER is one of the most critical point when the
adoption of OER is considered. In fact, it is not easy to find a commonly adopted definition for
quality in OER. The life cycle of open resources is not only related to the production phase,
but it also strongly depends on their discoverability, reusability and potentials for sharing. In
this scenario several methods of quality assurance have been developed. The research on
Learning Analytics can provide a further support to assess the quality of the OER. Indeed, LA
is not only focused on students’ interactions with peers and teachers but the interaction with
educational content has been the focus of several studies. For instance, the workshop proposed
at the LAK 2013 conference [20] deals with the data that can be extracted by analysing the
usage of OER as well as social data produced in learning repositories. The evolution of these
repositories in social web systems, with contributors, evaluators and users, makes it possible
the analysis of interaction patterns thus providing useful hints for LA techniques.
A step further the analysis of the relationships between users and learning objects has been
presented in [21], where a semantic similarity method based on learning object usage is
described.
Moreover, other authors address their studies on the type of learning objects employed in
MOOC. In particular, in [22] authors investigate the electronic textbook (etext) usage in 20
blended and online courses from Michigan State University, MIT, and edX. In particular, they
present a generalizable framework, based on clustering in the two-parameter space of
Kumaraswamy distributions. Furthermore, MOOC and its video-based lessons has raised new
research questions related to the data that can be collected from video-based learning tools and
how this data can be useful to improve the learning experiences carried out within these tools.
These issues have been faced in the workshop proposed in [23] at the LAK conference in 2013.

3.3. LEARNING ANALYTICS IN OPEN EDUCATION: STUDENTS’ EVALUATION
The board game is a complex e-learning resource modeling a board game with two online
Open Education requires specific methodologies to assess and certificate the competences
acquired in an open course, such as the MOOCs.
Learning Analytics techniques can offer useful hints for the assessment of students’
activities not only based on students’ interaction but also considering further variables that can
influence and improve, at the same time, the evaluation of the learning processes. For instance,
in [24] DeBoer et al. sustain that the knowledge of student background information is
fundamental to support inferences on learning processes. Their approach has been adopted in
the MitX MOOC. Prediction methods based on the inclusion of demographic variables have
been developed. Moreover, authors state that this type of information can improve the
commonly used click-stream traces by adding important factors that may contribute to explain
and analyse students’ behavior. A multiple regression method is used to investigate the
relationship between achievement, online resource use, and student background. The main
finding of this study is that demographic variables provides significant value in predicting the
students’ achievements using individual information.
Concerning the assessment model the work of Piech et al. in [25], based on the wellknown MOOC Coursera, it focuses on peer grading techniques and algorithms for estimating
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grader biases and reliabilities in order to improve peer grading accuracy. In [26] authors
presents an extension of the social media platform GRAASP, with tools aimed at supporting
peer assessment activities. Authors proved their findings by means of a case study of peer
assessment using GRAASP in a Social Media course.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Even though the term MOOC has been coined in 2008 by Dave Cormier [27], it is
important to highlight that the influence of MOOC in both EDM and LAK communities has
started to appear only in 2013.
Research is dominated by initiatives related to Learning Analytics in MOOCs. At both
conferences EDM and LAK in 2013 the MOOCs have received some attention in the papers,
while OERs and LOD do not seem to be directly under investigation. With regard to OERs,
this lack of specific interest reflects the shift from OERs and OERs repository towards
MOOCs, in which the role of the students have assumed a crucial role and, consequently, where
Learning Analytics can provide important insights to teachers and learners. Concerning the
relationship between LD and LA, the potential of the integration of the two sectors are
important, and early examples of using LD to improve LA techniques have been published
only recently, thus widening perspectives to promising future applications.
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ABSTRACT
We are living both in the Age of Surprise and in the Age of Social Networking. The students
of our universities show a natural ability to manage complex sets of data. They also manage
complex sets of virtual identities, when collaboratively online working in order to obtain some
specific results. When this is happening in the frames of a research project, the collective
intelligence and wisdom of such crowds remind us of the ancient schools of thought. There,
what we are today naming “dialectic bootstrapping” was actively used. In the nowadays social
networking, academic or not, there is evidence of the dialectic bootstrapping, too. This is why
a possible connection between the social networking and the ancient schools of thought could
be searched for.
Keywords: social networking, dialectic bootstrapping, collective intelligence, school of thought.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. HOW WE COULD DEFINE OUR SOCIETY / OUR TIMES?
We are living the Age of Social Networking.
“…Most people ask themselves, at one time or another, what sort of society is it in which
we live? How can we make sense of what is going on with our world? And where is it all taking
us? This is a daunting and frequently bewildering task because it involves trying to identify the
major contours of extraordinarily complex and changeable circumstances” [1:1].
There are many keywords used in order to describe the nowadays society – Information
Society [1:8-31], Knowledge Society [2], Network Society [3] and/or to describe our times:
Information Age [4] Computer Age [5], New Media Age [6], Digital Era [7], Social Media Era
[8] a.o.
(We personally prefer expressions as: Age of Surprise [9], Social Networking Era,
Emergent Technologies Era or Disruptive Technologies Era)
As those keywords are related to distinct perspectives on nowadays society and/or our times
and consequently they are grounded in different attempts of defining nowadays society and/or
our time, they lead the scientific community to debates and disputes, too.
* Author E-Mail: viorel.guliciuc.1958@gmail.com
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The perspective used here is an interdisciplinary one, based on the non linear determinism
and emergent proprieties of the Network Society’s complexity.
The thesis defended in this paper is the following one: as the Information Society is a
complex system aggregating other complex sub-systems, based on the non linear determinism
characterizing the complex systems, a connection could be established between the Social
Media and the Ancient Schools of Thought.

1.2. WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGHER EDUCATION TODAY?
No more than two decades ago we used to say that in higher education we are reaching a way
of searching, filtering, understanding and using relevant information [10], basically as an
individual intellectual itinerary.
Due to the changes made by and through the digital technologies regarding the students’
learning and teaching practices [11], after more than a decade of the third millennium, our
traditional, classic perspective on the characteristics of the education in the western universities
seems, at least partially, outdated.
The digital technologies are in the core of several challenges faced by higher education in
the so called developed countries:
a. The increasing number of Digital Natives – even if nowadays this concept is slightly
different from its initial design [12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19]. In a two-part series of
articles entitled "Digital Immigrants, Digital Natives", by using an analogy with native
speakers and immigrants, Marc Prensky [12,13] describes the generation gap
separating today's students (the "Digital Natives") from their teachers (the "Digital
Immigrants"). According to Prensky, the Digital Native students "are surrounded by
digital media to such an extent that their very brain structures may be different from
those of previous generations: Digital Natives are used to receiving information really
fast. They like parallel processing and multi-tasking. They prefer their graphics before
their text rather than the opposite. They prefer random access (like hypertext). They
function best when networking. They thrive on instant gratification and frequent
rewards. They prefer games to "serious work”. [19] See also: [20].
b. The increasing use of social networking both in education and research [21, 22].
“Social networking is the grouping of individuals into specific groups, like small rural
communities or a neighborhood subdivision, if you will. Although social networking
is possible face to face, especially at the workplace, in universities and high schools, it
is most common online. This is because, unlike most high schools, colleges, or
workplaces, the internet is filled with millions of individuals seeking to meet other
people, gather and share first-hand information and experiences…”[23].
c. Based on surveys of the students, researchers and general public of the online
information resources useful in education and research and also based on the
Romania’s surveys of those issues (Romania is a developing country!), one has to be
against some of the conclusions of the University of Central Lancashire report [11], as
he (focused on the UK students behavior) is not well related to the academic behavior
of students from the developing countries and moreover, not related to the users
(general public) from those countries, when searching relevant information or using it
for research (personal or scientific) – due to the costs of such search.
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d. This is why a third challenge facing higher education today could be the shift between
traditional, classic resources of information (the books, journals, papers etc. of a
library) toward the online worldwide accessible, free or not, information especially
toward the open access info sources: databases, portals, blogs, online libraries etc.
e. Under these sharing circumstances, the co-working and the co-creation are the main
characteristics of the higher education nowadays.
Indeed, “it may not feel like it, but the computer revolution is only getting started. Having
one PC or even multiple devices that are like supercomputers in our pocket isn’t the end of the
story. It’s the beginning. The Age of Trillions is around the corner. Trillions of computing
devices, communicating with each other and with us is a done deal.”[24]

1.3. THE INFORMATION SOCIETY AND THE DIGITAL WISDOM
Maybe the Digital Native/Digital Immigrant distinction is outdated. However, the digital skills
of our students – at least in the developed countries – are those described by Marc Prensky; as
those digitally loaded young people make nowadays the extensive majority of universities’
students.
Considering the role of the digital technologies today, it is important to underline that our
digitally grounded world requires not just better informed citizens, but also more digitally wise
ones. The increasing importance of the digital technologies in our lives (as they are bolded in
the students’ essays[25]), in the academic researches [26] or by the policy makers (“by 2020
more than 90% of Europe’s jobs will require computer skills, reflecting the ever-increasing
role that technology plays in our lives”)[27], together with the necessity of strong ethics in
research and engineering [28] and in higher education teaching/learning, require adequacy and
equilibrium regarding human knowledge acquisition and use.
We could name this “adequacy and equilibrium” digital wisdom. „The digitally wise
distinguish between digital wisdom and mere digital cleverness, and they do their best to
eradicate digital dumbness when it arises... They know that just knowing how to use particular
technologies does not make anyone wiser than just knowing how to read words does. Digital
Wisdom does not only mean manipulating technology easily or even creatively; it means
making wiser decisions because due to technology. Therefore, the digitally wise look for the
cases where technology enhances thinking and understanding. No digitally wise leader would
make any major decision; no digitally wise scientist would come to any conclusion without
digital tools enhancing their own thinking. They may rely on intuition, but that intuition is
informed, inspired and supported by digital enhancements and by the additional data that digital
tools provide. Those who are truly digitally wise do not oppose their digitally-enhanced selves,
but accept them gladly, even as they make careful judgments about which digital enhancements
are appropriate and when“[19]. It is about the enhancement of our management of the
knowledge, through digital technologies. Indeed, “digital wisdom does not only mean
manipulating technology easily or even creatively; it means making wiser decisions because
due to technology” [19].
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1.4. IDENTITY IN THE SOCIAL NETWORKING AGE
Keeping the characteristics of the digital wisdom described by Prensky, we have to
acknowledge the importance of social networking in the everyday life of our students.
The appurtenance to a social network has effects affecting our individual and social identity:
it is changing our identity [29] and sometimes it is provoking crises of it [30].
“Online identities can also be expressed in relation to the offline world, in that, ‘one‘s
identity emerges from whom one knows, one‘s associations and connections’ (Turkle, 1995:
258). The self is disembodied online; and the ‘consciousness becomes separated from the
body..., [but online] it becomes a body itself’ (Bukatman (1993) quoted in Lister et al, 2003:
368). On Online Social Networks ‘profiles can be seen as a form of digital body where
individuals must write themselves into being... [to] express and represent salient aspects of
their identity for others to see and interpret’ (Boyd, 2008: 129). Consequently, people‘s online
activities can reflect their offline relations. Facebook users negotiate their relationships and
identities through an array of activities using the features and application the site offers and
these activities are engaged with in relation to their offline experiences (Chatora, 2010)” [31:
549-550].
Our individual identity expands toward sets of virtual identities, as different faces of our
selves.
“The ways in which identity is constructed and experienced online is not radically different
from how identity operates in the offline social world. Ginger argues that the ‘foundations of
identity do not drastically change in the Facebook realm...social identity remains strongly in
place, but instead may be mediated in new ways’ (2008: 36). While the technology or interface
determines what kinds of representations people can construct, whatever the limitations of the
interface, the interface is still able to mediate identity and reflect the offline identities. Identities
are also constructed and framed with an audience in mind but when online, this audience is
invisible (Ginger, 2008: 120). People are conscious of who is viewing their online
constructions and thus, they actively construct the ideal self formation in line with how they
want to be perceived.
Therefore, the online construction of the self is influenced by the individual‘s offline social
identities or subjective positions (Chatora, 2010)” [31: 549-550].
Our virtual identities cannot be entirely/totally detached from our social identity.

1.5. VIRTUAL IDENTITY AND WISDOM IN THE DIGITAL ERA
When we and our students are belonging to a social network, we are simultaneously dealing
with a multiplication and with a „flow-isation” of their identities. Under these circumstances,
managing that plethora of virtual identities leads us toward the necessity of a specific wisdom
of the Human Being in the digital era.
The natural ability of our Digital Native students to manipulate, in a multitasking way,
multiple sets of data – through a permanent and continuous change and/or switch between
various virtual (and sometimes even real) identities – is a strong proof that they have an
increased capacity to socially manage complex sets of identities, without losing the coherence
of their personal identity.
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These “complex sets of (virtual and/or real) identities” lead us to a new perspective on
knowledge acquisition itself, in a digitally grounded world, which underlines the major cultural
shift we are experiencing nowadays: data sharing [32] – be it scientific or not.
Yet, the ability of our Digital Native students to manage these complex sets of identities
raises questions regarding the relationship between virtual identities, collective intelligence and
complexity.
This is why Prensky’s concept of “digitally-enhanced selves” [19] sends us eventually to a
new understanding of wisdom itself, if one accepts that the “self” and the “identity” are
concepts strongly related to “wisdom”. Moreover, the notion of wisdom itself has to be
reshaped regarding Digital Native students, who are deeply devoured by (digital) social
networking.

2. METHODOLOGY
In order to find the connections between Social Media and Ancient Schools of Thought, we
will have to shortly examine some of the connections between some of the most appealing
concepts of the interdisciplinary researches of our time: complexity, reasoning, collective
intelligence, social networking, dialectic bootstrapping, school of thought, knowledge
management.
Obviously, the examination / short analysis will be a non quantitative one.
Finding a route linking those concepts will lead us finally to some conclusions beyond that
one of our previous paper on this topic: “we cannot make a clear distinction between collective
intelligence and individual intelligence or between collective wisdom and its road anymore”
[33:190].

2.1. FIRST CONNECTION. SOCIAL COMPLEXITY, NETWORK SOCIETY, HUMAN
REASONING AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Many times it was said that our society is a complex one. Yet, many times has been made the
observation that the/our networked world is complex.

2.1.1. SOCIAL COMPLEXITY, NETWORK SOCIETY AND HUMAN REASONING
As “the mechanistic perspective, with its fixed theories, linear methods and simple cause and
effect approach, was part of the scientific discourse for more than one hundred years” [34: 20], the
evolution of ideas in the complexity theory showed how difficult is to swim against prejudgements.
The understanding of our tehnology based world – one of the main characteristrics of the
Age of Surprise – “is still dominated by a mechanistic, cause and effect mindset with origins in
the Industrial Revolution and the Newtonian scientific philosophy”[35].
David Byrne observes that “the issue of time and changes in time is of course central to
any consideration of the dynamics of complex social systems.” [36: 67]
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Moreover, “complexity/chaos offers the possibility of an engaged science not founded in
pride, in the assertion of an absolute knowledge as the basis for social programmes, but rather
in a humility about the complexity of the world coupled with a hopeful belief in the potential
of human beings for doing something about it.” [36: 45-46]
Chaos theory. It is a set of ideas developed mostly in mathematics and physics in order to explain
physical systems, but creating as well resonances in some of the concepts used in the humanities – as
it is the case with “social complexity”. In chaos theory, the smallest of changes in a system is
producing large differences in the system's behavior.
This is the so-called butterfly effect – one of the most popular images of chaos. The mathematical
version of this property is the sensitive dependence – a key premise in chaos theory and in fractals
studies. Other properties are their deterministic and nonlinear nature of the complex systems.
Indeed, “the essential characteristics of complex systems are first that they have emergent
properties, that is to say that the character of the system cannot be determined by an analytical
specification of the properties of the components of the system, and second, that significant
change in such systems is qualitative rather than incremental. Significant change takes the form
of ‘phase shifts’, that is to say radical changes in kind rather than marginal changes of degree.
We can identify changes as they have occurred in the past through the examination of the paths
through time of complex systems – their trajectories. Significant changes involve radical
transformations of the position of a system in its possible state space – in brutal summary we
see radical relocation within the range of possible conditions which that system can occupy. It
is very important to note that whilst there are multiple possible positions for a system, for
complex systems the number of positions is limited and may whilst being plural also be
small”[37:1].

2.1.2. NETWORK SOCIETY, HUMAN REASONING AND SOCIAL MEDIA
The Information Society/Network Society has deeply inside the same complexity we could
everywhere.
Complexity theory. “Complexity is the study of emergent properties of systems that are highly
nonlinear. Emergent properties are properties of the system as a whole that cannot be identified
by isolated study of its component parts. So, for example, intelligence and consciousness are
emergent properties that cannot be understood by analysing the working of the brain’s neurons.
The beauty of Van Gogh’s Sunflowers cannot be understood by detailed analysis of its
individual brush strokes. And the nature of an ant colony cannot be understood by studying the
isolated behaviour of each individual ant. In all these cases, the system must be considered as
a whole. Complexity is holistic rather than reductionist” [39: 275].
In a social network, intelligence and consciousness are compulsory and strongly related to
the network itself as whole, as the social networks are non linear systems.
“In non-linear systems, instabilities are the keynote: a small change of initial conditions can
result in a huge change in the system’s behaviour over time. This is in sharp contrast to linear
systems, where a small change in initial conditions results in a correspondingly small change
of behaviour. So, for example, the simple systems of Newtonian physics like pendula and
projectiles are linear. Most interesting systems, however, are non-linear, including, for
example, biochemical reactions, electronic circuits, communication networks, ecosystems,
weather systems, economic systems and social systems. The emergent properties of non-linear
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systems are often ‘surprising’, and it is with these properties that complexity is concerned” [39:
275].
This is why the predictability of the behaviour of the components of a complex social
system or even of that system itself is usually so imprecise or errant.
Network Sociaty and information. As everyone knows it, in the Network
Society/Information Society, a great part of the information passes through the electronic
channels. Here, the search for knowledge finds many alternative routes to the traditional
hierarchies (universities, libraries, museums, etc.), where particular information is accessed
through a linear series of steps. “Multiply-connected dynamical systems, and their typical
behaviour of self organization and self-definition, have become a common theme in many areas
of research, which until now appeared as disparate: the evolution of species, the immunity of
the body, urban geography, ecology, economics, the weather system and many others” [38].
Indeed, as Ioannis Antoniu et. al. wrote “the world that we’re entering is very different. It’s
a world that is dominated by information and knowledge, rather than by physical resources.
And it is a world in which that information and knowledge is communicated and shared through
networks” [39:273].
Information Society, complexity and human reasoning. In the Information Society, the
human reasoning is also a “multiply-connected dynamical system”, a network.
This is why both knowledge and reasoning could be better understood from the perspective
of the complexity/chaos theory. According to the chaos theory, the smallest changes in a system
produce large changes in the system's behaviour. Let us remember that the so-called butterfly
effect has become one of the most popular images of chaos and that the mathematical version
of this characteristic is sensitive dependence. Let us also remember that these are key
prerequisites of the chaos theory and the studies on fractals, and that other characteristics regard
their deterministic and nonlinear nature.
Network Society, human reasoning and social media, all, have these characteristics:
sensitive dependence, deterministic and nonlinear nature.
The “conventional models of reasoning as argumentation or problem-solving are limiting
and reactive” as “they do not provide generative forms of reasoning” and are “artificially
restricted”. The concept of reasoning is seen as a chain of linear logic (via the formal logical
model of syllogistic proof, or the Toulmin model of claims, premises, warrants, grounds, and
backing”). In these models we are sequentially following a single path, from the initial starting
point, through a series of linked operations, to a conclusion intended to deliver a final judgment
on the issue – which is anticipating, refuting or accommodating any objections or questions,
and foreclosing any further doubt or opposition [40].
For some researchers, the alternative is a concept of reasoning as expansion transcending
the given context [41]. From this perspective, the concept of "pattern language" (coming from
architecture) could be such an alternative [42]. Among the examples of such patterns of
reasoning, one could include fractals, networks, collectivities (let’s read crowds, herds etc, to
underline the linked, but nonlinear behaviour of that collection of entities – or even social
networks), stories, stars, spirals, spatial architectures [40].
If the fact-of-being and the Human Being have the complexity deep inside, then, we could
philosophically deal with questions as: Should the linking between successive levels of the
hierarchy always be the same? Is it possible to imagine a hierarchical system with some
clusters of levels accorded to one algorithm and others accorded to another algorithm? [43].
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2.2. THE SECOND CONNECTION. SOCIAL MEDIA, SOCIAL NETWORKING, COLLECTIVE
INTELLIGENCE AND COMPLEXITY MANAGEMENT
We are immersed in an ocean of complex natural or social systems and/or sub-systems.
“Often-cited examples of complex systems in nature and society include the brain, the
immune system, biological cells, metabolic networks, ant colonies, the Internet and World
Wide Web, economic markets, and human social networks” [44:2].

2.2.1. SOCIAL NETWORKING, SOCIAL MEDIA AND COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
Social network systems and social media. Social networking has the characteristics of a
complex activity.
“In a social network with power-law degree distribution and high clustering coefficient,
collecting names of friends of individuals will be more likely to produce hubs of the network
(people with many friends) than choosing random individuals” [44:9].
The behaviour of the individuals has to be differently considered in a (complex) social
network.
Yet, “if online social networks are the ‘corridors’ of the web we must constantly evaluate
what individuals are doing there. We cannot assume that because these individuals are grouped
together in Facebook that they all act the same way at the same time.” [45]
The presupposition of similar behaviour is not sufficient when analyzing an online
networked social group.
This is why “social media community managers have to carefully consider their user
behavior biases and understand that social network systems are incredibly fluid and
unpredictable.” [45]
Collective intelligence and crowd research. The power of social accretion of the (online)
social networks and/or of the social media is based on the trust in the power of the collective
intelligence. “Collective intelligence (CI) is one of the great challenges of our times. It is based
on the concept that large groups of cooperating individuals can produce higher intelligence,
solutions and innovation and get to function as a single entity”.
The collective intelligence highly aggregates individual intelligences upon the level of a
new non linear intelligence acting as a complex system.
Moreover, “CI systems may be substantially different from one another, e.g. regarding the
type of users that they host or the goal they have been created for. However, they all seem to
share a number of common characteristics. For instance, and depending on the problem that
they aim to solve, they all require the participation of an adequate number of users who act
individually in various ways, but share, as a community, similar goals” [46].
The capability of the collective intelligence to find correct solutions for complex problems
has a particular importance for another emergent research field, that one of the so called citizen
science or crowd research: “Collective intelligence is an emerging research field, which seeks
to combine human and machine intelligence so that human communities will be able to reach
unprecedented results and solutions. As such, this scientific field is expected to greatly engage
future research”[46].
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So, the collective intelligence, having been introduced through crowd based research/crowd
sourcing, is “a natural solution to many of the problems that scientists are dealing with that
involve massive amounts of data" [32].

2.2.2. COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE, SOCIAL MEDIA AND COMPLEXITY MANAGEMENT
A first insight. Within contemporary research, we are also passing from individual to
collective research. The collectivities, networks, herds and crowds act as dynamic systems
deploying a unique capacity to work as a single but complex mind/entity in a research field.
The papers and/or findings of those crowd communities unexpectedly resist when compared
with those obtained by the teams of ordinary scientists. This is why we could consider the idea
that the networked/crowded research could design, write and implement any project research,
just like any scientist.
A second insight. One of the most intriguing findings of nowadays science is the capability of
the social networked minds to manage complexity.
Experiments such as CrowdForge prove it. This is not the only example. The EteRNA game,
created by a biochemist from Stanford University and a computer scientist from Carnegie
Mellon University, involves 26.000 players who have to find solutions to the problems
described by a small group of very skilled scientists in order to find the correct form of the
human ARN. The players have to find the solution to a sort of puzzle, in order to produce the
most probable correct chain of molecules. The whole community is discussing,
debating/voting/ accepting/rejecting the solution found. And it is never wrong! [47, 48, 32].
A third insight. The nonlinear (complex) interactions between the individual human minds
working together in a networked way offer the ground explanation for a type of reasoning that
it is not linear. Let’s agree this is one of the main characteristics of collective intelligence.
The results of the citizen science (crowd science, networked science) [49, 50, 51] / wisdom
of the crowd [52,53] / (online) networked sciences are boldly expressing the power of the
collective (and not individual) human mind to overpass the power of computation of our
“smartest” machines just because the machine (as the individual mind), which has been
created by using linear logic, cannot deal with complexity.
This is why the new networked research/(online) social network based research field of
investigation seems to have deep philosophical lesson to teach us, if we consider its interests
for a higher sense and order, its trans-disciplinary character and its implications for a new
perspective on (human) wisdom [54].

2.3. THE THIRD CONNECTION. COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE, COMPLEXITY
MANAGEMENT, DIALECTIC BOOTSTRAPPING AND SCHOOL OF THOUGHTS
A third connection could be found between collective intelligence, complexity management,
dialectic bootstrapping and the ancient school of thoughts.
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2.3.1. SOCIAL NETWORKING, SOCIAL MEDIA AND COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
In Information Society (“the rapidly evolving online world”), what is obvious sometimes “can
be the most complex” [55].
Social Networking and Social Media. We are often using these two expressions. However,
“there is a big distinction in the terms Social Networking and Social Media. While many use
these two terms interchangeably, you can separate them and the websites that represent one or
another or even both effectively.
You can parse out the word Social from Media and Networking in each term. Social Media
can be called a strategy and an outlet for broadcasting, while Social Networking is a tool and a
utility for connecting with others. Essentially, you can lump both terms together under the
umbrella of Web 2.0. They way I do it is by taking the words and separating them into their
different meanings. According to the Dictionary.com website, here are the definition listings
for each:
Social: 1. pertaining to, devoted to, or characterized by friendly companionship or relations:
a social club.
Networking: 1. a supportive system of sharing information and services among individuals
and groups having a common interest: Working mothers in the community use networking to
help themselves manage successfully.
Media: 1. a pl. of medium. (ok that doesn’t help, let’s go to the second definition-L.S.C.) 2.
(usually used with a plural verb) the means of communication, as radio and television,
newspapers, and magazines, that reach or influence people widely: The media are covering the
speech tonight.
The difference is not just semantics but in the features and functions put into these websites
by their creators which dictates the way they are to be used. There’s also a kind of, which came
first, the chicken or the egg kind of argument to be made here” [56].
Let us observe the complexity of the (online) social networks and social media.
This is why, despite their differences, when considering them as parts of the social
complexity of the Information Society, one could find an irrefutable link between them.
(Online) Social networks and collective intelligence. The complexity of the collective
mind emerges from the complexity of the social network. In our digitally based world this is
an evidence.
“People have used the phrase collective intelligence for decades, and it has become
increasingly popular and more important with the advent of new communications technologies.
Although the expression may bring to mind ideas of group consciousness or supernatural
phenomena, when technologists use this phrase they usually mean the combining of behavior,
preferences, or ideas of a group of people to create novel insights.”[57]
Working together, based on a participatory culture philosophy, enhance the knowledge.
“Collective intelligence (CI) can also be defined as a form of networking enabled by the
rise of communications technology, namely the Internet. Web 2.0 has enabled interactivity and
thus, users are able to generate their own content. Collective Intelligence draws on this to
enhance the social pool of existing knowledge. Henry Jenkins, a key theorist of new media and
media convergence draws on the theory that collective intelligence can be attributed to media
convergence and participatory culture. Collective intelligence is not merely a quantitative
contribution of information from all cultures, it is also qualitative” [58].
Collective intelligence and complexity. In an online participatory search for truth and sense,
individuals can deal with complexity.
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“One CI pioneer, George Pór, defined the collective intelligence phenomenon as ‘the
capacity of human communities to evolve towards higher order complexity and harmony,
through such innovation mechanisms as differentiation and integration, competition and
collaboration.’ Tom Atlee and George Pór state that ‘collective intelligence also involves
achieving a single focus of attention and standard of metrics which provide an appropriate
threshold of action’”[58].
So the collective intelligence could reach higher levels of complexity, in a way inaccessible
for an individual / a few individual intelligence(s).

2.3.2. COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE, DIALECTIC BOOTSTRAPPING AND COMPLEXITY
MANAGEMENT
Using dialectic bootstrapping, the collective intelligence of a crowd/network can achieve
consistent results in the management of the various systems/sub-systems of the Digital Era’s
social complexity [59].
Collective intelligence and dialectic bootstrapping. Collective intelligence is “a shared
or group intelligence that emerges from the collaboration and competition of many individuals.
Collective intelligence appears in a wide variety of forms of consensus decision making in
bacteria, animals, humans, and computer networks. The study of collective intelligence may
properly be considered a subfield of sociology, of business, of computer science, of mass
communications and of mass behaviour – a field that studies collective behavior from the level
of quarks to the level of bacterial, plant, animal, and human societies.” [58]
We could add psychology and philosophy to the above counting of the fields of research
interested in the collective intelligence.
When collectively and participatory working, “people can enhance the quality of their
quantitative judgments by averaging their ﬁrst estimate with a second, dialectical estimate.
Originating from the same person, a dialectical estimate has a different error than the ﬁrst
estimate to the extent that it is based on different knowledge and assumptions. We call this
approach to boosting accuracy in quantitative estimation dialectical bootstrapping.
‘‘Bootstrapping’’ alludes to Baron Mulchhausen, who claimed to have escaped from a swamp
by pulling himself up by, depending on who tells the story, his own hair or bootstraps.
‘‘Dialectical’’ refers to the Hegelian process of development, which has three stages: thesis
(ﬁrst estimate), antithesis (dialectical estimate), and synthesis (aggregation). By means of
dialectical bootstrapping, the wisdom of crowds can be simulated by a single mind that
averages its own conﬂicting opinions.” [60:231-232]
On the other hand, accepting that if “intelligence in general – collective or not – leave traces
behind in the environment”, we will have to accept that “the collective activity of individuals
and their modifications to the environment are responsible for intelligence.
While at first this thesis seems intuitive, it goes against much of the practice of both classical
cognitive science and philosophy that have a tendency towards individualist reductionism.
While the question of whether or not this thesis is actually true is a distinctly empirical question,
the philosophical ramifications of this thesis should be developed to see if they are in conflict
or continuous with the neo-Heideggerian framework currently being championed in philosophy
and AI. Two points of conflict immediately become apparent.
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Although Heidegger himself is unclear, the neo-Heideggerian framework as articulated by
Wheeler understands intelligence as a function of the situated being in the world, not a
collective of beings in a shared world“[61].
Yet, the “dialectical bootstrapping involves the use of dialectic (reasoned discussion that
takes place between two or more parties with opposing views, in an attempt to determine the
best answer) and bootstrapping (advancing oneself without the assistance of external forces)”.
[62]
Dialectic bootstrapping and complexity management. Considering the complexity
management, “very much in line with Gary Hamel’s thesis that management is humanity’s
greatest invention of the last century and also the most important investment we can make in
our future”, one could also agree that “fixing the dissonant aspects of the corporate paradigm
and upgrading our management technology is a great place to start if we are to address the
emergent dillemas of our times – after all more of us work in large corporations, and we spend
more than half our entire lives at work.” This is why we have to “pay more than polite attention
to complexity and its disciples. It may very well prove to be our only true friend in resolving
the paradoxes presented by the relentless progress of our society” [63].
The dialectic bootstrapping is exceptionally useful and fruitful in the analysis of complex
systems. The complexity of the problems facing a company is not different by reference to that
one of an online community or a (online) research community.
This is why what is important to our discussion here is this observation (one could have):
the dialectic bootstrapping concept could be extended to the case of qualitative estimations,
too – as it is the case in literary, philosophical, religious a.o. groups aggregated around an
exceptional individual or around an idea or theoretical perspective.

2.3.3.. THE DIALECTIC BOOTSTRAPPING, COMPLEXITY MANAGEMENT AND WISDOM
As we saw it, understanding collective intelligence (CI) is one of the greatest challenges of our
times.
This is why the study of the connections between collective intelligence and wisdom seems
to be a very promising emerging field of research.
Wisdom and dialectic bootstrapping. Wisdom could be considered to be “a direct
understanding of our intrinsic interconnection, grounded on compassionate action. In some
traditions this contact has been characterized as an experience of feminine nature. Knowledge
arises as a result of past experiences and the passing of what has been learned of those
experiences. Wisdom arises as a direct intuitive understanding of the existent interconnections
of life. Knowledge may be wise, but then again it may not be. Wisdom is always like that.
Knowledge can be passed over in terms of cultural memes and other societal vectors of
communication”[64]. (A “meme” should be understood as the simplest cultural unit able to
spread from one mind to another)
As the dialectic bootstrapping is not involved only in the dealing with quantitative
estimations, but in the qualitative ones, too, the collective intelligence of the (online) social
networking could manage the passage from knowledge to wisdom more naturally.
Let us agree that “accessing wisdom in a group setting is a dynamic, challenging and
ultimately rewarding process. For in a group we first begin to experience the ecosystem of the
soul. The different ways of perception and being of a group are all in service of the revelation
of an underlying unity. Seeing into this unity is the perceptual and experiential task of group
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work that is in service of deeper wisdom. A skilful understanding of the temperaments,
qualities and emergent vectors of soul intention are all crucial for manifesting the deeper realms
of collective wisdom. This work may well be a defining practice of the twenty-first century”
[64].
Wisdom and social networking. In a work focused on the characteristics of wisdom, the
researchers found 47 characteristics of it – and among them we could specify: social cognition,
social cooperation, emotional regulation, tolerance of ambivalence, value relativism, desire
for learning/knowledge, other centeredness, self-reflection, ethical conduct etc. [65]
These characteristics of wisdom suggest that it is a result of social interactions – physical,
virtual or mixed. Nobody can become wise without playing with the knowledge of other human
beings, as individuals or discourses. Only this way it can reach adequacy and equilibrium in
knowledge and actions.
Our Digital Native (or not!) students – accepting that the distinction is indeed outdated
nowadays [66] – are in the core of social networking.
They are experiencing not only collective intelligence, but collective wisdom, also, through
their appurtenance to social networking.

3. A VERY SHORT DISCUSSION
Everything is connected under complexity in the Information society: individuals,
groups/crowds/herds, networks (virtual or not), knowledge’s acquisition and management,
reasoning style etc.
In a social network (focused on research!), the collective search for a better understanding
and knowledge of the phenomena, processes, concepts or theories has a strong characteristic of
a (qualitative and quantitative) dialectic bootstrapping.
Ancient schools of thought and collective intelligence. Accepting this insight, let’s also
remember the ancient schools of thought/philosophy have also used the qualitative dialectic
bootstrapping. In those times, the team leader was acting as a steam-engine for his network,
even the search for a better solution and for a better knowledge and values management was,
essentially, a participatory one.
A school of thought was the place for extracting the best results from the individual minds
collectively working in a strong networked group, created around a master/a guru. The results
were systematically confiscated by the (team) leader of that community / group / crowd, based
on his role of values and knowledge manager, even the findings were always reached through
the work of a collective intelligence accepting to follow him.
Social networking and knowledge complexity management. In our digitally based
participatory times, the personal/individual search for a better result (theoretical and/or
practical) is becoming more and more socially (collectively) mediated. This is why the
distinction between the personal and the collective search for info, sense, values etc. is more
and more difficult to be boldly understood and realized, than in the ancient times.
The complexity management (management of complex problems as were, for instance, the
questions of the philosophy) so specific for the ancient schools of thought is characterizing the
crowd science / citizen science too, through the qualitative dialectic bootstrapping.
Moreover, both for an individual and for a group (network), the collective mind mediator is
acting not only in a synchronic (in the actual, present time) but also in a diachronic way (as
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history / evolution), one merging the search with the searcher – either be it individual or
collective.
This is a transmodern result of the theory of complexity: the author/researcher/thinker (as
individual or/and as a group / social network / research network) cannot be anymore separated
and understood without his work/texts/thoughts.
Accepting that the interactions of the social network and collective intelligence
characterizing the ancient schools of thought/wisdom were based on the personal, physical
contact between the members of the crowd/network, we must also notice that in nowadays
social networks those interactions are just tangentially based on physical contact. This is why
we are confronted with the phenomenon of the depletion of the authority of the leader – as he
cannot be seen, touched, physically and directly confronted with the other members of the
crowd – and, in the same time, we are dealing with the multiplication and the permanent
negotiation and replacement of the leader’s status/role regarding specific tasks.

4. CONCLUSIONS
One of the most interesting characteristics of our times is the so called information overload,
information glut, data smog [67], information anxiety [68], due to the exponential growth of
data requiring an appropriate use of dialectic bootstrapping in order to lead us to the best,
correct and useful evaluations / judgements etc.
In the complex (non linear, deterministic but unpredictable) Age of Surprise, the result of a
collective work/reasoning cannot be confiscated by a spiritual/scientific/etc. leader anymore.
Here, the problem “information anxiety”, which is specific not only for the ancient schools of
thought/wisdom, but also for some of the leading sciences of the 21st century, such as
astronomy, biology etc – is “solved” by passing from the old fashioned “love for wisdom”
toward the “search for a batter management of knowledge”, in order to reach adequacy and
equilibrium, under a permanent negotiation of the identities of the leader and its followers,
under the continuous changing/switching/shifting of the leader’s / followers’ role and status,
during the common (re)search.
Today, within social networking, on a social media basis, a wise leader will follow the
crowd on the road which has been discreetly designed, accepting the possibility of his own
temporary or permanent replacement as primus inter pares, because we cannot make a clear
distinction between collective intelligence and individual intelligence or between collective
wisdom and its road anymore.
The explanation of this finding is complexity related, as both social networking and a school
of thought / meditation / research have deeply inside not only a non linear, deterministic and
unpredictable characteristics, but a similar type of similarity – they use similar methods
(dialectic bootstrapping a.o.), in a similar context (collective research / meditation) and have a
similar fractal like algorithm of using reasoning inside.
This is why a study of the advantages of using the knowledge management as it was in the
case of philosophy / wisdom of the ancient schools of thought, in a search for better solutions
for ourtimes problems, should be subject for an extended further research, under the complexity
theory.
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